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Abstract
The interest in renewable energies and in the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions has
led to the development of ethanol as a fuel for internal combustion engines. In particular,
so-called Flexfuel engines can run on any mixture of gasoline and ethanol. These two
fuels have different physico-chemical properties. These influence engine operation, and
in turn, its control. These variable properties are not taken into account in conventional
engine management systems. In a Flexfuel engine, the engine settings must be adapted to
each fuel used, in order to maintain the pollutant emissions and the drivability levels, and
to take advantage of the performance and efficiency improvements allowed by ethanol.
However, these adaptations should not result in a cumbersome increase in the calibration
work. This thesis addresses these issues. The effects of the different fuel properties on
the engine and its control are first analyzed, for defining the control requirements. A
mean-value, fuel-flexible, engine model reproducing these effects is then developed for the
evaluation of control strategies. These include in this work a method for estimating the
fuel composition during engine operation, and its use in the equivalence ratio control.
Keywords: internal combustion engines, ethanol, engine control, mean-value model, fuel
estimation.
Re´sume´
L’inte´reˆt pour les e´nergies renouvelables et pour la re´duction des e´missions de gaz a` effet
de serre a conduit au de´veloppement de l’e´thanol comme carburant pour les moteurs a`
combustion interne. Les moteurs dits Flexfuel, en particulier, peuvent fonctionner avec
un me´lange quelconque d’essence et d’e´thanol. Ces deux carburants ont des proprie´te´s
physico-chimiques diffe´rentes, qui influent sur le fonctionnement du moteur et, partant,
sur son controˆle. Les syste`mes de controˆle moteur habituels ne prennent pas en compte ces
proprie´te´s variables. Sur un moteur Flexfuel, les re´glages doivent eˆtre adapte´s a` chaque
carburant, afin de maintenir le niveau des e´missions polluantes et l’agre´ment. Cependant,
ces adaptations ne doivent pas se faire au prix d’un accroissement excessif du travail
de calibration. Cette the`se traite de ces questions. Les effets des diffe´rentes proprie´te´s
du carburant sur le moteur et son controˆle sont tout d’abord analyse´s afin de de´finir
les besoins en termes de controˆle. Un mode`le moyen de moteur, adapte´ aux variations
de proprie´te´s du carburant, est alors de´veloppe´ pour reproduire ces effets et permettre
l’e´valuation de strate´gies de controˆle. Dans ce travail, celles-ci incluent une me´thode
d’estimation de la composition du carburant pendant le fonctionnement du moteur, et
son utilisation dans le controˆle de la richesse.
Mots-cle´s : moteurs a` combustion interne, ethanol, controˆle moteur, mode`le a` valeurs
moyennes, estimation de carburant.
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Nomenclature
Acronyms
AFR − Air-to-fuel ratio
BDC Bottom dead center
BMEP Pa Brake mean effective pressure
CA Crank angle
DI Direct injection
EV C Exhaust valve closure
EV O Exhaust valve opening
FFD Fuel film dynamics
FMEP Pa Friction mean effective pressure
ICE Internal combustion engine
IMEP Pa Indicated mean effective pressure
ISFC g/kWh Indicated specific fuel consumption
IV C Intake valve closure
IV O Intake valve opening
LHV J/kg Lower heating value
MON − Motor octane number
MVEM Mean-value engine model
ON Octane number
PFI Port fuel injection
RLS Recursive least-squares
RON − Research octane number
rpm Revolutions per minute
SA Spark advance
SI Spark ignition
TC Turbocharged
TDC Top dead center
V V A Variable valve actuation
V V T Variable valve timing
WG Waste-gate
Letters
A m2 Area
cp J/kg/K Specific heat at constant pressure
cv J/kg/K Specific heat at constant volume
ix
CAxx
◦CA Crank angle at xx% mass fraction burned
E J Energy
Exx Ethanol (xx% volume)-gasoline fuel blend
h J/s Enthalpy flow
H J Enthalpy
J kg ·m2 Inertia
K Knock intensity
k Constant
Lv Latent heat of vaporization
m kg Mass
M kg/mol Molar mass
N rad/s Angular velocity
Ne rpm Engine speed
P Pa Pressure
Q kg/m3 Mass flow
QLHV J/kg Lower heating value
R J/kg/K Specific gas constant
Rc − Geometric compression ratio
S m/s Flame speed
t s Time
T K Temperature
Tq N ·m Torque
U J Internal energy
u m/s Flow velocity
V m3 Air-to-fuel ratio
vp m/
◦CA Piston velocity
W mg/stk Mass per cycle
W J Work
x − Mass fraction burned
X − Volume fraction
X − Fuel mass fraction entering wall film (PFI)
y − Volume fraction burned
Y − Mass fraction
z − Molar fraction
Greek letters
γ − Adiabatic index
η − Efficiency
θ ◦CA Angular position
xi
µ Pa · s Dynamic viscosity
ν m2/s Kinematic viscosity
Π − Pressure ratio
ρ kg/m3 Density
σ Standard deviation
τ s Time constant
φ − Equivalence ratio
Φst − Stoichiometric AFR
χ − Residual gases mass fraction
Subscripts
a Air int Intake
ad Adiabatic l Laminar
amb Ambient lim Limit
bg Burnt gases liq Liquid
c Compressor LP Low pressure
comb Combustion m Measure
comp Compression man Intake manifold
cool Coolant nom Nominal
cyl Cylinder opti Optimal
e Effective out Output
exh Exhaust r Real
exp Expansion rbg Residual burned gases
f Fuel ref Reference
fb Feedback SA Spark timing
ff Feedforward sp Setpoint
fg Fresh gases t Turbine or turbulent
he Heat exchanger th Throttle
HP High pressure tot Total
i Indicated v Vapor
id Ideal vol Volumetric
in Input wg Waste-gate
inj Injection
Other symbols
˙ Time derivative ∆· Differencê Estimated value
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis deals with Flexfuel engines and their control. The so-called Flexfuel engines are
spark-ignition internal combustion engines designed to operate on any mixture of ethanol
and gasoline. These two fuels have different physico-chemical properties. This large fuel
properties variability, absent for conventional gasoline engines, introduces an additional
dimension and impacts engine operation. The engine control is therefore affected, and
adaptations are required to cope with this new variability.
Ethanol has been considered as a fuel for internal combustion engines almost since the
beginnings of the automotive industry. However, a limited commercial use only began
at the end of the 1970s, following the oil crisis and as part of agricultural policies in
the United States and Brasil. Yet, there has been for about a decade now a renewed
interest in this fuel. Rising oil prices make it more profitable, while this renewable fuel
offers opportunities for reduced well-to-tank greenhouse gases emissions, in the context of
global warming concerns.
However, the changing fuel properties have a strong impact on the engine: besides
material related issues, they modify the behavior of the engine. More precisely, what
is important to us is that the same control inputs will not result in the same outputs,
or will not be optimal anymore. Meanwhile, the context of ever more stringent pollu-
tant emissions regulations, and strong consumer demand for drivability and minimal fuel
consumption, requires engines to be run the closest to their optimal settings both at
steady-state and during transients. In Flexfuel engines, the fuel properties vary. They
must therefore be taken into account to apply the input commands yielding the optimal
performance for each fuel from gasoline to ethanol.
On the other hand, the very same context has driven the development of sophisticated
engine technologies, with more degrees of freedom, and an increasing number of actuators.
As a result, the calibration and tuning efforts have grown large. As usual engines are fuel
dedicated, the properties of fuel are not taken into account in this process. A variable
fuel therefore adds one dimension to the problem and multiplies the engine mapping to
a cumbersome level. An appropriate account of the fuel properties in the engine control
can help reduce this additional calibration effort.
We therefore aim at shedding light, with the example of Flexfuel engines, on the main
influences of fuel properties on engine control, in order to determine how to take them
into account. We also aim at limiting the additional calibration work and, as a first step,
using only commercial-line spark-ignition engine sensors.
This thesis is organized as follows (a sketch is provided on the next page). In Chapter 2,
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3the effects of the fuel on the engine are analyzed. We first introduce some basics required
for understanding engine operation, and present the properties of gasoline-ethanol fuel
blends. We then analyze the effects of the variations in these different properties on
engine operation. We consider the air path, the fuel path and combustion, in the light
of experimental data. Spark-ignition engines control is then introduced, in order study
the repercussions of the observed effects on the engine control. This allows to draw
conclusions regarding the main impacts of the fuel and the required control measures.
Namely, the equivalence ratio control must be adapted, owing to the higher fuel masses
to inject, and the spark advance has to be modified to take advantage of the performance
and efficiency improvements allowed by ethanol, which is much less constrained by the
destructive knocking combustion. To be able to perform these adaptations, the fuel
composition has to estimated.
For developing and evaluating these fuel estimators and adapted controllers, a Flexfuel
engine simulation model is set up, and validated against experiments. It is the subject of
Chapter 3. It is a mean-value engine model which takes into account the fuel properties
observed to be relevant and their effects. These fuel properties can be varied during simu-
lation, and the model is well suited to the development of fuel estimation and equivalence
ratio control strategies. Regarding the combustion related issues, a mean value combus-
tion model is proposed in order to reproduce the effects of the fuel and the varying knock
limit spark timings on engine efficiency, torque and exhaust temperature. We then turn
to the modeling of these knock limits. After presenting existing phenomenological ap-
proaches, we analyze experimental data and propose a knock intensity correlation, as a
function of the fuel and the operating conditions, which can be used in the mean-value
model to reproduce the observed trends and evaluate spark control strategies.
Finally, having determined the main fuel effects, and set up a simulation platform, we
address, in Chapter 4, the problem of fuel estimation. After an overview of the literature
on the subject, we propose a least-squares identification method to estimate the ethanol
content in the fuel during engine operation. As in other works, it requires no additional
sensor and relies on the equivalence ratio measurement to estimate the stoichiometric air-
fuel ratio of the fuel. However, it differs and aims at alleviating some issues that appear
with existing schemes. It provides an improved robustness by a simultaneous estimation
of the fuel and of a fuel injection bias. The regression is performed on a set of samples
corresponding each to particular operating conditions, and with a forgetting factor for
each, ensuring an even weighting of the data and preventing loss of excitation. We then
deal with the adaptation of the equivalence ratio control: the baseline controller is chosen
unchanged, and the feedforward term is modified. It uses the estimated stoichiometric
AFR to maintain the original transient performance. The stability of this system is
addressed, in the case of a simple dynamical fuel estimator. Results illustrating the use
of the least-squares fuel and injection bias estimation are provided.

Chapter 2
System analysis
In this chapter, the effects of ethanol blending with gasoline on engine operation and
its control are studied. Section 2.1 aims at introducing the reader to internal combus-
tion engines and to the properties of the fuels considered. In Section 2.2, an analysis
of experimental data is made, in order to assess the effects of varying fuel properties on
the open-loop system behavior. We consider in Section 2.3 the closed-loop system: af-
ter an overview of spark-ignition engines control, the effects of ethanol blending on the
closed-loop system are dealt with. Finally, Section 2.4 provides an outline of the control
requirements and issues tackled.
2.1 System description
In this section, the system dealt with throughout the thesis is presented, in order to provide
the elements required for its understanding. The first part deals with spark-ignition
engines, while the second deals with the fuels: ethanol, gasoline and their mixtures.
2.1.1 Basics on spark-ignition engines operation
This section introduces the main components of a spark-ignition engine, then the four-
stroke working cycle and the variables used to characterize engine operation and perfor-
mance. For an extensive discussion on the subject, the reader is referred to [54].
Spark-ignition engine components
Internal combustion engines are used to convert the chemical energy of a fuel into mechan-
ical work. A scheme of such a system is given on Figure 2.1. To simplify the presentation
and in line with the torque control structure, we split the engine into three sets of sub-
systems: the air path, the fuel path, and the cylinders.
Air path
The air path brings air to the combustion chamber (intake) and to draw the combustion
products out of it (exhaust). It is made up of several elements:
• Cylinder valves: on four-stroke engines, the gas exchange processes between the
5
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Figure 2.1: Scheme of a four cylinder turbocharged spark-ignition engine with port fuel injec-
tion. Bold fonts denote command variables and italic fonts denote measured variables.
cylinder and the surroundings are controlled by inlet and exhaust valves, driven by
camshafts which open them alternatively. This opening can sometimes be varied
with VVA devices.
• Throttle: the intake throttle is a valve located just upstream the intake manifold.
It acts as a variable restriction to the flow and is employed to control the air density
in the intake manifold, hence the engine torque production.
• Turbocharging: fuel consumption reduction issues led to the development of the
”downsizing” approach, in which an engine is replaced by one of a smaller displace-
ment. This results in an improvement in the fuel economy in normal use. However,
to maintain the full load performance of the base engine, a similar amount of air
has to be aspirated in a reduced volume. This can be achieved by means of a
turbocharger. The ambient air is aspirated and compressed into a centrifugal com-
pressor. A heat exchanger cools down this compressed air, further increasing its
density. The compressor of a turbocharger is driven by a turbine in which the hot
exhaust gases expand. The power available at the turbine shaft, hence the intake
compression ratio, is controlled by means of a bypass valve, called waste-gate, which
diverts part of the exhaust stream from the turbine.
Fuel path
The fuel path brings the fuel required to form a combustible mixture with air in the
combustion chamber. Fuel is stored in a tank and pumped through a fuel filter to a rail
close to the engine. Injectors for each cylinder are connected to this rail. These can
be viewed as orifices whose opening duration is controlled. For gasoline and ethanol,
fuel is injected as a liquid spray. Two different mixture preparation methods can be
distinguished:
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Figure 2.2: Left: cylinder volume as a function of crank angle. Right: intake and exhaust
valves opening sections.
• Direct injection: on engines employing direct injection, the injector nozzle is located
in the combustion chamber, and the fuel is injected directly in the in-cylinder gases,
either during the intake or during the compression stroke, for each cycle.
• Port-fuel injection: for port-fuel injection (PFI) engines, the injectors are located
in the intake pipes, behind the intake valves. As for the direct injection case,
fuel is injected for each cycle, usually before the intake valves open. However, the
mixture formation process is somewhat different. Indeed, for each injection event,
part of the metered fuel stream vaporizes in the air, while the remaining impinges
the pipe walls and the back on the intake valves. The liquid fuel thence formed
evaporates progressively on the hot surfaces. Therefore, the fuel vapor appropriate
for combustion that enters the cylinder comes on one hand from the latest injection
event, and on the other hand from the evaporation of the liquid wall film. This fuel
film dynamics affect the precise control of the air-fuel ratio of the mixture drawn
into the cylinder.
Cylinder
The work producing combustion of the air-fuel mixture takes place in the combustion
chamber within the cylinders of the engine. The evolution of the cylinder volume during
one cycle is plotted on Figure 2.2 as a function of crank angle, along with the opened
sections of the intake and exhaust valves. Important geometrical parameters are the
diameter (bore) of the cylinder, the connecting rod length to half stroke ratio, ρcr, and
the volume at top dead center (TDC), VTDC , i.e. when the piston is at its uppermost
position. These allow to compute the cylinder volume, Vcyl, as a function of crank angle:
Vcyl (θ) = VTDC
(
1 +
Rc − 1
2
(
ρcr + 1− cos (θ)−
√
ρ2cr − sin (θ)2
))
(2.1)
Rc is the volumetric compression ratio. Defined as the ratio of the maximum to the
minimum cylinder volume, Rc = VBDC/VTDC , it is an important parameter regarding
engine efficiency as well as knock.
Exhaust gases after-treatment
Pollutant emissions regulations put constraints on the maximum emission level for
three types of pollutants: unburned hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO) and
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Figure 2.3: Pollutants concentration in exhaust gases upstream (dashed) and downstream
(solid) a three-way catalytic converter, as a function of normalized air-fuel ratio.
nitrogen oxides (NO and NO2, referred to as NOx). These constraints cannot be met
by engine-out exhaust gases, and require an after-treatment of these gases. For spark-
ignition engines operating on a homogeneous, close to stoichiometric, air-fuel mixture, it
is performed by a three-way catalyst. This catalytic converter can provide an efficient
simultaneous conversion of the three regulated pollutants: HC and CO, which appear
mainly when the combustion is fuel rich, are further oxidized, while NOx, which appear
under fuel lean conditions, are reduced. Figure 2.3 shows the concentration of these
three pollutants in the exhaust gases, as a function of the excess air coefficient, λ, both
upstream and downstream the catalytic converter. It can be seen that the three pollutants
can be treated with high conversion efficiencies, although in a very narrow range around
stoichiometry. It should also be noted that these high conversion levels are obtained
only when the catalyst has reached a sufficient (”light-off”) temperature, i.e. after some
warm-up time.
Operating cycle
After this overview of the main components of a spark-ignition engine, we now go into
more detail with the presentation of the four-stroke cycle, which is the standard power
cycle for automotive spark-ignition engines. After presenting the ideal cycle, in which
combustion takes place instantaneously and in which there are no heat losses, we address
the deviations from it in a paragraph dedicated to real cycles. A last paragraph introduces
the problem of abnormal, damaging combustion phenomena, as knock.
Ideal cycle
The ideal Otto or Beau-de-Rochas cycle takes two crankshaft revolutions and consists
in four distinct phases, each corresponding to a piston stroke: intake, compression, com-
bustion and expansion, and exhaust. Figure 2.4 shows the pressure-volume diagram of
this cycle.
1. Intake: the piston being at TDC, the exhaust valves close and the intake valves
open. The downward motion of the piston then aspirates fresh mixture at manifold
pressure and temperature into the cylinder, until BDC.
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Figure 2.4: Left: pressure-volume diagram of the ideal Otto cycle. 1 → 2: adiabatic compres-
sion; 2 → 3: constant volume heat addition (combustion); 3 → 4: adiabatic expansion; 4 → 1:
constant volume expansion. Right: pressure-volume diagram of a real cycle.
2. Compression: at BDC, the intake valves close, isolating the cylinder contents which
undergo an adiabatic compression during the piston upstroke.
3. Combustion and expansion: at the end of the first revolution, when the piston is
at TDC, combustion is initiated by a spark discharge and combustion completes
instantaneously. This heat addition at a constant volume increases the pressure
and temperature within the cylinder. These hot gases expand during the downward
stroke of the piston, providing work at the crankshaft.
4. Exhaust: once the piston reaches again BDC, the gases cannot produce further
work due to the stroke limitation, and the exhaust valves open. The hot combustion
products are expelled from the combustion chamber and when the piston is at TDC,
the exhaust valves close. Another cycle then starts.
The efficiency of the Otto cycle, ηOtto, depends on the volumetric compression ratio,
Rc and on the adiabatic index, γ, of the gas used:
ηOtto = 1− 1
Rγ−1c
(2.2)
Real cycle
The Otto cycle described accounts only roughly for the real processes that take place
in an internal combustion engine. Several elements appear, which contribute to a much
lower efficiency when compared to the ideal cycle, concerning the closed cycle processes
as well as the gas exchange processes.
We begin with the differences present when the valves are closed, i.e. during compres-
sion, combustion and expansion.
• Heat transfer: an important part (around 20%) of the heat released during combus-
tion is lost by conduction through the colder surrounding wall of the combustion
chamber. The compression and expansion are then close to polytropic, while the
maximum pressure is largely decreased.
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Figure 2.5: Typical mass fraction burnt curve as a function of crank angle.
• Mixture composition: the fresh gases that are compressed prior to combustion are
a mixture of air and fuel. The latter has usually larger heat capacities than the
former, resulting in a lower adiabatic index, when compared to air alone. Burnt
gases are mainly composed of triatomic molecules (water and carbon dioxide) and
have therefore also a lower adiabatic index. This contributes to a lower overall
efficiency of the cycle.
• Combustion duration: in practice, combustion of the whole fresh charge does not
occur instantaneously. It rather takes place progressively. The electric arc of the
spark discharge ignites a small, approximately spherical, kernel. A flame front
is formed, which separates the fresh unburnt mixture from the burnt gases and
propagates at a finite speed throughout the combustion chamber. The increased
duration of the heat release process results in a decrease in the work output of the
cycle, and requires to ignite the mixture before top dead center, which is quantified
by the spark advance. It should be noted that on one hand, the laminar flame
speed is a characteristic of the fuel and increases with increasing unburnt gases
temperature, or decreasing pressure; on the other, the flame front is wrinkled by the
turbulent velocity field within the combustion chamber, which increases its effective
area, hence its propagation velocity. Figure 2.5 shows a typical mass fraction burnt
profile as a function of crank-angle (here, the angular reference is taken as the
combustion top dead center).
Figure 2.4 presents such a real cycle. The in-cylinder pressure is given as a function
of the cylinder volume. While the finite combustion duration results in a gentle rise of
the cylinder pressure, an additional important source of parasitic losses on spark-ignition
engines is also visible. Indeed, although one notices that the gas exchange processes take
place at roughly constant pressure, the latter is higher during exhaust than during intake.
This difference results in a negative pumping work, lowering the overall efficiency of the
cycle.
An important parameter that determines the efficiency of the cycle is the phasing of
the combustion. This can be intuitively seen from Eq. (2.2): setting the heat release off
the top dead center corresponds to a decrease in the effective compression ratio, thereby
reducing the efficiency. A common reference for the combustion phasing is the crank angle
at which 50% of the charge has burned, CA50 (more generally CAxx denotes the crank
angle at which xx% of the charge has burned, CA90 − CA10 being a usual indicator for
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Figure 2.6: Cylinder pressures for non-knocking and knocking cycles on the same operating
point. From left to right: no knock, incipient knock, and heavy knock.
combustion duration, see for example Figure 2.5). The crank angle of maximum pressure,
or peak pressure location (PPL) is also used sometimes. Note that for the real cycle, due
to heat transfer, the optimal middle of combustion location is not at top dead center but
a few degrees after: typically 7-9◦CA after top dead center. For a given engine, this value
is almost independent of the operating conditions.
Abnormal combustion
As mentioned before, in spark-ignition engines, combustion is initiated by the spark
discharge and proceeds with the propagation of the flame front through the combustion
chamber. This normal combustion mode can be altered at high loads. Under such con-
ditions, end gases (the fraction of fresh mixture that is close to the walls and is reached
last by the flame front) are at a high temperature and high pressure for much of the cy-
cle. This can lead to their self-ignition, resulting in a rapid heat release involving strong
pressure oscillations, as shown on Figure 2.6. These oscillations generate a characteristic
noise which gave its name to this phenomenon: knock. The large local stresses and heat
transfer rates induced can be detrimental to the durability of the engine. Note that the
knock intensity strongly depends on temperature inhomogeneities in the unburnt mixture.
Knock can be avoided by retarding the spark timing, hence the combustion. This
results in lowered in-cylinder pressure and temperature, thereby preventing self-ignition,
at the expense of a decreased efficiency.
Performance and operating variables
In the previous section, the main components of spark-ignition engines and their operation
have been introduced qualitatively. In this section, we turn to a presentation of the
variables used to describe quantitatively the engine operation and its performance. As
above, we distinguish the air path, the fuel path, and the torque path.
Air path
The amount of air-fuel mixture, hence the torque production, is limited on spark-
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ignition engines by their breathing capability. A reciprocating engine can be viewed as
a volumetric pump, aspirating a volume equal to the cylinder displacement. Considering
the air to be at intake manifold density, the aspirated air mass per cycle can then be
derived simply. However, charge losses at the intake valves, valves timing, inertial and
acoustic effects in the intake pipes, as well as residual hot burnt gases and heat transfer
in the cylinder will affect the intake process. These deviations from the ideal behavior are
lumped into the volumetric efficiency, ηv, which is the ratio between the actual aspirated
air mass and the air mass at manifold density that would fit into the displacement volume:
Wair = ηv
PmanVd
RairTman
(2.3)
where Wair is the aspirated air mass per cylinder and per cycle, Pman and Tman are
the intake manifold pressure and temperature, respectively, and Rair is the specific gas
constant of air. The air mass flow, Qair, into the engine can be calculated for a four-stroke
engine as:
Qair = Wair
NcylNe
2× 60 (2.4)
where Ncyl is number of cylinders and Ne, the engine speed, is in rpm.
Regarding turbocharging, besides the turbocharger speed, two variables affect the
power balance on the turbocharger shaft: the intake compression ratio, Πc = Pint/Pamb,
and the exhaust expansion ratio, Πt = Pexh/Pdt. Here, Pint is the intake pressure, down-
stream the compressor, Pamb the ambient pressure, Pexh the exhaust manifold pressure
and Pdt the pressure downstream the turbine.
Fuel path
Regarding the fuel path, the main parameter is the equivalence ratio, φ, which quan-
tifies the fuel excess of the combustible mixture. It is defined as:
φ =
Wf
Wair
Φst (2.5)
where Wf is the fuel mass and Φst is the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio, which is a physical
property of the fuel. An equivalent parameter is the excess air coefficient, λ = 1/φ. As
mentioned earlier, the equivalence ratio has a strong effect on the efficiency of the exhaust
catalytic converter. For φ < 1, there is an excess of air, and the mixture is referred to as
lean. Conversely, for φ > 1, fuel is in excess, and the mixture is rich.
Torque path
The only useful output of a transportation internal combustion engine is torque, Tq.
As a more convenient basis for comparison between engines of different displacement, the
mean effective pressure (MEP) is often used. It represents a work per unit displaced
volume and is usually expressed in bar:
MEP = Tq
4π
NcylVd
10−5 (2.6)
Several different MEP are used:
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• the indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) represents the work done on the piston
and can be calculated as:
IMEP =
1
Vd
∫
PcyldV (2.7)
where Pcyl is the cylinder pressure, and the integral is over a cycle (i.e. two
crankshaft revolutions). For discriminating the relative importance of the pumping
losses and the combustion work, one can define a low pressure IMEP (IMEPLP )
and a high pressure IMEP (IMEPHP ). The former represents the pumping losses
and is calculated during the gas exchange phases, while the latter includes only the
closed part of the cycle (compression, combustion and expansion work).
• the brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) represents the work at the crankshaft,
i.e. the IMEP minus friction losses.
• the friction mean effective pressure (FMEP) represents the work done by these
friction losses, which typically increase with the engine speed:
FMEP = BMEP − IMEP (2.8)
As for the mean effective pressure, one can consider an indicated efficiency, ηi, and a
brake efficiency, ηb, as the ratio between the work output and the energy content of the
fuel:
ηi =
IMEP × Vd
Wf ×QLHV 10
5 (2.9)
ηb =
BMEP × Vd
Wf ×QLHV 10
5 (2.10)
where QLHV is the lower heating value of the fuel.
Another indication of the engine efficiency is given by the specific fuel consumption,
which is defined as the fuel mass flow per unit output power of the engine. For example,
the indicated specific fuel consumption, ISFC, is related to the indicated efficiency as
follows:
ISFC =
1
ηiQLHV
(2.11)
2.1.2 Fuel properties
Having given an overview of the engine system we study, we now present the properties
of the fuels used in that engine: blends of ethanol and gasoline. The main properties of
these two base fuels are first given, before presenting their calculation for their blends.
Main properties of ethanol and gasoline
The effects of the fuel blends on the operation of a Flexfuel engine arise from the dif-
ferences in the physico-chemical properties of their two main constituents: gasoline, E0,
and ethanol, E100. Their main properties, which will be discussed hereafter, are listed in
Table 2.1, along with their numerical values. It should be noticed that as gasoline is a
complex blend of many compounds, the values given here are typical values representative
of commercial gasoline.
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Name Symbol Unit E0 E100
Number of carbon atoms n − 6.7 2
Number of hydrogen atoms m − 12.5 5
Number of oxygen atoms r − 0.07 1
Molar mass M g/mol 94 46
Density ρ kg/m3 750 790
Laminar flame speed Sl0 m/s 0.58 0.59
Reid vapor pressure RV P kPa 50 14
Latent heat of vaporization Lv kJ/kg 335 911
Stoichiometric air-fuel ratio Φst − 14.4 8.98
Lower heating value QLHV MJ/kg 42.81 27.53
Research octane number RON − 95 110
Table 2.1: Main properties of gasoline and ethanol.
• Molecular formula: the molecular formula gives the number of atoms of the differ-
ent elements that make up a molecule. For complex blends of several molecules, as
gasoline, the formula is an average one. Ethanol is an oxygenated compound, while
gasoline is a blend of hydrocarbons hardly containing any oxygen. This higher oxy-
gen content is the main reason for the differences observed in terms of stoichiometric
air-fuel ratio and lower heating value, despite the higher hydrogen to carbon ratio
of ethanol.
• Stoichiometric air-fuel ratio: the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio is the ratio of the mass
of air to that of fuel required for complete consumption of these two reactants during
combustion. This reaction can be expressed by the following equation:
CnHmOr+
(
n+
m
4
− r
2
)
(O2 + ǫN2)→ nCO2+m
2
H2O+ǫ
(
n+
m
4
− r
2
)
N2 (2.12)
The stoichiometric air-fuel ratio can then be calculated from the molecular formula
of the fuel as follows:
Φst =
mair
mf
=
(
n+
m
4
− r
2
)
(2ǫMN + 2MO)
nMC +mMH + rMO
(2.13)
The stoichiometric air-fuel ratio of ethanol is about 30% lower than that of gasoline,
which is equivalent to a 50% higher fuel mass requirement for complete consumption
of a given air mass.
• Lower heating value: the lower heating value of the fuel represents the energy re-
leased by the combustion of one kilogram of that fuel in air, under lean or stoi-
chiometric conditions. It can be seen in Table 2.1 that ethanol combustion releases
about 30% less energy than gasoline, for the same fuel mass.
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• Octane number: the octane number (as defined by the Research octane number
or Motor octane number tests) is an indicator of the resistance of the fuel to self-
ignition. The much higher octane rating of ethanol means that it will hardly be
subject to the high load combustion constraints resulting from auto-ignition, con-
trary to gasoline.
• Laminar flame speed: the laminar flame speed represents the velocity of the prop-
agating flame front during combustion, relative to the fresh gases. Contrary to
the turbulent burning velocity, which depends on the reactants flow, the laminar
burning velocity refers to quiescent conditions and is a property of the premixed
air-fuel mixture. It depends on the equivalence ratio, the temperature and pressure
of the fresh gases and on the dilution by an inert gas (e.g. recirculated combustion
products). The values listed in Table 2.1 are given for reference conditions of tem-
perature and pressure of 350K and 1bar, respectively, at stoichiometry and without
dilution. The value given for gasoline is that of isooctane, usually taken as a sur-
rogate for complex gasoline fuels. Both values are taken from reference [44], where
laminar flame speed correlations are given for ethanol-isooctane blends at engine
relevant conditions. For limited ethanol contents (up to 30% volume), these indi-
cate a slightly faster burning for the fuel blends than for isooctane [21]. For higher
ethanol contents, there seems to be a certain lack of data at engine-like conditions,
despite a recent study for blends up to E70 [97].
• Reid vapor pressure: it is a measure of the fuel’s volatility and represents the liquid-
vapor equilibrium pressure at 100◦F . Ethanol has a lower RVP, indicating a lower
volatility. A deeper insight into the evaporative properties of ethanol-gasoline fuel
blends can be gained with distillation curves (percent evaporated versus temperature
at atmospheric pressure) [99]: gasoline, with a large number of constituents, shows a
progressive increase in the evaporated fraction with temperature, while pure ethanol
has a well defined boiling temperature (around 80◦C).
• Latent heat of vaporization: the latent heat of vaporization is the energy absorbed
from the surrounding media by a unit mass of liquid fuel during its evaporation.
Ethanol has a much larger heat of vaporization than gasoline, which can result in a
significant cooling of the air-fuel mixture during evaporation.
In the following discussion on the effects of ethanol-gasoline fuel blends on engine
operation, we will see that the most important of these properties, which will have to
be dealt with in the engine control system are the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio, the lower
heating value and the octane number.
Properties of an ethanol-gasoline mixture
The composition of an ethanol-gasoline fuel blend, EX is usually given in terms of its
ethanol volume fraction, X. The properties of the fuel blend can be computed from the
properties of the two base fuels.
First, the ethanol mass fraction, Y , in the fuel is calculated as follows, from a simple
mass and volume balance:
Y =
X
X + (1−X) ρ (E0)
ρ (E100)
(2.14)
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Figure 2.7: Properties of ethanol-gasoline fuel blends, as a function of the ethanol volume
fraction, X. Left: stoichiometric air-fuel ratio. Right: lower heating value.
Most of the properties of interest, stoichiometric AFR or lower heating value, are
specified on a unit mass of fuel basis and can therefore be calculated from this mass
fraction:
• Stoichiometric air-fuel ratio:
Φst (EX) = Φst (E0) + Y (Φst (E100)− Φst (E0)) (2.15)
• Lower heating value:
QLHV (EX) = QLHV (E0) + Y (QLHV (E100)−QLHV (E0)) (2.16)
Both properties are plotted on Figure 2.7 as a function of the ethanol volume fraction.
The latent heat of vaporization of the blend, as well as other (mass) specific properties,
e.g. the specific heats at constant pressure or volume, can be calculated the same way.
Three other properties listed in Table 2.1 are less straightforward to estimate. The
RVP or the distillation curve of a particular blend can be obtained experimentally, [33, 32],
or with the aid of a multicomponent fuel model, [84, 2, 3]. As for the laminar flame speed,
it involves complex chemical kinetics and is usually computed from empirical correlations,
see e.g. [44, 97] for the laminar flame speeds of isooctane-alcohol fuel blends.
More important, the octane rating, due to its very definition, also often has to be ob-
tained experimentally. However, some interpolation alternatives are sometimes adopted.
A common simple approach is to assume a linear dependence on the volume fraction [32],
using blending octane numbers for the base fuels, that are allowed to differ from the real
ones (the blending RON of ethanol typically cited is 129). A more promising method,
which seems to yield good results for ethanol-gasoline and methanol-gasoline blends, is to
interpolate the octane numbers using the mole fractions of the two components [7]. For
these fuels, this yields interpolated values that are close to the real ones, or, alternatively,
molar blending values that are close to the real single component ones. A comparison of
the mole based interpolation, yielding a nonlinear evolution of the RON with the ethanol
fraction, and a basic volume based interpolation is given on Figure 2.8. The blending
RON method gives results close to the molar one for ethanol fractions below 0.2.
Three of these fuel properties are of particular importance for engine operation and
its control, as will be shown in the following section:
• the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio, Φst: it decreases with ethanol addition, meaning
that a higher fuel mass must be delivered to reach stoichiometry, with a given air
mass.
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Figure 2.8: Estimated Research octane number of ethanol-gasoline fuel blends, for volume
fraction and mole fraction interpolations.
• the lower heating value, QLHV : it decreases with ethanol addition, meaning that
keeping the fuel mass constant will result in a lower energy release by combustion.
• the octane number, ON : it increases with ethanol addition, meaning that the air-
fuel mixture will less be prone to possibly damaging auto-ignition.
It will be seen in the following section that most of the influences of ethanol-gasoline
blending on spark-ignition engines operation come from the differences in these properties,
between the two fuels.
2.2 Open-loop system analysis
In this section, the interactions between the different fuel properties and the engine are
analyzed. The effects of blending ethanol with gasoline on the behavior of the open-loop
system will be assessed in the light of experimental data obtained at a test bench on a
Flexfuel engine. The engine and the experimental setup are presented first. Then, we
move on to the analysis as such. The effects on the air path are considered, then the
effects on the fuel path. Finally, the impact of fuel properties on the torque path are
addressed.
2.2.1 Experimental setup
Engine
The engine dealt with in this study is a four cylinder, 2 liter, spark-ignition engine derived
from a commercial-line engine. It is fitted with a turbocharger, with an exhaust waste-gate
and an intake heat exchanger. The two exhaust valves per cylinder have fixed timing and
lift, while the intake camshaft phasing can be varied within 40◦CA, allowing to change the
valve overlap. One peculiarity is that the two intake valves (per cylinder) are 40◦CA out
of phase. Only one of the two intake valves can overlap with the exhaust, while the other
is always non-overlapping. The overlapping intake valves are connected to one intake
plenum, while the non-overlapping valves are connected to another. The two manifolds
are connected to a single throttle body. The engine is port fuel injected, with one injector
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Engine configuration 4 cylinder in-line
Total displacement 1998cm3
Bore×stroke 82.7× 93mm
Connecting rod length 146.5mm
Compression ratio 10.55
Valves 4 per cylinder, VVT at the intake (40◦CA
amplitude, maximum overlap at V V T =
0)
Valve timing [◦CA] IV O1 = −30+V V T ; IV O2 = IV O1+40;
IV C1 = 160 + V V T ; IV C2 = IV C1 + 40;
EV O = 505; EV C = 715
Air charging Twin-scroll turbocharger with waste-gate
and intercooler
Fuel injection Low-pressure PFI, 1 injector per intake
valve
Table 2.2: Main characteristics of the test engine.
for each intake valve, in order to avoid fuel short-circuiting to the exhaust during valve
overlap. The main characteristics of the engine are summarized in Table 2.2 [48].
Test bench
The engine was set at a test bench. Measurements available included brake torque and
engine speed from the dynamometer, and exhaust gas composition from an exhaust gas
analyzer. Each cylinder was fitted with a cylinder pressure sensor, with a sampling period
of 0.1 or 1◦CA. Real-time thermodynamic analysis of the cylinder pressure traces provided
access to the combustion variables: IMEP , peak pressure, peak pressure location, mass
fraction burnt locations. Each manifold was fitted with a pressure and a temperature
sensor. Pressure and temperature were also measured at the turbine outlet and at both
ends of the compressor. Finally, fuel mass flow was measured by means of a balance, and
air mass flow was calculated from the fuel mass flow measurement and the exhaust gas
analysis.
2.2.2 Air path
Even though the air path is not directly linked to the fuel, the latter might have some
indirect influence on it. This section aims at assessing these effects. We will see first that
the impact on the volumetric efficiency is limited, before considering the effects on the
turbocharging system. We will show that on most of the operating range, the behavior of
the system is hardly changed, despite some large differences in the exhaust temperatures
on some high load operating points.
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Figure 2.9: Estimated ratio between the volumetric efficiency with fuel Exx and the gasoline
one. Estimation from Eq. (2.19), with T0 = 350K and cp = 1150J/kg/K.
Volumetric efficiency
Regarding the volumetric efficiency, two opposite effects compete: the first one, which
experimentally appears to dominate, decreases the volumetric efficiency, while the other
improves it.
• Reduction of the volumetric efficiency: first, the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio of
ethanol is much lower than that of gasoline, requiring higher injected fuel masses
to reach stoichiometry, for any given air mass. The fuel vapor volume will thus be
larger, reducing the volumetric efficiency of the engine [38, 108]. A simple estimation
of the magnitude of this effect can be made considering that the whole fuel mass
vaporizes, and considering that the total aspirated volume, Vasp, is unchanged:
Vasp =
Wf
ρf
+
Wair
ρair
=
Wair
ρair
(
1 +
ρair
ρf
φ
Φst
)
(2.17)
where ρair and ρf are the densities of the air and of the fuel vapor, respectively.
Considering ideal gases, that are at the same pressure and temperature, and con-
sidering for simplicity φ = 1, one then has:
Wair ∝ 1
1 + Mair
MfΦst
(2.18)
where Mair and Mf are the molar masses of the air and of the fuel, respectively.
As a consequence of the lower molar mass and stoichiometric AFR of ethanol, this
results in a few percent reduction (up to 3% for ethanol) in the volumetric efficiency.
• Increase in the volumetric efficiency: the second effect, which tends to counteract
the first one, lies in the differences in the latent heat of vaporization. Indeed, the
fuel is injected as a liquid, and its vaporization removes heat from the surroundings,
resulting in a reduction of their temperature [81, 80]. The larger the latent heat of
vaporization of the fuel, the larger this charge cooling effect (all other parameters
remaining constant). Even though such an effect can clearly be expected for direct
injection of the fuel in the cylinder during intake, for a PFI engine, part of the
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Figure 2.10: Volumetric efficiency as a function of manifold pressure.
injected fuel enters a liquid wall film. During its subsequent vaporization, most of the
heat is taken from the hot walls, rather than from the surrounding air, reducing the
charge cooling effect. With ξ denoting mass fraction of injected fuel that contributes
to charge cooling (assumed constant for all fuels in this simple analysis), cp the
constant pressure heat capacity of the intake gas, and T0 the initial air temperature
in the intake pipes, one has:
Wair ∝ 1(
1− ξ Lv
cp(1+Φst)T0
)(
1 + Mair
MfΦst
) (2.19)
Figure 2.9 presents the evolution of the volumetric efficiency with the ethanol
content, relative to gasoline. The four curves are obtained from Eq. (2.19), for
four different values of the fuel mass fraction contributing to charge cooling. For
0 ≤ ξ ≤ 0.5, the volumetric efficiency difference with gasoline is less than 4% for
E85. Note that in this simplified analysis, we do not address the effects of the
ethanol content and the intake gas and wall temperatures on ξ, which stem from
the evaporative properties of the fuel blends.
The differences observed experimentally on the PFI engine considered are of a similar
order of magnitude. Figure 2.10 shows the evolution of the volumetric efficiency with
the intake manifold pressure, at four engine speeds, for fuels E0, E40 and E85. This
figure shows that despite differences between operating points, the main effect of ethanol
addition is a few percent decrease in the volumetric efficiency.
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Figure 2.11: Waste-gate position as a function of manifold pressure.
This 2 to 3% decrease in the volumetric efficiency with ethanol addition is consis-
tent with the estimate obtained on the basis of the fuel volume added due to the lower
stoichiometric AFR, using Eq. (2.18).
Turbocharging
On a turbocharged engine, as the intake compressor is driven by a turbine fed by the
exhaust gases, the behavior of the charging system is dependent on the exhaust manifold
conditions, more precisely the exhaust mass flow and exhaust temperature. As mentioned
in the beginning of this chapter, the knock resistance of ethanol allows for an earlier
combustion phasing. This results in a decrease in the exhaust temperatures under these
conditions. The enthalpy flow received by the turbine is then reduced and this could
impair the intake compression ratio.
These differences in available exhaust energy are reflected on the waste-gate command,
plotted on Figure 2.11 (0% corresponds to the fully opened position and 100% to a
closed waste-gate). In order to reach similar intake pressures, the waste-gate tends to be
closed more with the ethanol containing fuels at low engine speeds, where the phasing
and exhaust temperature differences are the largest. At medium and high speeds, the
differences are negligible: phasing differences are indeed smaller and, as the temperatures
are close to the maximum exhaust temperature limit, the differences between fuels are
reduced.
These slightly more closed waste-gate position increase the exhaust manifold pres-
sure for compensating the decrease in the exhaust temperatures and maintain a constant
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Figure 2.12: Relative injected fuel mass increase with respect to gasoline as a function of the
ethanol content, for any given air mass and equivalence ratio.
driving power at the turbine.
2.2.3 Fuel path
The fuel path is clearly directly affected by the fuel composition. We consider first the
steady-state impacts, before discussing the effects on transient operation, i.e. on the
equivalence ratio response to an injection command step input.
Steady-state operation
Two different aspects have to be distinguished here: first, and by far the most important
one, the effect of the stoichiometric AFR decrease ; then, a second one, concerning the
injector mass flow characteristics.
• Stoichiometric air-fuel ratio: the fuels considered in this study strongly differ in their
stoichiometric air-fuel ratios. As the pollutants conversion efficiency imposes a stoi-
chiometric combustion, this yields an increase in the injected fuel mass requirement
for a given air mass. This increase is inversely proportional to the stoichiometric
AFR of the fuel:
mf (Exx) =
mair
Φst (Exx)
= mf (E0)
Φst (E0)
Φst (Exx)
(2.20)
The relative injected fuel mass increase, (mf (Exx)−mf (E0))/mf (E0), is represented
on Figure 2.12. It is almost 20% for E40 and can reach around 50% for E85, compared
to gasoline.
• Injector characteristic: a second point is the influence of the fuel on the injector
characteristic, which relates the injector opening duration command to the injected
fuel mass. If we model the fuel flow in the injector as a simple incompressible flow
through an orifice, we have, using Bernoulli’s relation:
mf = cdA
√
2ρf (Pf − Pman) (Tinj − Tinj,0) (2.21)
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Figure 2.13: Injected fuel mass as a function of injector opening duration. Fuel mass is nor-
malized by the pressure difference across the injector, on the right plot.
where cd is the discharge coefficient, A the orifice area, ρf the density of the liquid
fuel, and Pf the fuel injection pressure. Tinj is the opening duration command, and
Tinj,0 a dead time.
The fuel has little effect on the discharge coefficient, but its density has an influence
through the density. However, its square root varies by less than 2% between ethanol
and gasoline. A more important difference appears as a side effect of the lower
stoichiometric AFR of ethanol. Indeed, the same fuel mass will be injected in lower
manifold pressures (since a larger fuel mass has to be injected for the same air mass
or manifold pressure). The fuel pressure being constant, the pressure drop across
the injector increases. This results in higher mass flow rates.
Figure 2.13 presents the injected fuel mass as a function of the injector opening
duration command for E0, E40 and E85. On the right plot, the same fuel mass,
normalized by the pressure drop across the injector is represented. It can be seen
that, contrary to the raw injection duration-fuel mass plot, this correction collapses
the three fuels on a single straight line.
While the little modification in the injector characteristic can be handled with a simple
Bernoulli equation, the injected fuel mass increase caused by the lower stoichiometric AFR
is large and calls for adaptations for maintaining the performance of the equivalence ratio
control, as we will discuss in Section 2.3.3.
Transient operation
Regarding the fuel path, there are two different types of transient phenomena. The
first one is the equivalence ratio dynamics, which is important to the equivalence ratio
regulation problem. It is also found on conventional gasoline engines, but could be affected
by ethanol addition. The second point is specific to Flexfuel engines: it is the dynamics
of the fuel change at the engine, when the fuel composition in the fuel tank is changed
after refueling.
• Equivalence ratio dynamics: even though the main effect of ethanol addition on the
fuel path is the static variation of the stoichiometric AFR, ethanol also affects the
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Figure 2.14: Equivalence ratio response to injection duration steps, on steady-state operating
points.
distillation properties of the fuel blend, as presented in Section 2.1.2. This might
affect port-fuel injected engines: the fraction of fuel that enters the liquid wall film
changes as well as its evaporation time constant. Contrary to the stoichiometric
AFR variation, the evolution of the fuel volatility with ethanol content is highly
non-linear and even non-monotonous. Low ethanol contents tend to increase the
volatility, whereas it is largely reduced for high ethanol contents. This is especially
present at low temperatures, as the distillation curve of ethanol is much steeper than
that of gasoline [17, 2, 3]: this means that in cold conditions ethanol will hardly
evaporate (which is the main rationale for using E85 rather than ethanol), while on
hot intake pipe walls almost no liquid will remain.
In order to assess these effects on the fuel film dynamics, tests were conducted at the
test bench, over the operating range of the engine (from 1000 to 4000rpm and from
1 to 12 bar IMEP). With the engine speed kept constant and air path actuators
frozen, the injector opening duration command was varied in steps, so that the
equivalence ratio changed between 0.9 and 1.1. These tests were carried out on a
warm engine, with E5, E40 and E85.
Figure 2.14 shows the equivalence ratio responses obtained for four different oper-
ating points. It can be seen that while the dynamics are highly dependent on the
engine speed and to a lesser extent to the engine load, they hardly exhibit any dif-
ference regarding the large range of ethanol contents considered. Similar results are
obtained on the other operating points investigated. This supports the view that
ethanol content does not affect the fuel film dynamics on a warm engine.
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• Fuel change dynamics: we end this section on the fuel effects on the fuel path with
a few words concerning the transient evolution of the stoichiometric AFR at the
engine after, for example, a refueling with a different fuel. There is no steep change
at the engine from the old to the new fuel. Indeed, on a vehicle, as well as on the
test bench, there are, from the fuel tank to the injectors, a few meters fuel pipes,
and more importantly, volumes such as the fuel filter or the fuel rail in which the
fuels mix with each other. Overall, these can account for about a liter and result in
a slow change of the fuel composition at the injectors (note that the change will be
slower for a returnless fuel rail): for example, switching from E5 to E85 at the test
bench takes some twelve minutes on a high speed, medium load operating point.
The ethanol content of the fuel therefore appears to have little effect on the equivalence
ratio dynamics when the engine is warm and need not be taken into account in these
conditions.
As for the dynamics of a fuel change at the engine, after a refueling for example,
they are much slower than other engine dynamics, and the process can be considered as
quasi-steady on timescales of several engine cycles.
2.2.4 Torque path
Besides the large stoichiometric AFR variation, an important difference between gasoline
and ethanol is their octane ratings. These reflect the higher knock resistance of ethanol
and have strong implications on the torque path. In order to facilitate the discussion, a
first paragraph will introduce the knock limited regions for the different fuels, over the
whole engine operating range. We will then discuss the following points:
• the efficiency,
• the torque production,
• the exhaust temperature and fuel enrichment,
• the spark advance and combustion duration,
• the fuel economy.
For each of these points, the general effects (i.e. those that hold irrespective of the
possible knock limitations) of blending ethanol with gasoline will be dealt with, and the
knock specific issues will be emphasized.
Non-knock limited and knock limited operating regions
The differences in knock resistance between gasoline and ethanol containing fuels is a
major aspect of Flexfuel engines operation [31, 48]. Indeed, we will show in the next
sections that most of the effects of ethanol fuels pertains to the reduced knock constraints.
In order to clarify the following discussion, we first define the operating points where the
different fuels studied are knock limited.
In this study, we consider as knock limited the operating points for which combustion
has to be retarded beyond the optimal phasing, in order to avoid knock: quantitatively,
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Figure 2.15: Knock limited region in the (Ne, Pman) plane. Solid lines with circles represent
the knock limit manifold pressures for each fuel (defined as the pressure above which the CA50
is more than 10◦CA). Dashed lines correspond to full load and plain solid lines, minimum load.
we consider here the points for which the CA50 is more than 10
◦CA. For a given fuel and
a given engine, all these points correspond to loads above a maximum knock free load,
which is dependent on the engine speed.
The knock limit loads for E0, E40 and E85 are displayed as a function of engine speed
on Figure 2.15, in terms of intake manifold pressure. On this turbocharged engine, the
knock limit for E0 is far below the full load curve. It can be seen that adding 40% ethanol
already provides a significant rise in the knock limit load, while for E85, up to 4000rpm,
the full load is not knock limited. At higher engine speeds, the knock limit appears lower,
contrary to the usual trend of higher knock limits at high engine speeds. However, at
these speeds, the CA50 does not exceed 15
◦CA which is rather close to non-knock limited
operation. Note that the rather early combustion phasing at very high loads can lead
to maximum cylinder pressure constraints for E85 which can be alleviated by some small
spark retard.
Efficiency
• General observations: let us consider, as a first step, the ideal Otto cycle. Its thermal
efficiency is given by the following relation (Eq. (2.2)):
ηOtto = 1− 1
Rγ−1c
(2.22)
The fuel plays a role in this equation through the adiabatic index of the gas mixture.
That of ethanol is a little lower than that of gasoline, and the fuel mass fraction of
a stoichiometric ethanol-air mixture is higher than that of a gasoline-air mixture.
This effect would result in a decrease in the efficiency of 2 to 3%.
Yet, many other factors influence the efficiency of the real cycle [77, 18, 24]. The
smaller combustion duration of ethanol blended fuels is put forward as one of those.
However, the magnitude of the differences in combustion durations (less than 20%
for CA90−CA10 between E0 and E85) as well as their absolute values (a few dozen
crank angle degrees) make this effect secondary. Another argument proposed is
the reduced amount of heat losses to the combustion chamber walls. Combustion
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Figure 2.16: Indicated efficiency as a function of IMEP. The left end of large and small arrows
indicate the beginning of the knock limited and fuel enrichment regions, respectively. Bottom-
most arrows are for E0 and the upper ones for E40.
temperatures of ethanol are indeed a bit lower than those of gasoline, due to a
small reduction in the heating value per unit mass of stoichiometric mixture, while
the higher proportion of water vapor in the combustion products implies a higher
heat capacity, thereby reducing the in-cylinder temperatures. For direct injection
engines, the charge cooling effect can yield a further significant drop of the cylinder
charge temperature during intake or compression.
The magnitude of the different influences presented are in any case small. This
corroborates the experimental observations made at the test bench, which show no
difference in the engine efficiency for fuels ranging from E0 to E85 in the low load,
non knocking range, as presented on Figure 2.16.
It is worth noticing that when the fuel properties change, the efficiency must not
be confused with the specific fuel consumption. The latter is much higher for the
ethanol blended fuels, according to their smaller lower heating value, even tough
the former is unchanged.
These conclusions regarding the effects of ethanol hold as long as the combustion
conditions are the same for the different fuels. However, at high loads, gasoline or
fuels with low ethanol contents are prone to knock, while blends with a high ethanol
content remain largely unaffected. Important among the fuels result. Indeed, avoid-
ing knock puts several constraints on the operation of the engine. These impair its
efficiency:
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Figure 2.17: Combustion phasing and associated estimated efficiency loss at full load. The
dashed line on the left plot represents the optimal phasing.
– The combustion phasing has to be retarded, in order to reduce the in-cylinder
pressure and temperature, thereby preventing knock.
– The engine has to be run fuel rich on some points. Indeed, retarding the
combustion increases the exhaust temperatures. In order to meet the durability
constraints of the exhaust components while maintaining the performance, the
fuel mixture has to be enriched to reduce them. Note that this also has a
beneficial effect on knock.
• Combustion phasing and knock limits: there is an optimal value of the combustion
phasing, independent of the fuel and of the operating conditions: it is usually given
in terms of the location of the middle of combustion. For the engine considered,
its value is CA50 = 7.5
◦CA. If the deviation from this value is a few degrees, the
efficiency loss is negligible. However, the higher the load, the larger the combustion
retard required to ensure knock free operation: for gasoline, as seen on Figure 2.17,
the CA50 is between 25 and 45
◦CA, yielding an efficiency loss from 5 up to 25%.
Figure 2.17 presents the combustion phasing at full load for the different fuels, along
with the corresponding efficiency relative to the optimum, ηCA50 . This efficiency is
estimated from the following equation, based on the analytical expression for the
efficiency of the ideal Otto cycle, Eq. (2.2):
ηCA50 =
1−
(
VBDC
Vcyl(CA50−CA50,opt)
)1−γ
ηOtto
(2.23)
where CA50,opt = 7.5
◦CA is the optimal combustion phasing, VBDC is the cylinder
volume at bottom dead center, and ηOtto = 1 − R1−γc is the efficiency of the ideal
Otto cycle, which normalizes ηCA50 to 1 at the optimum phasing. Here, γ is the
polytropic index obtained in the compression phase of experimental pressure traces,
which includes the effects of mixture composition and heat transfer to the walls. An
assessment of the fit is given on Figure 2.25.
Similarly, Figure 2.18 presents the evolution of CA50 with the aspirated air mass,
at different engine speeds. The points discussed above are visible:
– combustion retard due to knock occurs at higher loads for ethanol containing
fuels,
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Figure 2.18: CA50 as a function of the aspirated air mass. For the arrows, see Figure 2.16.
– the difference between fuels is maintained up to full load,
– these effects are more pronounced at low engine speeds.
• Fuel enrichment: another issue that leads to a direct efficiency loss for the knock
limited fuels arises from the constraints on the maximum acceptable exhaust temper-
ature. Retarding combustion yields a significant increase in the in-cylinder tempera-
ture at the exhaust valve opening and therefore in the average exhaust temperatures.
At high engine speeds and loads, where these are typically high, this increase can
lead to exceeding the maximum temperature level. Enriching the air-fuel mixture
permits to reduce the temperature without sacrificing the torque production is to
. The combined effects of the latent heat of vaporization, the heat capacity of the
fuel and dissociation lead to the cooling sought. Typically, a 15% fuel enrichment
yields a 5% decrease in the exhaust temperature, and a 25% enrichment (close to
the maximum value), an 8% decrease. It is worth noticing that this fuel enrichment
also has a beneficial effect on knock resistance, even though limited.
Figure 2.19 illustrates the enrichment regions and the equivalence ratio applied at
full load for the preservation of the exhaust components. The enrichment is larger
at high engine speeds, and correlates well with the combustion retard shown on
Figure 2.18. At the maximum power points (5000 and 5500rpm full load), the
20 − 25% enrichment for gasoline corresponds to an efficiency loss of about 20%,
while for E40 with an enrichment of about 10%, the loss is half. With E85, owing to
both the earlier combustion phasing and the small exhaust temperature reduction
inherent of the fuel, the engine can be operated at stoichiometry over the whole
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range.
• Overall efficiency improvements in knock limited regions: the combination of ear-
lier combustion phasing and reduced fuel enrichment leads to the improvements
in efficiency, with ethanol blended fuels, that are shown on Figure 2.20. The effi-
ciency improvement reaches values that even compensate the lower energy content
of ethanol, yielding improvements in the specific fuel consumption with ethanol
blends at full load. The differences between E40 and E0, and E85 and E0 do not
vary with engine speed from 2000rpm on, since the reduced E0 combustion retard
at high speeds is offset by the increasing fuel enrichment.
Therefore, if the combustion conditions (combustion phasing and equivalence ratio)
are the same, the engine has the same efficiency with the different fuels. However, at
high loads, the picture is radically different. The knock avoidance constraints impose
large combustion retards with E0 or low ethanol contents, and the exhaust temperature
limitations require mixture enrichment at high engine speeds. With E85 or high ethanol
contents, these constraints disappear and the engine can be run at a close to optimum
phasing and at stoichiometry up to full load. Provided this is done, the efficiency im-
provements over gasoline rise from 0 at the gasoline knock limit load up to 30% for E85
on almost the whole full load curve.
Torque production
Besides combustion efficiency, the lower heating value of the fuel affects directly the torque
production. Ethanol has a lower heating value which is about two-third that of gasoline,
as presented in Section 2.1.2. However, stoichiometric combustion requires a 50% increase
in the injected fuel mass, for a given air mass (Section 2.2.3). The energy content, Ei, of
a stoichiometric Exx-air mixture for a given air mass writes:
Ei = mfQLHV =
mair
Φst
QLHV (2.24)
Therefore, as the lower heating value and the stoichiometric AFR are almost pro-
portional for gasoline-ethanol fuels (Section 2.1.2), both compensate each other almost
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Figure 2.20: Indicated specific energy consumption reduction and specific fuel consumption
variation between the three fuels, as functions of the engine speed and IMEP.
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Figure 2.21: BMEP as a function of the aspirated air mass. For the arrows, see Figure 2.16.
exactly. Finally, the energy content per unit air mass is less than 2% higher for pure
ethanol than for gasoline. As the efficiency for both fuels is similar, provided the com-
bustion phasing is the same, differences in torque outputs in the knock free regions are
expected to be small. Furthermore, the volumetric efficiency variations are too small to
produce a visible effect on the pumping torque, and the fuel does not affect the mechanical
friction losses.
These simple arguments are confirmed by the experimental results, as shown on Fig-
ure 2.21. For the four engine speeds plotted, from 1000 to 5000rpm, the aspirated air
mass-BMEP curves for the three fuels can hardly be distinguished at knock free loads.
However, at higher loads, the efficiency loss caused by knock combustion retard impairs
the torque output for E0 and to a lesser extent for E40: the departure at high loads from
the quasi-linear relationship between air mass and IMEP is clearly visible for E0, specially
at low engine speeds. Since fuel enrichment has little effect on the torque, these losses
reflect directly the phasing efficiency deterioration imposed by knock.
Along with little cylinder filling reduction at full load, this contributes to a significant
increase in the full load performance of the engine, as shown on Figure 2.22. It is worth
noticing that almost all the improvement is already obtained with E40, with an IMEP
about 15% higher than that of gasoline for all the engine speeds.
Finally, the picture for torque production is close to that for the efficiency: for the
same combustion conditions, a given air mass will give the same torque for a stoichiometric
ethanol-gasoline mixture as for gasoline. However, when gasoline is knock limited, the
earlier combustion phasing allowed for ethanol containing fuels increases the torque output
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Figure 2.22: Full load IMEP curve.
above that of gasoline. These differences reflect directly the higher efficiencies that result
from the phasing offsets (see e.g. Eq. (2.23).
Exhaust temperature
In the paragraph dealing with engine efficiency, a few points were made concerning the re-
duction of in-cylinder temperatures with ethanol addition: combustion temperatures are
a little lower, and the higher heat capacity of the burned gases also contributes to cooler
expansion temperatures. This leads in turn to a small reduction of the exhaust tempera-
tures with the oxygenated fuels, as long as the combustion phasing and equivalence ratio
are the same for the different fuels. However, the exhaust temperature reduction hardly
exceeds 20◦K in the knock free regions, as shown on Figure 2.23.
Yet, retarding combustion increases the exhaust temperatures. Therefore, exhaust
temperatures of ethanol blended fuels, which were a few degrees below that of gasoline
in the knock free region are much lower when gasoline combustion is retarded. This is
particularly visible on Figure 2.23 at low engine speeds. There, gasoline combustion is
highly retarded, while exhaust temperatures are not high enough to require fuel enrich-
ment. The difference between the fuels is there the largest, and can reach 150 to 200◦K.
At high engine speeds, however, the differences become negligible: the temperatures for
E0 and E40 are limited by enrichment, while E85 comes close to the engine temperature
limit.
Spark advance and combustion duration
Regarding combustion duration and therefore the optimal spark timing, we first note that
owing to higher laminar flame speeds, ethanol blended fuels are expected to burn a little
faster than gasoline. However, this effect is small: laminar flame speeds do not differ by
more than 25% and turbulent combustion effects reduce their impact on the combustion
duration. Therefore, for reaching the same optimal CA50, the optimal spark advance
differences observed between E85 and gasoline are usually about 2
◦CA and do not exceed
4◦CA, as can be seen in the knock free regions on Figure 2.24, for different engine speeds.
Note here that the optimal phasing as well as the variation of the indicated efficiency
with CA50 retard or advance do not change neither with the operating (speed, load) con-
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Figure 2.23: Exhaust temperature as a function of the aspirated air mass. For the arrows, see
Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.24: Spark advance as a function of the aspirated air mass. For the arrows, see
Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.25: Efficiency as a function of CA50.
ditions, nor with the fuel. This is illustrated on Figure 2.25, where the phasing efficiency
is displayed as a function of CA50 for the three fuels, on eight operating points each, from
2000 to 4500rpm and from 0.4 to 0.7bar manifold pressure.
As for many other variables, differences become significant due to the knock con-
straints. The earlier combustion phasing observed with ethanol blended fuels is obtained
by an increase in the spark advance, as appears on Figure 2.24. However, it should be
noticed that due to the sensitivity of the combustion duration to the phasing (i.e. the com-
bustion duration depends on the spark advance at a given point, making the SA−CA50
relationship non-linear), the engine speed and the load, the differences in spark advance
do not match exactly the phasing ones. Their ratio mainly depends on the engine speed
and the spark timing. It can be however considered as independent of the fuel. It is
smaller than 1 at low engine speeds and large spark retard and close to 1 at the highest
engine speeds, when spark retard is smaller.
With the spark timing, we are therefore once more facing two different cases. When
no fuel is knock limited, the differences are small and neglecting them would have little
effect on the phasing efficiency. On the contrary, at high loads, the large possible efficiency
improvements can only be obtained if the spark advance is increased. This offset between
two fuels increases from the point where one fuel begins to be knock limited, to the
point where the second attains its own knock limit [29]. The increase is then smaller
but the difference can reach more than 20◦CA between E0 and E85 at full load. Two
other points should be kept in mind. First, the CA50 offset is not directly proportional
to the spark advance offset on the engine map. Secondly, the spark advance for E40 is
not a simple linear interpolation between E0 and E85, because of the non-linearity of the
knock phenomenon, and because of the threshold in the appearance of the knock limited
conditions.
Fuel economy
The efficiency improvement sources discussed in the previous paragraphs might yield fuel
economy improvements in real driving conditions and reduce the fuel economy penalty of
ethanol fuels. The higher the average engine load, the higher they will be.
Figure 2.26 presents the engine speed-load operating points for several driving cycles:
New European Driving Cycle (NEDC), Federal Test Procedure (FTP72) and ARTEMIS
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Figure 2.26: Driving cycles operating points superimposed on an E0 efficiency loss map (com-
bustion retard and fuel enrichment). Simulation results with E0 and a 1600kg vehicle. From
left to right and from top to bottom: NEDC, FTP72 and ARTEMIS Road driving cycles.
Road (representative of European secondary roads driving conditions). These were ob-
tained in simulation and are superimposed on contours of E0 efficiency losses, which
disappear with E85 if the spark timing and equivalence ratio are properly adapted.
With the high power to weight ratio vehicle considered here (100kW/1000kg), no
improvements are to be expected on the low load NEDC driving cycle. For the two
other cycles, however, there are several higher load points on which the possible efficiency
improvements range from 5 to 15%. However, these represent a small fraction of the
cycle, resulting in overall fuel economy increases below 2%. Indeed, not to mention the
particular NEDC cycle, most of the time engine operation is confined to low load (where
there are little phasing losses) and low speed (where there is no fuel enrichment) points.
With a lower power to weight ratio vehicle and a similar engine map and transmission
ratios, operation would be shifted towards higher loads. For example, a 30% increase in
the weight of the vehicle considered here would result in possible improvements through
knock losses recovery from 3 to 5%. Similarly, the higher BMEP possible with E85 can
allow the use of higher gear ratios while maintaining the torque stock and performance.
This would not only reduce the fuel consumption, but also emphasize the low speed-high
load efficiency gains enabled by ethanol.
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2.2.5 Summary of the effects of fuel variation on the open-loop
system
The different elements discussed in the preceding paragraphs allow to draw some con-
clusions concerning the effects of ethanol addition to the fuel on the open-loop engine
operation: the main differences arise from the lower stoichiometric AFR of ethanol and
its higher knock resistance:
• Air path: E85 volumetric efficiency is a little lower than the E0 one, although the
differences are limited to a few percent only. The large reduction in the exhaust
temperatures at high loads and low engine speeds results in a reduction of the energy
available at the turbine turbocharger.
• Fuel path: the lower stoichiometric AFR of ethanol requires larger injected fuel
masses to reach stoichiometry, for a given air mass. This increase is about 50%
with E85. Little effects are observed on the injector characteristics. Wall-wetting
dynamics of the PFI engine do not seem altered with the ethanol content, in warm
conditions.
• Torque path: the high knock resistance of ethanol causes the main differences and
we can distinguish between the observations for non-knocking points, which hold as
long as the combustion conditions are similar for the different fuels, and those for
points where some fuels are constrained by knock avoidance.
– Non-knocking operating points: at low to medium loads, when knock does not
put constraints on gasoline combustion, the fuel has little effect. The efficiency
as a function of combustion phasing is hardly affected, while the lower heating
value and the stoichiometric AFR of the fuels compensate each other, yielding
the same torque production. Exhaust temperatures of E85 are about 20
◦ below
those of E0.
– Knocking operating points: at high loads, gasoline combustion is strongly con-
strained by knock. This implies very late combustion phasing (CA50 up to
45◦CA) and results in efficiency losses up to 25%. At high engine speeds with
retarded combustion, exhaust temperature constraints require fuel enrichment.
This results in further efficiency losses. With adding ethanol, knock is reduced
and almost suppressed for E85. Combustion is earlier and the torque pro-
duction increases (about 15% at full load), for a given air mass, as a direct
consequence of the increased efficiency. Exhaust temperatures drop and fuel
enrichment is reduced or suppressed. The optimized combustion phasing are
obtained with increased values of spark advance (by 10 to 20◦CA at full load).
Quantitatively, most of these improvements are already obtained with E40.
2.3 Closed-loop system analysis
In the previous section, we studied the effects of the addition of ethanol to gasoline on
the open-loop behavior of the system. The effects of varying fuel properties on the closed-
loop system, i.e. on the engine with its control system, are now addressed. A first part
introduces the basics of spark-ignition engines control, while the three following parts deal
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Figure 2.27: Scheme of the torque control structure.
with the analysis of the fuel effects as such on the air path, the fuel path and the torque
path.
2.3.1 Basics on spark-ignition engines control
The importance of engine control systems has significantly increased among the past few
years, due to the increasingly stringent emissions regulations as well as consumer needs.
These caused a diversification of the engine architectures with an increasing number of ac-
tuators, while requiring an increasingly precise and robust control. This section attempts
to introduce the reader to spark-ignition engines control: the torque control structure,
which is the basis for modern engine management systems is presented first. Then, the
air path, the fuel path, and ignition (torque path) control are presented.
Torque control structure
Engine control systems are based on the so-called torque control structure [46], which
is schematically represented on Figure 2.27. It is a hierarchical structure, in which the
governing element is the driver command (the accelerator pedal position) interpretation
as a torque request. This demand has to be met rapidly and precisely, while fulfilling
several constraints: pollutant emissions, fuel consumption and drivability.
On a spark-ignition engine, the torque production results from the aspirated air mass,
while the fuel injection is constrained by the stoichiometry requirements and the spark
advance by efficiency issues. The torque setpoint is then converted into three lower level
setpoints:
• an aspirated air mass setpoint for the air path: this setpoint is usually given by a
static map, identified at the test bench, as a function of the torque request and the
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engine speed.
• an equivalence ratio setpoint for the fuel path: in most cases the equivalence ratio
setpoint is one, although it might differ for exhaust temperature limitations, or
during engine warm-up for exhaust catalyst light-off strategies.
• an efficiency setpoint for the ignition path: most often the setpoint is one (i.e.
optimum phasing). It can be reduced for two different purposes: for idle speed
control, and for catalyst light-off and engine warm-up.
In each path, controllers generate intermediate setpoints and actuators setpoints, as
will be described in the following sections. Low level controllers then manage the hardware
components for reaching the desired setpoints.
Air path
Downsizing technologies have led to an increase in the number of air path actuators:
turbocharging with waste-gate and variable valve actuation in addition to the throttle.
Going from top to bottom, the air mass setpoint first determines a manifold pressure
setpoint and a VVA setpoint. The latter often comes from steady-state optimized maps,
but can also be used during transients for a faster torque response, possibly coupled with
the throttle [66, 67]. As for the manifold pressure, for turbocharged engines, two cases
have to be distinguished, depending on the pressure setpoint level.
For the lower level range (e.g. below 1 to 1.3 bar), the turbocharger is not required
and the manifold pressure is solely controlled by the throttle: the waste-gate position is
fixed and the slight air compression at the intake only provides some different boundary
conditions for the throttle. The throttle position mainly relies on a feedforward term.
In a model-based approach, it is computed by inverting a throttle flow model, with the
manifold pressure setpoint, air mass flow setpoint and intake pressure (upstream the
throttle) measurement, while a feedback term can be added to ensure the convergence
of the pressure [63]. Note that for engines equipped with an air mass flow meter, the
feedback loop can be built on the air mass flow, rather than the pressure.
For the high pressure range, the throttle is fully open and the manifold pressure can
only be controlled through the turbocharger compression ratio. The latter is controlled by
the waste-gate opening at the exhaust. While simple approaches can use a static waste-
gate position map associated to a feedback controller, more elaborate approaches rely on
the inversion (along with some appropriate feedback) of the turbocharger dynamics. One
interest of this type of approach is to improve the transient response by reducing the
turbocharger lag (due to its inertia), while dynamically satisfying constraints such as the
maximum admissible exhaust manifold pressure.
Fuel path
The objective of the fuel path control is twofold. First, it aims at forming in the com-
bustion chamber a combustible mixture suitable for ignition and combustion: a slightly
lean mixture (φ ≈ 0.9) will be beneficial to the efficiency, while a little fuel enrichment
will maximize the torque production. In this regard, the admissible range of air-fuel ra-
tio, as well as injection phasing is quite large. The main constraint, as discussed in the
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beginning of this chapter (see Section 2.1.1), is associated to the pollutants conversion
efficiency of the exhaust three-way catalyst, which requires the equivalence ratio to be
controlled within a tight window (a few percent) around stoichiometry (we omit here some
particular situations as during engine warm-up, full load enrichment or injection cutoff
during deceleration).
The equivalence ratio has therefore to be regulated at one not only at steady-state,
but also during transients, otherwise emissions rise. To this end, an exhaust gas oxygen
(EGO) sensor provides a measurement of the equivalence ratio at the exhaust, and air
path sensors are available.
The fuel mass setpoint, Wf,sp, usually consists in two terms, a feedforward, Wf,ff and
a feedback, Wf,fb:
Wf,sp = Wf,ff +Wf,fb (2.25)
A scheme of a typical equivalence ratio control structure is given on Figure 2.28.
The feedforward term provides almost all of the injected fuel mass and ensures the
performance of the regulation during transients. It is computed from an estimation of the
aspirated air mass, Ŵair, and the stoichiometric AFR, Φst, of the fuel:
Wf,ff =
Ŵair
Φst,ref
φsp (2.26)
where φsp is the equivalence ratio setpoint and Φst,ref is the fixed stoichiometric AFR of
gasoline. The exhaust equivalence ratio measurement is fed back, in order to suppress
static errors: air mass flow estimation or measurement biases, dispersions or drift of the
injectors characteristic. For the feedback term, Wf,fb, it is common to use a P.I. or P.I.D.
controller, Cfb on Figure 2.28, which can be gain scheduled in order to match the large
variations of the system dynamics with the operating point [5]. Some structures also
use two oxygen sensors for feedback, upstream and downstream the catalyst, in order to
maximize conversion efficiency [79].
From the injector opening to the measured equivalence ratio at the exhaust, the process
involves several dynamics and delays. The fuel film dynamics of PFI engines have already
been mentioned. One also has a cycle delay between the fresh charge intake and the
exhaust of the burnt gases, as well as a transport delay of these gases down the exhaust
manifold and pipes to the EGO sensor. These delays vary approximately with the inverse
of the engine speed. The burnt gases from different cylinders and cycles also mix in
the exhaust line, yielding a composition dynamics that depends on the exhaust mass
flow. Finally, the EGO sensor time response adds to these dynamics. All these time
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constants and delays can range from some milliseconds to a some tenths of a second [26],
corresponding to several cycles.
The precision of the feedforward term is therefore of primary importance: a precise
estimation of the aspirated air mass is required, as well as a proper compensation of the
wall wetting dynamics for PFI engines. The air mass estimation can rely on an open loop
model or on an intake manifold pressure observer [8, 9, 10, 65, 53, 103]. For both cases,
there is a delay between the computation of the fuel mass setpoint from the estimated
air mass and the injection of the fuel, for which a prediction algorithm for the manifold
pressure can help [26]. As for the fuel film dynamics, it can be compensated for by the
inversion of a wall-wetting model [12, 72, 70]. Its parameters can be identified at a test
bench, or estimated by means of an observer [71, 13, 14], for an improved robustness of
the compensation.
The exhaust dynamics and delays are most often modeled for the design of the feedback
loop [5, 6, 104]. These models can also be used for a cylinder-to-cylinder control of the
equivalence ratio [91, 25]. We shall mention also adaptive approaches [57, 111] or model
predictive control approaches[76].
Torque path
Once air has been drawn into the cylinder, with a correct proportion of fuel, the final
control variable before the torque production is the spark timing. The spark timing
determines the combustion phasing and has therefore a direct effect on the efficiency of
the cycle, as shown in Section 2.1.1.
Due to the dependency on the operating conditions of the in-cylinder thermodynamic
state and flow, while the optimal combustion phasing is constant, the optimal spark
advance shows large nonlinear variations with the load and engine speed. It is usually
given by a map identified at the test bench, as a function of the engine speed and aspirated
air mass, in order to yield the optimal CA50 or the knock limit phasing for higher loads.
Spark advance control is then mainly open-loop, with a mapped value. There are
however three situations in which it can be slightly offset from the mapped value:
• at idle: combustion is retarded at idle in order to decrease the efficiency. This pro-
vides a torque stock available immediately for a fast response to load disturbances.
• during warm-up: combustion can be retarded in order to speed up the catalyst
light-off, by increasing the exhaust temperatures.
• when knock occurs: this is the only closed-loop spark advance control on usual
commercial line engines. An accelerometer measures the engine block vibrations
due to knock. In case there is knock, this information is fed back to a controller
which retards the spark timing from its mapped value, until knock ceases. This
curative approach allows for a safe operation close to the knock limit.
While remaining in the open-loop framework, developments have been made in the past
few years, for improving the robustness of spark-advance control: see for example [55], for
a model-based transient spark-advance correction. Closed-loop approaches have also been
developed relying either on ionization sensing [39], or more often on in-cylinder pressure
sensors [52, 83, 89, 113]. This technology also offers promising prospects for an advanced,
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possibly cylinder-to-cylinder, control of other variables as the torque, the equivalence ratio
or the burnt gas rate, and for a tight control of borderline knock operation as well as for
diagnostics purposes [39, 102].
We consider the effect of varying fuel properties on the torque control structure in the
following sections.
2.3.2 Air path
It was shown in Section 2.2.2 that the fuel had little impact on the air path, either
regarding steady-state operation or its dynamics. The air path control will then be mostly
unaffected. Two points might however be considered:
• Volumetric efficiency: the little decrease in volumetric efficiency that can be ob-
served with E85 could alter the throttle feedforward. However, as shown in Sec-
tion 2.2.2, the observed differences are hardly significant. Note also that if the
engine is fitted with an air mass flow sensor, an observation of the aspirated air
mass can be set up, reducing the sensitivity to volumetric efficiency variations.
• Exhaust temperatures: the lower exhaust temperatures at low engine speeds and
high loads on a turbocharged engine can reduce the enthalpy at the turbine and
affect the waste-gate feedforward. Some feedback action might therefore be required,
at the expense of some response dynamics. However, as shown in Section 2.2.2, the
differences remain limited.
2.3.3 Fuel path
One of the main impacts of ethanol on the engine control clearly concerns the equivalence
ratio control. The main issue is the large difference in the stoichiometric AFR of gasoline
and ethanol. We consider first the static effect, then the effects on the dynamics of the
closed-loop system.
Static effect of a stoichiometric AFR variation on AFR control
In Section 2.2.3, we saw that for a given air mass, the fuel mass increase required for
stoichiometry could reach 60%:
Wf (Exx)
Wf (E0)
=
Φst(E0)
Φst(Exx)
(2.27)
If the stoichiometric AFR of gasoline is kept for the computation of the feedforward
term, the difference will be compensated for by the feedback regulator. The issue here
is that the perturbation (the stoichiometric AFR variation) is multiplicative, while the
feedback correction is additive. This implies that the feedback correction will have do
adjust at each aspirated air mass change. Consider two operating points, P1 and P2,
characterized by aspirated air masses Wair(P1) and Wair(P2), respectively. For each
point, the feedback fuel correction due to using the stoichiometric AFR of gasoline, E0,
instead of the real one is given by:
Wf,fb = Wair
(
1
Φst(Exx)
− 1
Φst(E0)
)
(2.28)
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Figure 2.29: Amplitude of the fuel feedback correction difference between operating points P1
and P2, for an erroneous feedforward stoichiometric AFR, as a function of the air mass and
stoichiometric AFR differences.
where for clarity an equivalence ratio setpoint of 1 was assumed, as well as unbiased
estimations of the air mass and the injected fuel mass. Between the two operating points,
the feedback correction difference will then write:
Wf,fb(P2)−Wf,fb(P1) = (Wair(P2)−Wair(P2))
(
1
Φst(Exx)
− 1
Φst(E0)
)
(2.29)
This correction is non-zero if the two points are different and if the fuel is not the as-
sumed one, E0. Therefore, during a transient from one operating point to another, the
convergence time of the feedback regulator will result in an equivalence ratio spike, whose
amplitude will depend on the correction difference and on the equivalence ratio dynam-
ics. The amplitude of the feedback correction difference is plotted on Figure 2.29, while
Figure 2.30 shows results for a load transient at a fixed engine speed at the test bench.
Dynamic effect of a stoichiometric AFR variation on AFR control
In Section 2.2.3, we saw that in warm conditions, the ethanol content of the fuel did not
affect the fuel film dynamics. However, the stoichiometric AFR change corresponds to
a change in the static gain of the system, and will therefore have an influence on the
dynamics of the closed-loop system.
Considering for simplicity a fixed operating point, the feedforward term is constant and
does not influence the dynamics. The system is then a linear time invariant time delay
system and the transfer function for the direct path, linking the measured equivalence
ratio to the equivalence ratio error is given, for a PFI engine and with a P.I. controller,
by:
H(s) =
(kps+ ki)
s
Φst(Exx)
Wair
((1−X)τs+ 1)
(τs+ 1) (τexhs+ 1)
e−τds (2.30)
where s denotes the Laplace variable, kp and ki the controller gains, and X and τ are
parameters of the wall-wetting model. τexh and τd are the exhaust dynamics time constant
and time delay.
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This makes it clear that ethanol addition reduces the static gain of the system. There-
fore, with a controller tuned for gasoline (ensuring stability for that fuel) and keeping
the same tuning parameters, ethanol addition will result in increased stability margins,
as illustrated on Figure 2.31. Stability will not therefore be an issue in keeping a gasoline
controller unchanged. As a direct consequence, the dynamics of the regulation will be
a little slower (see the right plot of Figure 2.31, for a simulated response to an air dis-
turbance), though to an acceptable extent, particularly with reference to the main issue
which is the possibly wrong feedforward term.
A last point on equivalence ratio control should be mentioned regarding the volumetric
efficiency and injector characteristics variations: these might also affect the feedforward,
although it was shown in Section 2.2 that their amplitude is at most one order of mag-
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nitude below the stoichiometric AFR difference. They can therefore safely be neglected
and do not add to the problem the complexity that a fuel with a large effect on these
variables would yield.
2.3.4 Torque path
As in Section 2.2.4, we distinguish between non-knocking and knocking (for gasoline,
implicitly) operating regions.
Non-knock limited operating region
The differences between the fuels are small in the knock free operating region, and there
is therefore little impact on the engine control:
• Torque production: the lower heating value and the stoichiometric AFR of the fuels
compensate each other, for a given air mass and equivalence ratio. For a given
torque request, since the equivalence ratio setpoint is not changed, and the torque
setpoint is expressed as an air mass setpoint, the torque realization will not be
affected by the fuel.
• Spark timing: the combustion durations of ethanol are a few degrees shorter than
those of gasoline. Applying the same map-based spark advance setpoint will then
result in roughly the same few degrees (or even less, according to the lower phasing
sensitivity to spark advance at low loads) advance in the CA50. For the knock free
operating conditions considered, the reference phasing is the optimum. At this point
the sensitivity of the efficiency to the combustion phasing is zero. The maximum 5◦
phasing error would then result in less than 1% efficiency loss. Note, however, that
provided flame speed data on ethanol-gasoline fuel blends were available, this small
deviation could be corrected using for example the model-based approach of [55].
• Exhaust temperature: exhaust temperatures for E85 are about 10 to 20◦K less than
for gasoline. These differences do not exceed a few percent but could result in a
little increase in the catalyst light-off time.
Knock limited operating region
The main differences between ethanol and gasoline regarding torque production are found
in this region, where gasoline is strongly knock limited, while ethanol ensures knock-free
operation up to full load. We proceed by considering the three points discussed above:
• Torque production: let us consider two cases:
1. The spark advance is not adapted to the fuel: combustion retard is then similar
for the different fuels and the picture is close to the non-knocking region, i.e.
the fuel hardly affects torque production.
2. The spark advance is set to the optimal value for the fuel used: in this case,
for a given air mass, the torque produced rises with the ethanol content. On
one hand, if one requires to have the same torque production for the same
driver request (pedal position), the efficiency increase associated to ethanol
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has to be known to compute the corresponding air mass setpoint reduction.
On the other hand, if one wants to take full advantage of the performance
improvement, little measures have to be taken. The fuel, indeed, hardly affects
engine breathing. Therefore, the full load air setpoint with ethanol hardly
differs from that of gasoline, and the only effect would be a slight modification
of the pedal position to fraction of full load torque produced relationship (as
illustrated in Section 2.2.4, the air mass-torque relationship for gasoline exhibits
a clear inflection at higher loads, due to the combustion retard, while for E85,
the relationship is affine all the way).
• Spark timing: if the spark is not advanced according to the knock resistance of
the fuel, combustion will remain delayed and engine operation will not change,
but this deprives of valuable efficiency and performance improvements, making the
adaptation of the spark advance an important requirement. Except if cylinder
pressure sensors were present, no feedback for controlling the combustion phasing
is available. Feedback is only available when knock is present, while there is no
information for an excess in the spark advance otherwise, or for an excess in spark
retard. Multiple maps can help solving this issue but multiple mapping of a multiple
fuel engine might increase heavily the calibration effort. If a single map is to be
used, we shall distinguish between two cases:
1. The gasoline spark advance map is used: in that case, if the operating point
is knock limited for all the fuels, knock sensing will provide a feedback for
optimal borderline knock operation. If it is not, the issue is to increase the
spark advance without going beyond the optimal phasing. For these over-
advanced timings, efficiency is lost, but no feedback information is available.
2. The E85 (or ethanol) spark advance map is used: in that case, almost all the
fuels will be knock limited, and optimal operation will be obtained by retarding
the spark until only light knock remains. The knock sensor then provides the
desired feedback for ensuring knock free operation. However, owing to the
large differences in spark-advance between gasoline and ethanol, unacceptable
heavy knock might be encountered during transients. Another issue concerns
the exhaust temperature, which we deal with in the following point.
• Exhaust temperature: a side effect of knock limitation and combustion retard is
to increase the exhaust temperatures up to levels which require fuel enrichment for
preventing further increase. This results in a significant efficiency penalty. As for the
spark advance, the higher knock resistance of ethanol, which allows a reduction or
even the suppression of fuel enrichment, should be taken advantage of. If the gasoline
fuel enrichment were kept, useless enrichment would occur if the spark advance is
adapted. On the other hand, if one relies on the non-enriched E85 or ethanol case,
combustion retard implied by knock will yield destructive temperature levels. No
exhaust temperature measurements are available on commercial-line engines, which
might call for a model-based temperature limitation approach in order to ensure a
safe operation, while improving the efficiency.
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2.4 Outline
The previous sections aimed at introducing the reader to gasoline-ethanol fuel mixtures,
and spark-ignition engines and their control. Relying on elements of the literature and
on experimental data, the effects of introducing various proportions of ethanol in gasoline
were discussed: the effects on the open-loop behavior of the system were considered, as
well as their implications from the engine control point of view. We summarize here the
conclusions and draw an outline of this thesis.
Contrary to conventional spark-ignition or compression-ignition engines which always
operate on the same type of fuel, Flexfuel engines are designed to run on fuel blends
ranging from gasoline to ethanol. The properties of these fuel exhibit large differences.
This raises particular issues regarding the control of Flexfuel engines:
• The stoichiometric AFR of the fuel varies in a broad range: in order to maintain
the performance of the equivalence ratio regulation, the feedforward fuel mass term
has to be adapted to the stoichiometric AFR of the fuel used.
• The knock resistance of ethanol is markedly higher than that of gasoline: this allows
a sharp increase in engine efficiency and performance that a Flexfuel engine control
system has to yield. The spark advance must be increased to match the higher
knock limit, as well as the fuel enrichment can be reduced.
• These adaptations require a fuel composition detection means.
• At the same time, the wide range of fuel blends that might be used should not result
in a cumbersome increase of the engine control calibration effort.
In order to provide the desired performance irrespective of the fuel, while limiting the
calibration effort the following tasks should be carried out concerning engine control:
1. Estimation of the ethanol content of the fuel during operation. The estimated
fuel composition is the basis to adapt the engine control, and must therefore have
appropriate dynamics and be robust to system dispersions.
2. Adaptation of the equivalence ratio controller to the stoichiometric AFR.
3. Adaptation of the spark advance to the knock limits.
4. Adaptation of the fuel enrichment to the lower exhaust temperatures reached with
ethanol when the spark advance is adapted.
5. Adaptation of the torque-air mass setpoint model to the higher performance ob-
tained with ethanol with an adapted spark advance.
6. Adaptation of the turbocharger control to the lower exhaust temperatures.
7. Aspects regarding cold start and warm up should be taken care of too, even though
they were not investigated in this study.
These developments require setting up an engine model adapted to variable fuel oper-
ation, including the air path and fuel path effects as well as combustion and knock related
models. This will be dealt with in the next chapter.
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Finally, in the following chapter, on the grounds exposed before, a stoichiometric air-
fuel ratio estimation scheme, relying only on usual engine sensors will be proposed, along
with its use for an adaptation of the equivalence ratio control.
Chapter 3
Flexfuel engine modeling
This chapter presents the simulation model used throughout this study. Section 3.1 is an
introduction to the modeling objectives in the context of control development for Flexfuel
engines, and presents the approach adopted. Section 3.2 presents the mean value engine
model (MVEM), which is the basis for the engine simulator, and the adaptations that are
required by fuel variability. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 introduce two models that are added to
the MVEM. The first of these deals with a mean value combustion model for predicting
the combustion phasing, torque production and exhaust temperatures of a fuel flexible
engine for a wide range of varying spark advances and operating conditions. The second
one deals with the modeling of the knock phenomenon, to which pertain some of the
important differences between ethanol and gasoline operation. Finally, Section 3.5 draws
conclusions regarding the fuel-flexible engine model proposed.
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Objectives
The main purpose of the engine model is to provide a reliable simulation basis for the de-
velopment of Flexfuel engine control algorithms. More precisely, the modeling objectives
can be summarized into three points:
• Modeling for control laws development and evaluation: the model has to retain the
main transient and static behaviors of the engine, relevant to the control issues,
while remaining computationally efficient.
• Substitute for test bench: the engine model is fitted and validated with experimental
data in order to reproduce accurately the static and transient response of the real
engine regarding: the air path, the fuel path, the torque path, in order to allow the
evaluation and tuning of control strategies in simulation. Inputs and outputs must
include the real engine ones.
• Fuel flexible engine model: we deal here with engines operating on variable fuels.
Contrary to conventional engine models, a Flexfuel engine model has an additional
input which is the fuel. The engine model components must take into account its
properties explicitly, in order to reproduce their effects.
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3.1.2 Approach
For the development and the evaluation of control strategies, an engine model is set up.
It is adapted to account for the variable fuel properties in the Flexfuel context.
For the fuel estimation and equivalence ratio control objectives, a mean value engine
model, reproducing the airpath and fuel path dynamics, and the effects of the variable
stoichiometric AFR on the equivalence ratio, is adopted. In order to simulate the time
variation of the fuel composition at the engine after a refuelling, a fuel line model is added.
Additionally, large spark advance and fuel enrichment variations are possible on Flex-
fuel engines owing to the different knock limits of ethanol and gasoline. In order to
reproduce their effects on the engine efficiency, torque production and exhaust tempera-
ture, a mean value combustion model, based on static correlations and an idealized cycle
description, is developed to supplement the engine model.
Finally, a knock intensity model completes the engine simulator, for reproducing the
effects of various ethanol contents on the knock limited spark advance and operating
conditions. This mean-value correlation is derived from experimental data and from a
phenomenological knock model.
This engine model is coupled to a complete torque control structure and to a vehicle
and a driver model, for simulating driving cycles. Figure 3.1 shows schemes of the simula-
tion platform and of the engine model, which is described in the next sections. It displays
their components with their main inputs and outputs, and their interconnections.
3.2 Mean-value engine model
In this section, we present the mean value Flexfuel engine model (air path and fuel path)
adapted and used throughout this study. We first describe the model components. Then,
results obtained are presented.
3.2.1 Model overview
Figure 3.2 shows a scheme of the engine model, with its inputs and outputs, and the main
fuel dependent elements.
Mean value approach
We give here the assumptions of this mean value model approach:
• Mean value model: in-cylinder processes are computed on a mean cycle value basis,
within a single lumped cylinder model.
• Zero-dimensional model: all states depend on time only. For example, pressure and
temperature are uniform in the volumes.
• Ideal gas: the fluids all follow the ideal gas law.
• Three gases: in each component, the fluid is considered as an homogeneous mixture
of three gases: air, fuel, and combustion products.
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of the simulation platform (top) and scheme of the Flexfuel engine model
(bottom).
Fuel specific issues
The ethanol content of the fuel is an input variable of the model. It is used in the fuel
path and the cylinder model.
• Variable fuel mixture: the fuel is a mixture of two base fuels, with a possibly time-
varying composition.
• Fuel composition effects: the fuel properties affect the fuel path which takes them
explicitly into account.
• Fuel change dynamics: a fuel line model is added to simulate the fuel change dy-
namics on a Flexfuel vehicle, after a refueling.
These points are detailed in the next sections, where the models are presented.
We first present the air path model, followed by the fuel path model. In a last section,
we give an overview of typical mean value torque production and exhaust temperature
models.
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Figure 3.2: Scheme of the mean-value engine model.
3.2.2 Air path
The model air path is made up of the main elements of the real engine air path:
• The intake system, with the turbocharger compressor driven by the exhaust turbine,
a heat exchanger, the throttle valve and the intake manifold volume. For our pur-
poses, engine breathing is modeled through a simple volumetric map in the cylinder
model.
• The exhaust system, with the exhaust manifold volume, the turbocharger turbine
with its waste-gate valve and a final restriction representing the exhaust line back-
pressure.
As seen in Chapter 2, these elements are hardly affected by the fuel. They are repre-
sented by usual mean value models and are thus not detailed here. The main equations
can be found in Appendix A.1.1.
3.2.3 Fuel path
From the fuel estimation and equivalence ratio control point of views, the fuel path is a
major element of the model. Contrary to the air path, varying fuel properties have to be
taken into account here and affect the model.
The fuel path model consists in an injector model and an equivalence ratio dynamics
model. In order to simulate fuel changes after a refueling, a fuel line dynamics model is
added.
Engine fuel path
• Injector model: for a better account of fuel effects than a simple map, fuel injection is
modeled as an incompressible flow through an orifice of constant section, as discussed
in Section 2.2.3:
mf,inj = k
√
2ρf (Pf − Pman) (Tinj − Tinj,0) (3.1)
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• Cylinder and exhaust equivalence ratio: equivalence ratio dynamics involve the wall-
wetting dynamics (for a PFI engine), the mixing dynamics in the exhaust manifold
and the time constant of the oxygen sensor, and a delay from the injector opening
command to the arrival of burnt gases at the exhaust oxygen sensor. In the mean
value framework, combustion within the cylinder is considered as a static process.
– Fuel film dynamics (FFD) for PFI engines: a widespread FFD model suitable
for control purposes is the τ −X model [12] (several other more or less sophis-
ticated wall-wetting models exist [14, 17, 72, 71]): a fraction X of the injected
fuel goes to the wall, and evaporates with time constant τ . Only fuel vapor
enters the cylinder to burn. Denoting mf,f the mass of fuel in the wall film,
Wf,inj the injected fuel mass, and Wf,v the vapor fuel mass, one can write, in
continuous time: 

dmf,f
dt
= XWf,inj − 1
τ
mf,f
Wf,v = (1−X)Wf,inj + 1
τ
mf,f
(3.2)
The parameters X and τ where identified at the test bench for various engine
speed-load operating conditions, for E5, E40 and E85, in warm conditions. In
these warm conditions, no fuel dependency was observed and the two param-
eters are mapped as a function of the engine speed. For cold conditions, a
parametrization of X and τ as a function of the temperature and the fuel com-
position can be added for reproducing the effects of ethanol blending [17, 3].
– Combustion in the cylinder: the cylinder equivalence ratio is calculated from
the air and fuel mass flows and the ethanol dependent stoichiometric AFR of
the fuel:
φcyl =
Wf,v
Wair,cyl
Φst (Exx) (3.3)
– Exhaust gases mixing: the volume used to model the exhaust manifold of
the engine results in a mixing dynamics for the exhaust gases composition, as
observed experimentally.
– Transport delay to the oxygen sensor: the time, τd, for the gases to flow from
the cylinder to the sensor depends on the inverse of the average gas velocity
in the exhaust line. This velocity scales approximately with the engine speed.
Then,
φm (t) = φexh (t− τd) = φexh
(
t− kd
Ne
)
(3.4)
where φm is the measured exhaust equivalence ratio, and kd a constant.
The model exhaust equivalence ratio and the measured one are compared on Figure 3.3,
on identification tests at four engine speed-load points (1000rpm, 1 and 6bar BMEP, and
4000rpm, 1 and 6bar BMEP), for fuel E85. The correlations for X and τ and the values
of the model parameters can be found in Appendix A.1.2. It can be seen that the model
provides a good overall match of the equivalence ratio dynamics, making it suitable for
the development and evaluation of equivalence ratio control schemes and EGO-based fuel
estimators.
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Figure 3.3: Model equivalence ratio dynamics. Comparison with measurements for injected
fuel mass steps on several operating points. Fuel E85.
Fuel line dynamics
A fuel change in the fuel tank of the vehicle does not result in a steep stoichiometric AFR
variation at the engine, but rather in a smooth transition caused by mixing in the fueling
system. A model of a vehicle fuel line, allowing to reproduce in simulation the dynamics
of a fuel change, is set up. A schematic representation of this model is provided on
Figure 3.4. The fuel is stored in the fuel tank and transported to the engine bay through
a thin pipe. There, it goes through a fuel filter and an injection rail before arriving at the
injectors. For our purpose, these elements are lumped into a single buffer volume.
Four elements appear on this figure and are modeled as follows, with the assumption
that the liquid fuel in the system is incompressible:
1. The fuel tank: in the fuel tank, perfect mixing is assumed to occur instantaneously.
2. The fuel line pipe: due to the small volume and cross section of the pipe, no mixing
is assumed to occur within it and the element simply introduces a transport delay.
Denoting L the pipe length and A its cross-section, the transport duration, T , is
given by the following relation:
L =
∫ T
0
Wf
ρfA
dt (3.5)
3. The buffer volume: in this element, the incoming fuel mixes with the previous fuel
content. It is modeled as a first order filter on the stoichiometric AFR of the fuel.
With V the volume of the element, Φst,in the incoming stoichiometric AFR, and
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Figure 3.5: Simulated fuel change from E5 to E85 on repeated NEDC driving cycles (repeated
5 times). Left: stoichiometric AFR of the fuel at the engine. Right: injected fuel mass setpoint
(with regulation of the equivalence ratio at 1).
Φst,out the stoichiometric AFR of the exiting fuel, which corresponds to the average
value in the volume, one has:
dΦst,out
dt
=
Wf
ρfV
(Φst,in − Φst,out) (3.6)
4. The engine: the engine acts as a flow source, imposing the mass flow Wf (injected
fuel flow).
The injected fuel masses and the injected stoichiometric AFR obtained for a simulated
fuel change from E5 (Φst = 14.09) to E85 (Φst = 9.75) on NEDC driving cycles are
displayed on Figure 3.5. The cycle is repeated several times in order to complete the fuel
change. The stoichiometric AFR drops progressively as fuel is consumed and the injected
fuel mass setpoint increases accordingly, due to the equivalence ratio regulation. On the
NEDC cycle, the engine operates at rather low loads and low engine speeds, resulting in
overall slow dynamics of the fuel change. However one notices the slight acceleration of
the stoichiometric AFR drop on the higher power EUDC phases.
3.2.4 Cylinder model
The lumped cylinder model represents on a mean value basis the processes taking place in
the engine cylinders, namely the engine breathing and combustion outputs. The former
was described in Section 3.2.2, and we simply present here the usual mean value approach
to modeling the torque output and exhaust temperature.
These are usually given by static maps as a function of the operating point.
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For example, the torque produced, Tq, is the product of a nominal torque map, Tq,nom,
(equivalence ratio at one and optimal spark advance) with correcting efficiency factors
depending on the equivalence ratio, ηφ, and the spark advance, ηSA (the latter accounting
for phasing efficiency):
Tq = Tq,nom (Wair, Ne) ηφ (φ) ηSA (θSA) (3.7)
with,
ηφ = min (1, φcyl) (3.8)
and,
ηSA = kSA (θSA − θSA,opti)2 + 1 (3.9)
as usual functions for the efficiency corrections. θSA is the spark advance, kSA is a tuning
constant and θSA,opti is the optimal spark advance at the operating point considered. Both
kSA and θSA,opti are mapped as functions of the operating point.
Exhaust temperature, or exhaust enthalpy, is given in a similar way, using a nominal
map to which mapped corrections for the equivalence ratio and the spark advance can be
added.
This type of model clearly does not account for the fuel properties, neither for the
torque or the exhaust temperature, nor for the optimal spark advance, and requires ex-
tensive mapping to reproduce properly the effects of spark retard and equivalence ratio,
as well as those of the fuel, on the combustion outputs. Additionally this approach does
not make clear the relevant phenomena resulting from a variability of the fuel properties.
This is why we propose in this context a simplified combustion model, which is described
in the next section of the chapter.
3.2.5 Results
In this section, some simulation results obtained with the mean value model described
above are presented. They aim at illustrating the validity of the model and its capabilities.
Results on simple transients are presented and compared to experimental data, and an
example of a driving cycle simulation is given.
Transient validation
We present in this section a few results provided by the engine model in simple transient
situations.
On figure 3.6 a test on a steady-state point is compared to test bench measurements.
Here, an estimated air mass bias was applied, while the equivalence ratio was closed-
loop controlled, with a stoichiometric AFR estimator in the loop. These plots show that
the model reproduces the equivalence ratio dynamics well, and is thus well suited to
equivalence ratio controller and fuel estimator development purposes.
Figure 3.7 presents a comparison of simulation results with test bench experiments
on torque steps at Ne = 2000rpm, with fuel E85. Similar results were obtained for other
engine speeds and fuels. This figure illustrates the correct accuracy of the engine model
at steady-state, as well as during transients.
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Figure 3.6: Step air mass biases on a steady-state point, with fuel E85. Equivalence ratio
control with a fuel estimator. Comparison of simulation results and experiments.
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Figure 3.8: Simulation results obtained with the whole simulation platform on an ARTEMIS
Road driving cycle, with fuel E5. From left to right and from top to bottom: vehicle speed,
engine speed, engine torque, intake manifold pressure, aspirated air mass and injected fuel mass
setpoint. Only the first 400s of the cycle are plotted.
Driving cycles simulation
After showing the validity of the model at steady-state and in transient conditions, sim-
ulations of complete driving cycles (including vehicle and driver feedback, as well as the
complete torque control structure) are illustrated in this section.
Figure 3.8 shows the first 400s of a simulated ARTEMIS Road driving cycle, with fuel
E5. The first plot illustrates the smooth tracking of the cycle vehicle speed setpoint by
the driver model, while the engine speed trace on the second plot gives an indication of
the engine operating range for this cycle. It also allows to notice the gear shifts specified
in the cycle definition, as well as two short idling periods. On the third and fourth plot,
the indicated torque and the intake manifold pressure are displayed. The latter keeps
track of the setpoint well, and owing also to an appropriate mapping, the driver’s torque
request is matched. The fifth plot shows the aspirated air mass, while the last, sixth, plot
shows the injected fuel mass setpoint, where the injections cutoffs are visible.
This simulation platform with the Flexfuel mean value engine model described in
this section offers the possibility to develop and evaluate fuels estimation schemes and
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equivalence ratio control structures under varying transient conditions and on realistic
driving cycles. The combustion and knock models which are described in the next sections
aim at enabling also the development of Flexfuel spark advance control strategies and the
evaluation of a full, Flexfuel adapted, torque control structure.
3.3 Mean-value combustion model
This section presents the mean-value Flexfuel combustion model implemented in place
of the MVEM maps. The objectives of this approach are first introduced. The different
submodels are then presented: IVC conditions, combustion phasing, torque production,
and exhaust temperature. For each of these, the assumptions leading to the formulation
of the models will be exposed, and results will be provided and discussed. For details
about the derivation of each model, the reader is referred to Appendix A.
3.3.1 Objectives and approach
Flexfuel engines can operate with largely varying spark advances, due to the higher knock
resistance of ethanol. These result in an improved efficiency, an increased torque out-
put and reduced exhaust temperatures: combustion phasing is optimized, and less fuel
enrichment is required.
In order to evaluate spark advance control strategies in presence of such fuel vari-
ability, a Flexfuel engine simulation model has to reproduce the variation of the engine
outputs (efficiency, torque and exhaust temperature) depending on the fuel, the operating
conditions, and the inputs commands (equivalence ratio setpoint, spark advance), for a
wide possible range of variation.
The objectives of the combustion model are then as follows:
• Reproduce the efficiency variations associated with the higher knock resistance of
ethanol. The model has to reproduce quantitatively the steady-state values and the
sensitivity to the fuel, spark advance and equivalence ratio of:
1. the combustion phasing.
2. the torque production.
3. the exhaust temperature.
• Allow the evaluation of spark advance control strategies in simulation.
To this end, we base the model on a simplified description, with static relations, of
the phenomena taking place in the cylinder. The main focus is on torque production and
exhaust temperature. These are modeled using an idealized thermodynamic cycle. Both
depend on the CA50, which is the relevant variable for the description of the effects of
phasing on combustion outputs. A combustion phasing model is thus set up, based on a
correlation of the burning duration with the mass fraction burning rate taken at a given
instant. Finally, an IVC conditions model is added for estimating the residual gas fraction
and the temperature in the cylinder at IVC, which affect the combustion duration and
the exhaust temperature.
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Figure 3.9: Scheme of the mean value combustion model proposed. Left: model inputs and
outputs. Right: model structure with five submodels.
3.3.2 Overview of the model
Figure 3.9 gives an overview of the mean value combustion model, its inputs and its
outputs. The rightmost scheme goes into more detail, displaying the five submodels and
their respective inputs and outputs:
1. IVC conditions estimation: estimation of the residual gases mass fraction and the in-
cylinder IVC temperature. These are used for the laminar flame speed and exhaust
temperature calculations.
2. Combustion initiation: estimation of the flame development duration, from spark
timing to CA10. The model is based on a correlation with the flame speed, depen-
dent on the fuel, the spark advance and the operating conditions.
3. Rapid burn: estimation of the rapid burn duration from CA10 to CA50. This model
is close to the combustion initiation duration model.
4. Torque production: estimation of the IMEP. The model accounts for the fuel prop-
erties as well as for the combustion phasing (CA50), determined in the rapid burn
model.
5. Exhaust temperature: estimation of the exhaust temperature. As for the IMEP
model, the exhaust temperature calculation accounts for the fuel properties, as well
as the estimated CA50.
Each of these submodels are presented in the following sections. For each one, the
assumptions used are first introduced and the main points of the derivation are explained
before presenting the model equations. The details of the calculations are not discussed
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here for clarity, and can be found in the Appendix (A.2). Validation results of the different
models are presented at the end of each subsection. A final section summarizes the results
and provides additional comparisons with experiments.
3.3.3 Estimation of the IVC conditions
The objective of the IVC conditions submodel is to estimate the residual burnt gas fraction
at IVC and the IVC temperature. The former affects the laminar flame speed, hence the
combustion durations, and the latter affects the fresh and average gas temperatures during
the cycle. These influence in turn the laminar flame speed and the exhaust temperature,
respectively.
The IVC conditions are estimated from the intake and exhaust manifold conditions
and the volumetric efficiency, as shown on Figure 3.10, using mass and energy balance
equations.
Assumptions
Some simplifying assumptions are made in the derivation of the model:
• All gases have the same specific gas constant and heat capacities.
• The heat of vaporization of the fuel (PFI engine) is taken from the intake pipe wall
and has a negligible charge cooling effect.
• The cylinder pressure at IVC is equal to the average intake manifold pressure.
• The fresh charge temperature is equal to the average intake manifold temperature.
• The residual gases are at exhaust manifold temperature and pressure, and expand
adiabatically to the intake manifold pressure.
• The residual gases and the fresh charge are perfectly mixed at IVC.
• Residual gases are only burnt gases, i.e. the deviation from stoichiometry of the
mixture is small.
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IVC conditions model
The derivation of the model (detailed in the appendix A.2.1) is based on:
• The definition of the volumetric efficiency.
• A mass and energy balance at IVC.
• An adiabatic expansion of the residual gases.
Applying the assumptions given in the previous paragraph, the residual burnt gas
mass fraction at IVC writes:
χ =
1− κηvVd
VIV C
1 +
κηvVd
VIV C
(
Tigr
Tman
− 1
) (3.10)
Where the following notation have been introduced:
κ = 1 +
φ
Φst
(3.11)
Tigr =
(
Pexh
Pman
) 1
γ
−1
Texh (3.12)
The IVC temperature then follows:
TIV C = Tman (1− χ) + Texh
(
Pexh
Pman
) 1
γ
−1
χ (3.13)
Results
Estimated residual gas fraction and IVC temperature on the E0 map are presented on
Figure 3.11. Though no measurements are available for a quantitative comparison, the
trends observed correspond the expected behavior, mainly associated here to the exhaust
manifold to intake manifold density ratio.
3.3.4 Combustion phasing
Introduction
The combustion phasing model provides an estimate of the middle of combustion crank-
angle as a function of the operating conditions, the fuel properties, and the spark advance.
This combustion phasing is then used to determine the torque and the exhaust tempera-
ture. Combustion development beyond 50% mass fraction burnt is not considered. The
model presented hereafter is a mean-value model and, as such, does not involve additional
dynamics.
In the spark-ignition engines considered, the combustion is premixed and homoge-
neous. Combustion is initiated at the spark plug at spark timing. A flame front then
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Figure 3.11: IVC conditions estimation on the E0 map. Left: residual burnt gas mass fraction.
Right: in-cylinder IVC temperature. The surfaces are here only to highlight the trends.
propagates through the combustion chamber, separating the hot burnt gases and the
colder unburnt mixture. Heat is released as the fresh gases are consumed. The pressure
varies uniformly throughout the combustion chamber.
In a laminar flow, the flame propagation speed with respect to the fresh charge is
specified by the laminar burning velocity, which is determined by the fuel properties, and
the composition, pressure and temperature of the fresh gases. However, in an ICE the
in-cylinder flow field is turbulent, and the flame wrinkling enhances greatly the burning
speed. For the purposes of zero-dimensional modeling, these effects are usually accounted
for through a turbulent burning velocity correlation which relates the turbulent burning
velocity, St, to the laminar flame speed, Sl, and the turbulence intensity, u.
The evolution of the burnt gas mass, mb, then writes [54, 61]:
dmb
dt
= ρfgAfSt (3.14)
where ρfg is the density of the fresh gases. As the total gas mass, mtot, is conserved,
we can then describe the evolution of the mass fraction burnt by the following equation:
dx
dt
=
ρfg
mtot
AfSt (3.15)
Figure 3.12 gives an example of a mass fraction burned versus crank-angle curve. The
durations and reference crank-angles used in the model are indicated on the plot.
Approach
We recall that our objective is to estimate the CA50 with a mean value model. To this end,
we introduce the two following points. The first one corresponds to common experimental
distinctions, while the second is an hypothesis we formulate for relating the expression of
the mass fraction burned derivative to the combustion duration:
• Hypothesis 1: the burn duration consists in two distinct phases (see Figure 3.12):
1. a combustion initiation phase, from spark timing to 10% mass fraction burnt.
During this phase, combustion is slow, and the burnt volume and heat release
are small. This period represents most of the total duration from θSA to CA50.
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Figure 3.12: Example of a mass fraction burned curve.
2. a rapid burn phase from 10 to 50% mass fraction burnt. Here, combustion is
faster, with large burnt volumes and an important cumulated heat released.
These points give rise to some simplifying assumptions in the derivation of the
model. We then first calculate the initiation duration, ∆θd = CA10− θSA, then the
rapid burn duration, ∆θb = CA50− CA10.
• Hypothesis 2: we assume that each of these duration scales with the derivative of
the mass fraction burnt at a fixed instant in the period.
For any combustion duration, ∆t (in s), from a mass fraction burned x1 to a mass
fraction burned x2, beginning at time t1, we have:
x2 − x1 =
∫ t1+∆t
t1
dx
dt
dt (3.16)
From the mean value theorem, there exists tm ∈ [t1 t1 +∆t] such that:
x2 − x1
∆t
=
dx
dt
(tm) (3.17)
Then,
∆θ = 6Ne
x2 − x1
dx
dt
(tm)
(3.18)
Here, our assumption states that for a constant, known, tr, we have:
dx
dt
(tr) = k
dx
dt
(tm) (3.19)
with a constant k independent of the operating conditions.
For the initiation duration, we assume that this tr corresponds to the spark instant
1.
The initiation duration, in crank-angle degrees, then writes:
∆θd = 6Nekd
0.1
dx
dt
(θSA)
(3.20)
1Note that during most of the period from the spark timing to CA10, the heat released is small and
thus has little impact on the thermodynamic state of the fresh gases.
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and for the rapid burn duration, we take it as the CA502:
∆θb = 6Nekb
0.4
dx
dt
(CA50)
(3.21)
where kd and kb are two constants.
We end this paragraph with a remark on the turbulent bunring velocity correlation.
The one used here is that developed by [56, 98] from phenomenological considerations on
the wrinkling of the flame front by the flow3:
St
Sl
∝
(
u
Sl
) 1
3
(
uL
ν
) 1
3
(3.22)
where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fresh gases, and L a characteristic length scale
of the flow.
After stating the general assumptions of the model, the basic equations for the CA10
and CA50 models are presented. These involve the calculation of several intermediate
variables, which is given in Appendix A.2.2, along with other details of the calculations.
Assumptions
The additional assumptions used in the derivation of the model are as follows:
• Gas properties, as the specific heat at constant volume and the ideal gas constant,
do not change with the temperature (the heat capacity has here a small variation
with the ethanol content).
• Fuel does not affect the turbulent burning velocity correlation (i.e. Eq. 3.22 is valid
for all the fuels considered. However, St is fuel dependent through Sl).
• Ethanol content does not affect the pressure, temperature, diluting fraction and
equivalence ratio dependencies of the laminar flame speed. It only affects the laminar
flame speed at reference conditions (detail are given in Appendix A.2.2).
• The flame front is hemispherical during the initiation phase, and is approximately
cylindrical during the rapid burn phase.
• Heat release is neglected during the initiation phase. For the rapid burn phase, it
has to be taken into account.
• The spark generates a fixed volume of burnt gases, at θSA.
Combustion initiation duration: from spark timing to CA10
In the initiation duration submodel, the duration of the early combustion phase, from
spark timing to CA10, is computed. The scheme presented on Figure 3.13 shows the
main inputs and outputs, and the basic steps of the estimation procedure.
2This is more substantiated than the previous assumption since the mass fraction burned evolution is
close to linear from CA10 to CA90. Note that this imposes either to solve an implicit equation for the
CA50, or to compute a preliminary rough estimate for it. Here, the latter method has been adopted,
with correct results. Alternatively, one could take tr as the CA10, with little loss in accuracy.
3Note that many other correlations have been proposed in the literature [11, 1, 28, 45].
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Figure 3.13: Scheme of the initiation duration model.
With the assumption of an hemispherical flame front, during the initiation period,
Eq. (3.15) for the burnt mass fraction evolution can be rewritten as follows:
dx
dt
∝ y 23V
−1
3
cyl St (3.23)
where y is the volume fraction burned. Then, for any given, fixed, burnt volume fraction
and using the turbulent burning velocity correlation (3.22) with L = VSA/Ap being the
combustion chamber height at spark timing [56], we have:
dx
dt
∝ (uSl)
2
3 ν−
1
3 (3.24)
Now, using the second main hypothesis of the model, and converting to crank angle
domain, we have:
∆θd ∝ Neν
1
3
(uSl)
2
3
(3.25)
This equation provides a first estimate of the combustion initiation duration. Yet,
large uncertainties are involved in the estimation of the turbulence intensity, particularly
regarding its evolution with crank-angle. A correction depending on the estimated tur-
bulence intensity and the spark timing is thus added, for an improved accuracy (this
correcting term represents on average less than 20% of the total duration).
The combustion initiation duration model then finally writes:
∆θd = k1
Neν
1
3
(uSl)
2
3
+ k2u (θSA − k3)2 + k4 (3.26)
where ki represent fitting constants.
The estimation of this duration requires the calculation of several intermediate vari-
ables, which are described in the appendix (A.2.2):
• Turbulence intensity (proportional to the engine speed).
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Figure 3.14: Scheme of the rapid burn duration model.
• Kinematic viscosity of the fresh gases (using Sutherland’s law for air).
• Laminar flame speed (using the correlation of [73] for isooctane).
• Pressure and temperature of the fresh gases (using a polytropic assumption).
Rapid burn duration: from CA10 to CA50
The rapid burn duration model is similar in its principle to the initiation duration one,
despite a few modifications. Figure 3.14 presents its main inputs and outputs, as well as
the main features of the calculation process.
Compared to the combustion initiation duration model, some adaptations are made,
due to the different in-cylinder conditions:
• The energy release is large, and cannot be neglected further in the estimation of the
temperature and pressure.
• The flame occupies a large part of the combustion chamber. It has quenched on the
piston, and its shape is now close to cylindrical.
• The rapid compression of the fresh gases by the expanding burnt gases modifies the
characteristic scales of turbulence in the fresh gases.
• The reference crank-angle for the estimation of the thermodynamic variables is now
the CA50. Here, for the computation of these variables, the CA50 is first estimated
roughly from a simple correlation.
For a cylindrical flame, at a given burnt volume (or mass) fraction, the flame surface
scales with the cylinder volume. As for the turbulence scales, angular momentum of the
turbulent eddies is assumed to be conserved [56].
Therefore, Eq. (3.15) now writes:
dx
dt
∝ ρfg,CA50
mtot
VCA50Sl,CA50
(
u
Sl,CA50
) 1
3
(
ρfg,SA
ρfg,CA50
)
−
1
9
(
uVSA
νCA50
) 1
3
(3.27)
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Figure 3.15: Initiation duration, rapid burn duration and CA50 estimation results on the whole
database (described in Appendix A.2.5).
and,
∆θb ∝ Nedx
dt
(3.28)
Adding a small CA10 correction improves the accuracy, and the estimated rapid burn
duration finally writes:
∆θb = k5
Ne
dx
dt
+ k6CA10 + k7 (3.29)
where the variables to be estimated at CA50 are calculated from a preliminary estimation,
CA500, of the latter:
CA500 = k8∆θd + k9CA10 + k10 (3.30)
The CA50 can finally be calculated from its definition:
CA50 = ∆θd +∆θb + θSA (3.31)
Adding some flexibility with respect to the engine speed can improve the precision of
the estimation:
CA50 =
(
k11 +
k12
Ne
)
∆θd +
(
k13 +
k14
Ne
)
∆θb +
(
k15 +
k16
Ne
)
+ θSA (3.32)
Results
Figure 3.15 shows the results obtained with this model regarding the initiation duration,
the rapid burn duration and the CA50. It can be seen that the phasing model proposed
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here, while remaining a mean value model (allowing TDC to TDC estimation, with no
additional state), offers a reasonable accuracy in the prediction of the CA50, for a wide
range of spark timings, operating conditions and ethanol-gasoline fuel blends.
3.3.5 Torque production
Model
The mean value torque production model developed aims at reproducing quantitatively
the effects of the different fuel properties and those of the combustion phasing determined
previously. It relies on a simplified description of the physical processes of torque gener-
ation in a four stroke engine. The real thermodynamic cycle is modeled by an idealized
process, schematically represented on Figure 3.16:
1. Gas exchange processes: intake and exhaust take place from IVO to IVC and from
EVO to EVC at a constant pressure, equal to the respective manifold pressures,
minus and plus charge losses, based on the mean piston speed and upstream gas
densities, during intake and exhaust, respectively.
2. Closed valves processes:
• Compression and expansion are polytropic. The same polytropic index is as-
sumed for both, and does not change neither with the fuel (the adiabatic index
and in-cylinder temperatures variations with the fuel can be neglected here),
nor with temperature or composition. It accounts for most of the heat transfers
and is identified from experimental cylinder pressure traces.
• Combustion: heat release is assumed to take place instantaneously at CA50.
Note that to account for the offset of the optimal CA50 phasing from TDC,
the calculation is performed at CA50− CA50opti.
A schematic representation of this submodel is provided on Figure 3.16.
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The details of the calculations are given in Appendix A.2.3. The final expression for
the IMEP writes:

IMEP = k17
(
Pman
VIV C − VIV O
Vd
+ Pech
VEV C − VEV O
Vd
)
+ k18
Pman
RTman
N2e + k19
+Pman
V γIV C
(1− γ)Vd
(
V 1−γcomb − V 1−γIV C
)
+
(
Pman
(
VIV C
Vcomb
)γ
+
(
k20 +
k21
Ne
+
k22
Pman
)
mfQLHV
max (1, φ)
γ − 1
VCA50
)
×
(
V γcomb
1− γ
(
V 1−γEV O − V 1−γcomb
Vd
))
Vcomb = Vcyl (CA50− CA50opti)
(3.33)
where the ki are the fitting constants of the model.
The two terms of the first line of the right hand side of Eq. (3.33) represent the
low pressure IMEP, with the contributions from the pressure difference between exhaust
and intake, and the flow charge losses, respectively. The third line corresponds to the
compression work, and the fourth and fifth lines to the expansion work term, calculated
using an equivalent instantaneous combustion pressure. On a real engine the CA50 for
maximum IMEP is slightly after TDC (for our engine, CA50opti = 7
◦CA). The present
modeling approach does not reproduce this shift and gives the maximum IMEP at the
minimum volume (TDC). An offset −CA50opti is thus introduced: the combustion volume
is the cylinder volume evaluated at CA50− CA50opti, as indicated in the last line.
Results
This model formulation provides an appropriate description of the effects of combustion
phasing and fuel properties, as the stoichiometric AFR or the lower heating value, over
a wide range of operating conditions. Figure 3.17 illustrates the good agreement of the
model with the measurements over the whole experimental database, including the opti-
mal maps for three fuels (E0, E40 and E85) and several spark advance, equivalence ratio
and VVT variations for each of these4.
3.3.6 Exhaust temperature
Model
The exhaust temperature calculation proceeds in a similar way to the IMEP model, using
the idealized cycle approach up to EVO (the in-cylinder temperature computed is the
average temperature): polytropic compression from IVC, instantaneous combustion close
to CA50 and polytropic expansion to EVO. The blow-down period is then approximated
4Note that the overestimation of the IMEP on some very high load points stems from the scavenging
that occurs on these medium speed points: part of the fresh charge flow measured is by-passed to the
exhaust and does not participate in combustion.
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as another polytropic process (with a specific index), and a correction for flow heat transfer
through the exhaust manifold is adopted from the first model of [40].
These elements, as well as the submodel inputs and outputs are summarized on Fig-
ure 3.18.
As for the IMEP model, an offset, CA50Texh , is added to the CA50 to retrieve the
correct minimal temperature phasing, which in this case is negative (exhaust temperatures
are minimal for a CA50 slightly before TDC): CA50Texh = −10◦CA. In order to prevent
confusions, the notation Vcomb,exh is now used for the equivalent combustion volume.
While secondary for the models presented above the variation of specific heat capacities
with the ethanol content in the fuel has to be taken into account here. The effect of the
equivalence ratio (variation in heat capacities and combustion efficiency) is lumped into
a correcting factor, κφ,Texh .
As for the other models, the interested reader can refer to the Appendix (A.2.4) for
the details of the derivation. We simply present here the final expressions. With the heat
transfer correction, the exhaust temperature is expressed as a function of the blow-down
temperature as:
Texh =
(
1 + k23Ne + k24N
2
e
)
(k25 + k26Tbd) e
−k27
h
Wexhcp (3.34)
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Figure 3.19: Exhaust temperature model results on the whole database.
where the ki are fitting constants, and h denotes the heat transfer coefficient. The
blow-down temperature is calculated from the simplified cycle model presented on Fig-
ure 3.18, and can be developped as:
Tbd =
(
TIV C
(
VIV C
VEV O
)γ−1
+ ηcomb,exh
mfQLHV
max (1, φ)
1
mtotcv
(
Vcomb,exh
VEV O
)γ−1) 1γbd
κ
1
γbd
φ,exh (3.35)
Results
Figure 3.19 compares the model output with the measurements on the whole database. For
this wide range of ethanol contents and for the large variations observed in the operating
conditions, the correlation appears correct (we mention that on the spark advance sweeps
and on the equivalence ratio — enrichment — sweeps, the exhaust temperature can vary
by more than 120K)5.
3.3.7 Results
In a first section, we present here a summary of the model accuracy on both the optimal
engine maps and the complete database. We then present additional comparisons with
experiments, on spark advance variations and regarding the differences between fuels
at given engine speeds. We finally draw some conclusions regarding this mean value
combustion model.
Quantitative summary of the results
Table 3.1 gives error statistics for the different submodels presented in this section (com-
bustion initiation, CA50, IMEP and exhaust temperature), for the optimal maps for the
three fuels, E0, E40 and E85. It can be seen that the overall agreement for each model
is rather good, despite a few points with non-negligible errors (note that these have been
explained for the IMEP and the exhaust temperature in the corresponding sections). It
is worth noticing that despite the numerous spark advance, equivalence ratio (and VVT)
5As the differences visible on the highest temperature points appear also when comparing this mea-
sured exhaust manifold temperature with other exhaust temperature measurements, it seems that the
model is not to blame on these points.
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Variable ∆θd CA50 IMEP Texh
Unit ◦CA ◦CA bar K
RMS error 1.85 1.73 0.34 23
RMS relative error 8% (5%) 3.3% 2.7%
Error at 90% 3.2 2.7 0.4 33
Rel. error at 90% 7.3% (6.3%) 4.8% 3.1%
Maximum error 5.5 (15%) 6.7 (18%) 2 (13.7%) 111 (9.1%)
Maximum relative error 48% (5.1%) 18.5% (6.4) 13.7% (2) 12.6% (77)
Table 3.1: Model error statistics on optimal points (E0, E40 and E85).
sweeps, these results do not deteriorate between the optimal map points and the complete
database.
Additional results
Figure 3.20 presents a comparison of the model outputs and measurements on several
spark advance sweeps, for different fuels and operating points. These plots illustrate the
proper ability of the model to capture the variations in combustion phasing, IMEP and
exhaust temperature associated with spark retard (or advance), for different conditions.
As for Figures 3.21 to 3.23, they compare the model IMEP, CA50 and exhaust tem-
perature to the measurements at several engine speeds. The comparison is made for E0
and E85, as a function of the intake manifold pressure. While these plots can also provide
a quantitative insight, they aim at showing that the model properly reproduces the trends
observed in the differences between the fuels. These mainly arise from the retarded knock
limited spark timings of gasoline at high loads. These result in losses in torque output
and rises in the exhaust temperature which are captured well by the model. The IMEP
loss increases with the load but reduces with the speed, while the saturation in the ex-
haust temperature at 5000rpm, high loads, due to fuel enrichment, is visible on both the
measurements and the model.
Conclusions regarding the mean value combustion model
In this section, we presented a mean value combustion model for estimating the torque
production and exhaust temperature for a Flexfuel engine. This model provides the
following main outputs:
• Combustion phasing: CA10 and CA50. The modeled combustion duration depends
on the fuel properties, the engine speed and load, the IVC conditions, the equivalence
ratio, and the spark advance.
• Torque production: IMEP. In the model developed, the IMEP depends mainly on
the aspirated fresh charge energy content and on the CA50. It allows to distinguish
the speed and load dependent low pressure IMEP and the high pressure IMEP,
which depends on the fuel properties and on the combustion phasing.
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Figure 3.20: Results of the mean value combustion model on spark advance variations. From
left to right: CA50, IMEP and exhaust temperature. Fuel and operating points (from top to
bottom): E5, 4500rpm, Pman = 0.7bar ; E40, 2000rpm, 0.45bar ; E85, 2000rpm, 1bar.
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Figure 3.21: Results of the mean value combustion model on the map points for E0 and E85
at 1000rpm. Top: measurements ; bottom: model. From left to right: IMEP, Texh and CA50.
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Figure 3.22: Results of the mean value combustion model on the map points for E0 and E85
at 2500rpm. Top: measurements ; bottom: model. From left to right: IMEP, Texh and CA50.
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Figure 3.23: Results of the mean value combustion model on the map points for E0 and E85
at 5000rpm. Top: measurements ; bottom: model. From left to right: IMEP, Texh and CA50.
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• Exhaust temperature. The modeled exhaust temperature includes dependencies on
the fuel properties, on the CA50 and on the equivalence ratio.
While retaining the static description of the in-cylinder processes of mean-value mod-
els, this model includes a simplified representation of the physical phenomena taking place
in the cylinder of a spark ignition engine. This allows to reproduce the sensitivity of the
combustion parameters with respect to:
• the spark advance,
• the fuel properties,
• the operating conditions.
The results obtained were assessed for three ethanol-gasoline fuel blends (E0, E40
and E85) and a large range of operating conditions. The model proved to reproduce the
experimentally observed trends with a correct accuracy. This allows the use of such a
model for the evaluation of Flexfuel spark advance and fuel enrichment control strategies,
in terms of efficiency, driving cycle fuel economy and engine performance.
3.4 Knock modeling
The higher octane rating of ethanol is one of the main differences with gasoline fuels.
As was discussed in Chapter 2, this raises the knock limit of ethanol fuels: spark retard
can be reduced or even completely avoided. The combustion phasing is therefore closer
to its optimal value and high load fuel economy and performance are improved. The
advanced phasing also lowers exhaust temperatures, thereby reducing the high power fuel
enrichment requirement, without impairing performance.
The differences in the knock limit are therefore a major aspect of Flexfuel engines
operation, which a Flexfuel engine control system has to deal with. The development of
such a system therefore requires an appropriate modeling of the phenomenon, allowing to
simulate the knock limited conditions for the different fuels.
The purpose of the present section is to propose such kind of knock models for the Flex-
fuel turbocharged engine studied. The modeling objectives and the associated issues are
first summarized. We then present some knock modeling approaches and a phenomeno-
logical knock model for high frequency cycle simulations [60, 21], in order to introduce
usual knock modeling approaches and a description of the main phenomena determining
knock. We then analyze experimental data for different ethanol-gasoline fuel blends, in
order to determine the influence of the fuel and of the operating conditions on knock
intensity. Knock intensity correlations are derived from these observations and they are
presented in the following paragraphs. The first of those uses cycle-to-cycle combustion
parameters to predict knock intensity. In a second step, this model is adapted in order
not to require cylinder pressure measurements, for being used in the mean-value engine
model.
3.4.1 Objectives and issues
The objectives of the knock models developed can be summarized as follows. The model
has to:
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Figure 3.24: Scheme of the knock modeling approach and of the models proposed.
1. Yield the knock limit spark advance values for the whole range of ethanol-gasoline
fuel blends.
2. Reproduce the proper knock intensity trends with respect to:
• the fuel properties,
• the spark advance,
• the operating conditions.
We further look for a model capable of being used with the mean value engine devel-
oped, for allowing the evaluation of spark advance control strategies in simulation.
The major issue is associated to the complexity of the knock phenomenon. Both its
occurrence and its intensity result from the evolution of a complex chemical kinetics sys-
tem. This non-linear evolution highly depends on the details of the in-cylinder conditions,
particularly during combustion progress, in contrast to the requirements for a mean value
model. We therefore propose here to derive a knock intensity correlation, based on ob-
servations of phenomenological high frequency knock models, and of experimental data.
This approach and schemes of the proposed knock models are presented on Figure 3.24.
3.4.2 Phenomenological knock models
Knock modeling approaches
Knock is a crucial issue for the efficiency and the performance of spark-ignition engines,
particularly for Flexfuel engines. For these the knock limits vary continuously, and in a
wide range, with the ethanol content in the fuel.
These issues led to many experimental and modeling investigations on knock. A wide
range of modeling approaches is available. Going from the most detailed and computa-
tionally demanding to simpler ones, we can distinguish the following types:
• Multi-dimensional simulations: these resolve the whole velocity field in the com-
bustion chamber and its interactions with the developing chemical reactions. They
often use reduced kinetic mechanisms and offer a fundamental insight in the origins
and consequences of knock, as well as in design implications. Their computational
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cost, however, makes them totally inappropriate for evaluating the effects of a wide
range of operating conditions.
• Zero-dimensional models with detailed chemistry: these models do not resolve the
in-cylinder velocity field but can account for some stratification effects through a
multi-zone formulation. Owing to these simplifications, they can use much more
detailed kinetic mechanisms than the multi-dimensional models [35, 49, 47, 75, 42].
Compared to these, they offer good insight into the effects of fuel and unburned
mixture composition: provided a valid mechanism exists, the effects of the differ-
ent components of the fuel on the development of autoignition can be investigated
precisely. They also allow the investigation of the influences of several operating
conditions. Provided the accuracy of the base multi-zone model is good, they can
yield accurate predictions of the knock onset under various conditions. Further-
more, they provide information about the heat released by the pre-flame reaction.
It can be linked to the intensity of knock [59, 58], which is the variable of interest
for defining the knock limit conditions. However, the time required to solve the
large system of chemical reactions make them unsuitable for control purposes. Yet,
they can be used to derive simpler autoignition models, which we introduce in this
section.
• Zero-dimensional models with ignition delay correlations: this type of model is fur-
ther described in the rest of this section. As the last ones they are based on multi-
zone combustion models and are aimed at predicting the onset of auto-ignition in
the end-gases. However, here, no chemical reaction is explicitly included. Rather, a
simple correlation is used for calculating the autoignition delay of the fresh charge,
using a modified Arrhenius law, depending on the temperature, pressure and com-
position of the fresh gases [21, 85, 37, 60, 62, 110]. The complexity added to the
combustion model is low (a single additional state), and, provided some tuning,
they give good predictions of the instant of knock onset. This makes them well-
suited to the investigation of a wide range of operating conditions or for full driving
cycle simulations for control developments. However, the explicit dependency on
the fuel composition is lost, and specific calibration parameters often have to be
adapted for each particular fuel (as well as for residual gases for example). More-
over, these models only predict an instant of autoignition, and not the intensity
of knock. Its estimation requires an additional empirical correlation, fitted for the
engine considered.
• Finally, more simple knock models indicate knock occurrence, relying on empirical
correlations with ”macroscopic” variables as the engine speed, IMEP, spark advance
and equivalence ratio or cylinder pressure variables [27, 86]. The models proposed
in the following sections for predicting knock intensity lie in this category.
A widely used approach to the simulation of knock in spark-ignition engine consists
in a phenomenological modeling of the auto-ignition process, based on two-zone zero-
dimensional cycle simulations (corresponding to the third point above). This type of
model is described in the following section.
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Presentation of a phenomenological knock model
In this section we present a phenomenological knock model [60, 21], used in high fre-
quency models, in order to introduce a simple, physically based, description of the knock
phenomenon. This will be referred to in the subsequent discussion of experimental data.
Simplified phenomenological autoignition models can be added to usual two-zone zero-
dimensional combustion models. Their main output is the instant of possible knock
occurrence. Their inputs are the pressure and temperature of the fresh gases and their
composition (equivalence ratio and recirculated burnt gas fraction). A few points must
be noted regarding this class of models before proceeding to a more detailed description:
• The base combustion model has to contain at least one fresh gases zone for the
calculation of the autoignition delay.
• These knock models are passive add-ons to the combustion model, i.e. they do not
affect the combustion heat release or the gases state.
• These models can only predict the occurrence of autoignition. Determining the
strength of the phenomenon requires an additional knock intensity model or corre-
lation.
The typical approach for this type of model is described in the following:
• The instant of autoignition of the fresh gases, or knock onset, is calculated from
the integration of an instantaneous autoignition delay, τ , evaluated at each instant
as a function of the current thermodynamic state of the fresh gases. Indeed, there
are strong variations in the temperature and pressure of the in-cylinder fresh gases
during compression and combustion. The autoignition delay therefore varies a lot,
yet each instant in a given state contributes a step towards autoignition. The most
straightforward method then consists in defining implicitly the autoignition instant,
ti, as follows [69]
6: ∫ ti
0
dt
τ
= 1 (3.36)
The instant of knock onset thus depends on the whole preceding pressure and tem-
perature history of the fresh gases, and therefore on the compression and the com-
bustion development.
• The auto-ignition delay is evaluated from an Arrhenius-like law. A widespread cor-
relation ([60, 21]) for gasoline-like fuels was proposed by [36]. It aims at accounting
6A more elaborate approach is proposed in [60] to account for the nonlinearity of the autoignition
development: ∫ ti
0
dYp
Yf,0
= 1
where Yf,0 is the initial fuel concentration, α is a tuning constant and Yp a knock precursor concentration:
dYp
dt
=
Yf,0
τ
√
α2τ2 + 4 (1− ατ) Yp
Yf,0
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for the fuel properties through a pre-exponential factor depending of the RON of
the fuel:
τ = A
(
RON
100
)3.402(
Pcyl
Pref
)
−n
e
B
Tfg (3.37)
where A, B and n are positive tunable constants which are assumed not to depend
on the fuel. The only fuel dependencies are thus: a direct one from the fuel octane
number (which here increases the ignition delay, reducing thereby as expected the
propensity to knock), and an indirect one from the combustion development history.
As B and n are positive, both a pressure and a temperature increase reduce the
ignition delay resulting in a higher propensity to knock7.
Note that there are alternative attempts to a more precise description of the auto-
ignition characteristics of the fuels, for example using multiple delays [110]. Another
solution, proposed in [96] for gasoline-ethanol blends, consists in calibrating differ-
ently the autoignition correlation parameters for different fuel compositions (ethanol
fractions in this case).
• With an appropriate tuning of the parameters, this modeling approach can predict
the autoignition timing with correct trends. However, it does not provide any in-
formation about the knock intensity, which is the key parameter for the knock limit
definition or for knock control feedback. Therefore, once knock occurs, an addi-
tional correlation is required for estimating its intensity, K. Such correlations often
associate the knock intensity to the unburned mass fraction at knock onset. The
following expression is proposed in [21], based on this assumption, with corrections
added for the lower heating value of the fuel (for ethanol-gasoline fuel blends for
example), the engine speed, and the crank-angle at knock onset:
K = (K1Ne +K2)
(
1− xK
max (1, φ)
)
(Rc − 1)
√
1− θK
K3
QLHV
QLHV,ref
(3.38)
where K1, K2 and K3 are fitting constants, QLHV,ref is a reference lower heating
value (e.g. that of gasoline), xK is the burned mass fraction at knock onset and θK
is the crank angle at knock onset. The QLHV factor makes an additional account
for fuel properties8. This allows to define the conditions where knock occurs and is
significant, and those where despite some autoignition, the phenomenon is negligible
and would not be detected on an engine (0.5 < K < 1 corresponds to trace knock,
and 1 < K < 1.5 to medium knock [21], while below 0.5, there is non knock).
This type of model offers therefore a reasonable representation of the physics at stake,
which can allow a correct prediction of knock onset. Yet, some tuning is required, par-
ticularly regarding the fuel composition, and the accuracy of the results relies heavily on
7As the gases composition also affect the kinetics of autoignition, corrections for the equivalence ratio
and the recirculated burned gases mass fraction were introduced in [60] as follows: RONeff = RONeκfar(φ−1)
2
Pcyl,eff =
Pcyl
1+κrbgχ
where κfar and κrbg are tuning constants.
8Note, however, that this factor assumes that the fuel mass that ignites is similar for the different
fuels, and not the mixture mass (in this case, the scaling would be with QLHV /(1 + Φst))
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the quality of the high frequency combustion model used. We therefore propose to first
identify the relevant variables determining knock intensity, and then correlate directly
the knock intensity with them. This is done on the basis of observations on experimental
data, made in the following section.
3.4.3 Analysis of experimental data
We present in this section experimental data on knock intensity for a wide range of
operating conditions and for two different fuels. Our aim is to discriminate the main
variables determining the knock intensity and to assess the influence the fuel has on the
knock intensity and on its sensitivity to these variables.
Experimental setup and database
In order to determine the variations in knock occurrence and intensity with the fuel, the
spark advance, and the engine speed and load, a series of tests was carried out on the
Flexfuel turbocharged engine described in Section 2.2.1. For these particular tests, VVT
was not used, i.e. kept fixed at its minimum overlap position, and for each cylinder, only
the injector in the injection duct was used. More details can be found in Appendix A.3.1.
Fuels studied are E5 and E40.
Data analysis
In this paragraph, we present some experimental results obtained on this knock dedicated
database, with an aim at comparing the knocking behaviors of the different fuels, and
determining the relevant parameters influencing knock. Note that we discuss here values
averaged over the four cylinders of the engine, for 100 cycles each.
Figure 3.25 presents knock intensities measured at different engine speeds and spark
advances, identical for E5 and E40, as a function of IMEP. This allows a qualitative
comparison of both fuels, as well as a visualization of the effects of the load and spark
advance. We first note that there is a large separation between the two fuels, which is
particularly pronounced at the lowest engine speed: the rise in knock intensity with the
load occurs a little later for E40, but more importantly, it is less steep for than for E5.
In this respect the effect appears similar to that of spark advance. The two plots present
the same spark advance values for both fuels, allowing a comparison of its effects. They
show that while the sensitivity of the knock intensity to the load is much higher for E5,
the sensitivity to the spark advance is the same for the two fuels.
For this figure, we see a considerable scatter in the data depending on the spark
advance and the IMEP, and furthermore, in this representation, the differences between
fuels changes with the engine speed. This is not suitable for the description of knock, and
therefore we look for an alternative representation which would collapse these curves on
a single one, and reduce the number of independent variables.
Knock is associated to the in-cylinder unburnt gases temperature and pressure con-
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Figure 3.25: Knock intensity as a function of IMEP for E5 and E40, at the same engine speeds
and spark advances.
ditions (see for example Eq. (3.37)). Both of them are strongly related9 and are highly
dependent on the load and the combustion phasing (or spark advance). Moreover, as the
ignition delays decrease sharply with the temperature and pressure, the higher these are
at a particular instant, the faster the approach to autoignition (as described by Eq. 3.36).
Therefore, one expects to observe a correlation between the maximum cylinder pressure
(and thus temperature) and knock.
This can be seen on Figures 3.26 and 3.27, where the knock intensity is plotted as a
function of the in-cylinder maximum pressure, Pmax, E5 and E40, respectively. For each
fuel and engine speed, all the spark advance and loads are represented. Compared to
Figure 3.25, this representation collapses the different load-spark advance curves close
to a single one. Moreover, all these curves exhibit a similar, exponential-like, shape.
This is confirmed on Figure 3.28, which shows that the logarithm of the knock intensity
depends linearly on the maximum pressure. This figure also shows that the fuel reduces
the sensitivity of the knock intensity to the maximum pressure.
If we now turn to the leftmost plot of Figure 3.29, we see however that there are
additional variables influencing knock. Indeed, the two engine speeds represented are well
distinct for E5, while they are almost identical for E40. We also note some scatter in the
high pressure end of the E40 curves. As the engine speed has no direct impact, which
could be different for the two fuels, on the knock intensity, this can be attributed to the
conditions of combustion development.
Indeed, the second plot of the figure, displaying the knock intensity as a function of the
combustion duration, CA90−CA10, reveals two distinct ranges of combustion durations
for E5, while for E40 all durations are much closer to each other (except a few points
corresponding to the high pressure ones of the first plot). This correlation can also be
seen on the last plot of the figure, which shows the knock intensity for E5 as a function of
both the maximum cylinder pressure and the combustion duration: faster burn durations
correspond to higher knock intensities at lower maximum pressures.
It is worth noticing that this observation is somewhat counter-intuitive. Indeed, re-
9Assuming the compression of the fresh gases to be polytropic, we have:
Tfg = TIV C
(
Pman
Pcyl
) 1
γ
−1
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Figure 3.26: Knock intensity as a function of maximum pressure for fuel E5, for the four engine
speeds tested. Numbers in the legends indicate the spark advance.
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Figure 3.27: Knock intensity as a function of maximum pressure for fuel E40, for the two engine
speeds tested. Numbers in the legends indicate the spark advance.
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Figure 3.28: Logarithm of the knock intensity as a function of the maximum cylinder pressure.
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Figure 3.29: Left: knock intensity for E5 and E40, as a function of the maximum pressure,
for Ne = 1500rpm and Ne = 3000rpm. Right: knock intensity for E5 and E40 as a function of
combustion duration. Bottom: knock intensity as a function of both variables for all the E5 test
points.
calling Eqs. 3.36 and 3.38, one would tend to consider knock intensity as resulting from a
balance between the time required for autoignition and the combustion duration (crank-
angle at autoignition and available unburned fuel at autoignition): a faster combustion
would then reduce or even completely suppress the amount of fuel available at autoignition
time, and thus reduce knock.
However, knock (and not ”super-knock ” or rumble) is a highly local phenomenon
[23], and only a small portion of the end-gases ignite at knock onset, forming a small,
secondary, flame kernel. We therefore propose that this observation (faster combustions
correspond to stronger knock10) result from in-cylinder conditions which favor faster flame
propagation.
To summarize, the knock intensity strongly depends on the fuel: its rise with the load
occurs earlier and is much steeper with E5 than with E40. For both fuels, the variations of
the knock intensity with the load and with the spark advance can be described with a single
variable: the maximum in-cylinder pressure. The knock intensity depends exponentially
on it, with a fuel dependent factor. Finally, shorter combustion duration result in higher
knock intensities.
10For very high knock intensities, or particular mixture stratification, the extent of autoignition could
increase the observed heat release rate, in which case the causality would be reversed (faster combustions
as a result of knock). However, as the observation of the burn rates and mass fraction burned curves
confirmed, we do not seem here to be in that case.
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Figure 3.30: Comparison of the knock intensity given by the cylinder pressure based knock
intensity correlation with the measured values for all the knock tests points.
3.4.4 Mean cylinder pressure based knock correlation
Based on the observations made in the previous section, and on the form of Eqs. (3.37)
and (3.38), we propose here a first correlation for predicting the knock intensity, using
cycle-to-cycle combustion parameters.
We saw in the previous section that the knock intensity correlated well with the
maximum in-cylinder pressure. The dependency is approximately exponential, for each
fuel. They also show that the fuel influences the exponential factor (i.e. the slope of the
lines in the lin-log plot of Figure 3.28 is smaller for E40) more than the pre-exponential
one.
We therefore propose the following knock intensity correlation:
K = k1
QLHV
QLHV,ref
e


Pcyl,max√
(CA90− CA10) (RON
100
)3.402


(3.39)
where k1 is a fitting constant and the octane number is taken as the relevant variable for
describing the fuel. The octane number exponent, taken equal to the one in Eq. (3.37)
as a first step, proved to yield good results. A broader range of different fuels would be
required for a full validation of these dependencies. The burn duration factor is added on
the assumption that the heat release rate of the autoignited gases is related to the normal
burning velocity (owing to the same fresh gases composition and thermodynamic state),
corresponding to the observation that smaller combustion durations lead to higher knock
intensities, at lower maximum pressures.
Figure 3.30 provides a comparison of this model with the experimental data (for the
whole knock database). A certain scatter is visible; however, the correlation between
model and measurement is rather strong and the trends with respect to the load, the
engine speed and the spark advance are correctly reproduced, for the two fuels.
3.4.5 Mean value knock model
The cylinder pressure based knock intensity correlation (3.39) presented in the previous
section represents a simplification compared to the phenomenological autoignition ap-
proach and allows to predict the knock intensity for a large range of conditions. Yet, it
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relies on combustion parameters, the maximum pressure and the combustion duration,
which are not readily available. We use here this basis to derive a second knock intensity
correlation that uses only variables available in a mean value engine model (or in engine
control systems).
Mean value knock intensity correlation
This model is a simplification of the cylinder pressure based correlation, which does not
require cylinder pressure inputs. The first step is to estimate an equivalent combustion
pressure, Pcomb, from an ideal Otto cycle . This pressure will play the role of the maximum
pressure in the previous model:
Pcomb = Pman
(
VIV C
Vcomb
)γ
+
1
Vcomb
R
cv
Wf
max (1, φ)
QLHV (3.40)
Vcomb = Vcyl (θSA + k2) is the cylinder volume at the equivalent combustion instant and
k2 is a constant representing an average combustion duration.
Then, recalling that the combustion duration is affected by the spark advance and the
engine speed, we propose the following correlation for the knock intensity:
K =
QLHV
QLHV,ref
e


(k3Pcomb + k4) (k5θSA + k6)√
(k7Ne + k8)
3 (RON
100
)3.402


(3.41)
where the ki represent fitting constants.
We are therefore left with a simple algebraic expression for the knock intensity, which
depends on fuel properties and on variables as the intake manifold pressure, the engine
speed, the equivalence ratio, the injected fuel mass, and the spark advance. All of these
are readily available in a mean value engine model and also in the engine control system.
We present in the next paragraph the results obtained with this model.
Results
• Mean value knock intensity correlation: Figure 3.31 shows results of the mean value
knock model compared to the measurements, on the knock database. The scatter
is somewhat higher than for the cylinder pressure based model, yet the agreement
is still rather good, and the main trends are properly captured.
• Simulation of torque trajectories: Figure 3.32 illustrates the results of the model
integrated into the simulation platform. A torque step trajectory at 2000rpm with
E5 was simulated, with a closed-loop control of CA50 (using the mean value com-
bustion model) and feedback knock protection, as at the test bench. The results
show that despite the modeled knock obviously lacking here a stochastic compo-
nent, steady-state knock limit spark retard is correctly reproduced, as is the large
transient knock peak at 47s.
The test was reproduced with the other fuels, E85 producing no knock. The spark
retard values plotted on Figure 3.33 show that within a few degrees, the model
performs well.
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• Estimation of the knock limit spark advance: finally, the estimated knock limit spark
advance on the optimal maps for each of the three fuels are plotted on Figure 3.33.
There is a certain scatter (which is similar for the three fuels, although not shown
here), yet, considering the simplicity of the model, the agreement can here again be
considered as satisfactory as a starting basis.
3.4.6 Conclusions and future directions
Knock being a fundamental issue to the operation and the control of fuel-flexible engines,
the development of these control strategies requires the addition of a knock model to the
engine simulation models usually employed.
Relying on general observations of experimental data and of a phenomenological knock
models, correlations for the knock intensity were proposed, depending on the fuel, the
spark advance and the operating conditions. A first model, formulated as a function
of combustion parameters, served as a basis for deriving a second, mean value, knock
intensity correlation. The main features of the latter can be summarized as follows:
• It is a single, static, correlative model of the knock intensity.
• Its inputs are commonly available in mean-value engine models.
• It represents the dependencies of knock on:
1. the fuel properties (octane number and lower heating value),
2. the operating conditions: intake manifold pressure, engine speed and equiva-
lence ratio,
3. the spark advance.
Results showed the ability of the model to correctly represent the knock intensity over
a wide range of operating conditions, as well as to predict with an acceptable accuracy
the knock limits for different ethanol contents.
This model therefore constitutes a valuable addition to the Flexfuel engine model, that
can be used as a starting point for the development of adaptive spark advance control
strategies.
3.5 Conclusions regarding modeling and future di-
rections
3.5.1 Conclusions
In this chapter, the engine model used in this study and the developments carried out for
setting up a mean value model suited to the development of fuel-flexible engines control
strategies was presented, and results obtained were validated against experimental data.
The main points are as follows:
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• The model is a mean value model of a Flexfuel turbocharged SI engine, adapted to
variable fuel properties. These can be varied during simulation, and the model in-
cludes a fuel line dynamics model. It is integrated in a simulation platform including
a complete torque control structure, and a vehicle and a driver model.
• The behavior of the air path and fuel path of the model for different fuels proved to
be correct both at steady-state and during transients. This sets the ability of the
model to be used for the development of fuel estimation schemes and equivalence
ratio control structures, and their evaluation under various test conditions.
• In order to compensate for the limitations of mean-value models with respect to
combustion phenomena, which are of particular importance for Flexfuel engines, a
mean-value combustion model was proposed, based on a simplified description of
the in-cylinder processes. It outputs the IMEP and the exhaust temperature, and
the combustion phasing with a reasonable accuracy for the different fuels considered
in this study and for a wide range of operating conditions, usually achievable using
high frequency models. Its mean-value nature also makes it an appropriate basis
for the development of model based combustion controllers.
• Finally, simple correlative knock models were proposed and were shown to give
acceptable results, notably regarding the knock limit spark advance. As for the
mean-value combustion model, these might serve as a basis for the development of
Flexfuel control strategies for the knock limit spark advance.
3.5.2 Future directions
Several elements could be beneficial in future work, along two main lines: simulation and
control:
• Simulation: from the modeling point of view, further validation of the models with
other fuels and other engines could be valuable and could allow for improvements
in the hypotheses made. This would contribute to enhancing the accuracy and
sensitivity of the models.
• Control: regarding the use of these models in the control strategies, further insight
should be gained in the following matter:
– Simplifications or inversion of the submodels.
– Study of the sensitivity of the models to measurement errors (e.g. in the
volumetric efficiency or the estimated fuel properties).
– Simplifications for the integration in the torque control structure.

Chapter 4
Fuel estimation and equivalence
ratio control for Flexfuel engines
This chapter deals with the estimation strategy developed for estimating the ethanol con-
tent of the fuel used in a Flexfuel engine. It is an on-line estimation of the stoichiometric
AFR of the fuel, relying on the EGO sensor. In order to improve the robustness of the
estimation, the stoichiometric AFR is identified together with a fuel injection bias, using
least-squares identification. The latter is performed on a discrete set of steady-state sam-
ples. The estimated stoichiometric AFR and injection bias are then used to adapt the
feedforward term in the equivalence ratio controller.
In Section 4.1, we introduce the estimation problem and existing approaches. The
system model is recalled and the problem stated at the end of the section. Section 4.2
presents the estimation scheme proposed and its particular features. Results obtained in
simulation and experiments are discussed. Section 4.3 then deals with the adaptation of
the equivalence ratio control using the fuel estimation. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 4.4.
4.1 Introduction
This section aims at introducing the reader to the fuel estimation problem and the ap-
proach developed in the following sections. The objectives of fuel estimation are first
stated and an overview of existing methods is given. A particular example is discussed.
We then recall the system model and present the hypotheses on system dispersions. We
finally present a statement of the problem and introduce the approach adopted.
4.1.1 Objectives
The effects of varying ethanol contents in the fuel on engine operation were discussed
in Chapter 2, where it was shown that they required adaptations to the engine control,
particularly the equivalence ratio and spark advance control. This, in turn requires a
knowledge of the fuel composition.
Our primary objective is to estimate the ethanol content in the fuel during the oper-
ation of a Flexfuel engine. We further aim at performing this estimation using existing
engine sensors, i.e. without additional sensors. This can be done with the aid of the EGO
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Sensor Method Advantages Drawbacks Authors
EGO Inversion of the equiv-
alence ratio equation.
Use of the mass residual
coming from the AFR
controller.
Simplicity: no additional
sensor, no additional cali-
bration. Robustness of the
AFR control.
Sensitivity
to measure-
ment errors or
model biases.
Slow learning.
[4, 88,
94, 93,
92, 100,
101,
105, 87,
106]
Cylinder
pres-
sure
Estimation of the com-
bustion duration, of the
fuel’s LHV, or of the
polytropic exponent
during the compression
stroke.
Possibility of a fast esti-
mation. Possible redun-
dancy with another esti-
mation method. Use of the
pressure sensor for close-
loop combustion control.
Additional
costly sensor.
Precision.
Additional
calibration
measures.
[80, 81,
74, 107]
Fuel
sensor
In situ measurement
(fuel tank, fuel line) of a
physical property of the
fuel (conductivity, heat
transfer coefficient).
Possibility to have an
estimate before starting
the engine. Insensitive
to other measurement bi-
ases. Possible redundancy
with another estimation
method.
Additional
costly sensor.
Calibrated
for two base
fuels.
[68, 64]
Table 4.1: Overview of different fuel estimation techniques.
sensor.
Moreover, the final purpose of fuel estimation is to be used as an input to Flexfuel
engine controllers and maps. In this aim, the estimate must be robust to dispersions
affecting the system.
Finally, the estimation must have dynamics appropriate to the very slow fuel changes,
and be robust to transient conditions, in order to be used in a straightforward manner as
an input to the engine control.
4.1.2 Fuel estimation: overview of the literature
The previous chapters presented the effects of gasoline-ethanol blending on Flexfuel en-
gines. It was shown that an adaptation of some engine controllers, namely the equivalence
ratio control and the spark advance control, is needed. This adaptation requires the knowl-
edge, during engine operation, of the fuel properties or its composition. Several methods
have been developed in this aim in the literature. Table 4.1 gives an overview of the main
ones.
A straightforward approach consists in measuring directly, by means of a dedicated
sensor, a physical property of the fuel, which can be correlated with its composition.
Typical approaches involve the measurement in the fuel tank or in the fuel line of the
electric or thermal conductivity of the fuel [64, 68]. Maps correlate this property to the
ethanol content of the fuel. This method enables a fast estimation of the fuel blend,
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and has the advantage of detecting the fuel composition before it arrives at the engine.
An immediate feedforward adaptation of the engine management system is thus possible.
This method is also unaffected by dispersions on other measurements, and combined with
the estimation approaches discussed in the sequel, it can offer information redundancy
for diagnostics purposes. However, its cost and the calibration effort it requires can often
be detrimental to its use in the industry. Questions also remain as for its reliability.
In particular, even though recent developments give more insight into complex multi-
component fuels, these sensors are calibrated for some reference fuels. They can be misled
by variations in the content of other species in the fuel (e.g. the water content). Therefore,
most works that aim at knowing the fuel composition focus on estimation techniques.
In the estimation approach, there is no a priori direct measurement discriminating fuel
properties. Instead, the effects of the fuel properties on the engine are exploited to infer
the fuel composition. Therefore, the control adaptation is possible only in a feedback
manner, once the fuel effects are sensible. Yet, in view of the dynamics of fuel variation
at the engine after a refueling (see Section 2.2.3), this point is not prejudicial.
Fuel estimation techniques usually rely on two different, non dedicated sensors:
• Cylinder pressure sensors: the measurement of the cylinder pressure gives access to
variables as the combustion duration or the heat release (associated with QLHV ),
which can be correlated to the composition, for various operating conditions [74,
107]. Another approach, specific to direct fuel injection engines, employs the charge
cooling effect of ethanol (resulting from Lv). Injection during the compression phase
is performed to estimate the ethanol fraction in the fuel blend [81, 80]. As the fuel
sensing method, the cylinder pressure approach allows a fast estimation as well as
information redundancy. Moreover, cylinder pressure measurements enable a robust
closed-loop control of combustion and can be a valuable addition to conventional
engine management systems. However, this method suffers from the same draw-
backs as direct fuel sensing, namely a significant additional cost and a questionable
reliability.
• EGO sensors: EGO-based fuel estimation has the decisive advantage, over the afore-
mentioned techniques, of relying only on standard commercial line spark-ignition
engines sensors. Despite the diversity of methods (see [4, 87, 88, 100, 101] for Flex-
fuel applications, [105, 106] for Flexfuel-natural gas, and [94, 93, 92] for biodiesel
blends), all depend on the lower stoichiometric AFR of oxygenated fuel blends,
which affects the relationship between the aspirated air mass, the injected fuel mass
and the exhaust equivalence ratio. These methods can exhibit a large sensitivity to
system dispersions, since the quality of the estimation heavily relies on the preci-
sion of the air and fuel mass estimations. Our estimation approach is EGO-based,
but slightly different from those cited above, as it aims at alleviating some of these
issues.
Despite differences in the techniques employed, these EGO-based estimation methods
bear in common two main characteristics:
• The fuel property estimated is the stoichiometric AFR, from which the fuel compo-
sition, in terms of two main constituents (e.g. gasoline and ethanol), is deduced.
• At steady-state, the stoichiometric AFR estimate converges to a value, Φst,ss, which
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Figure 4.1: Scheme of the feedback fuel mass based fuel estimator and equivalence ratio control
structure.
can be obtained by inverting the steady-state equivalence ratio equation, and sub-
stituting for the measured or modeled quantities:
Φ̂st,ss = φm
Wair,m
Wf,sp
(4.1)
As an example, in [4], the estimator is integrated in the AFR control structure, as
shown on Figure 4.1. The stoichiometric AFR is estimated by integrating the feedback
fuel mass correction Wf,fb, coming from the controller Cfb:
dΦ̂st
dt
= −keWf,fb (4.2)
with ke a tuning gain. This estimated stoichiometric AFR, Φ̂st, is then used to calculate
the feedforward fuel mass, Wf,ff :
Wf,ff = φsp
Wair,m
Φ̂st
(4.3)
This method gives both an estimate of the fuel and an adaptation of the AFR control
(its stability is proved in Section 4.3). However, the estimation is quite sensitive to
system dispersions [30, 4], as can be seen on Eq. (4.1): if the measured or estimated
variables, Wair,m, Wf,sp or φm, are not equal to the real values, Φ̂st 6= Φst in general. The
method proposed aims at reducing this sensitivity. Before presenting it, we recall the
main equations used to model the equivalence ratio, and introduce the hypotheses made
on system dispersions.
4.1.3 System model
Model
The model used here is very close the mean-value simulation model described in Sec-
tion 3.2.3. We therefore only recall here the main equations.
The model is split into three dynamical processes and a static one:
• The fuel film dynamics are modeled as follows:
dmf,f
dt
= XWf,sp − 1
τ
mf,f
Wf,v = (1−X)Wf,sp + 1
τ
mf,f
(4.4)
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• The transport delay from the engine exhaust port to the EGO sensor is inversely
proportional to the engine speed:
φm (t) = φexh (t− τd) = φexh
(
t− kd
Ne
)
(4.5)
• The burnt gases mix in the exhaust manifold: the exhaust manifold acts as a buffer
volume for the composition. We model it as a first order process for small deviations
of the composition (equivalence ratio) around a reference value (φ = 1). Denoting x,
y and z the mass fractions of air, fuel and burnt gases, respectively, the composition
balance in the exhaust manifold writes:
d
dt

x
y
z
 = Winmtot


xin
yin
zin
−

x
y
z

 (4.6)
The equivalence ratio can be written as follows:
φ =
y(1 + Φst)
z
+
zΦst
x(1 + Φst) + zΦst
(4.7)
Considering small deviations between the inlet equivalence ratio, φin, and the outlet
equivalence ratio, φexh, the following first order linear model is obtained:
dφexh
dt
=
1
τexh
(φcyl − φexh) = Wexh
mexh
(φcyl − φexh) (4.8)
• Combustion within the cylinder is a simple static gain:
φcyl =
Φst
Wair
Wf,v (4.9)
Hypotheses
We present hereafter the main hypotheses formulated concerning the system model pa-
rameters, describing both steady-state and dynamic behaviors, and dispersions affecting
the measured or modeled quantities.
• System parameters: the fuel only affects the static gain of the system, through the
stoichiometric AFR, in accordance with the observations made in Section 2.2.3: the
dynamics do not change in warm conditions. The small variations of the volumetric
efficiency and injection model with the fuel are neglected.
• Dispersions: the variables that enter an EGO based fuel estimation, φ, Wf and
Wair, can suffer from measurement or system dispersions. These are summarized in
Table 4.2, along with their respective magnitude. The following forms are assumed:
– Injected fuel mass: the injected fuel mass dispersion, caused by injection model
errors or slow ageing drifts, is considered additive and constant. DenotingWf,sp
the injected fuel mass setpoint (no fuel mass flow measurement is available),
Wf,r the real injected fuel mass, and kf the bias, we have:
Wf,sp = Wf,r + kf (4.10)
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Quantity Symbol Dispersion Magnitude
Equivalence ratio φ φm = (1 + kφ)φr − kφ kphi ≈ 4%
Mass air flow Wair Wair,m = (1 + kair)Wair,r kair ≈ 5%
Injected fuel mass Wf Wf,sp = Wf,r + kf kf ≈ ±1.5mg/cp
Intake Manifold pressure Pman Pman,m = Pman,r + kPman kPman ± 30mbar
Volumetric efficiency ηv Map dependent ≈ 3− 4%
Table 4.2: Summary of the biases affecting the quantities used for an EGO sensor based fuel
estimation.
– Aspirated air mass: when using a mass air flow sensor as a reference at steady-
state, the uncertainty on the aspirated air mass is proportional and about 5%.
Denoting Wair,m the air mass measurement, Wair,r the real aspirated air mass,
and kair the constant bias, we have:
Wair,m = (1 + kair)Wair,r (4.11)
– Equivalence ratio: as most of the efficiency of the exhaust gases after-treatment
devices (typically a three-way catalyst) relies on the accuracy of its output, the
EGO sensor has very little dispersions and is highly accurate near stoichiom-
etry. A biased equivalence ratio measurement, φm, delivered by a wide-band
oxygen sensor, can be expressed as a function of the real equivalence ratio, φr,
as follows, with kφ constant:
φm =
(
1− 1
φr
)
kφ + φr (4.12)
The resulting error is less than 1% for equivalence ratios between 0.9 and 1.3.
It can therefore be neglected and will not be considered further.
4.1.4 Formulation of the problem and approach
We recall the following observations on fuel effects, made in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.3:
• The fuel changes the static gain of the system, through its stoichiometric AFR.
• The dynamics of the system are not affected by the fuel.
• The dynamics of a fuel change, i.e. of stoichiometric AFR variation, are very slow
compared to the equivalence ratio dynamics.
Considering additionally that the equivalence ratio dynamics are uncertain, we choose
to perform the estimation when the equivalence ratio is at steady-state. The system
then reduces to this static relation, where we introduce the known quantities and the
dispersions:
φm =
Wf,sp − kf
Wair,m
(1 + kair)Φst (4.13)
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These dispersions bias the estimate provided by usual EGO-based methods. In order
to eliminate this bias and have a robust estimation, we seek to estimate these dispersions.
Here, the air bias clearly cannot be decoupled from the stoichiometric AFR. Yet, it can
be possible for the injection bias.
We therefore look to estimate jointly the stoichiometric AFR of the fuel, Φst, and a
constant additive fuel injection bias, kf , using the known variables φm, Wair and Wf,sp,
linked by the following steady-state relation:
φm
Wair
Wf,sp
= Φst +
−1
Wf,sp
kfΦst (4.14)
This problem can be solved by least-squares regression. This is the basis for the
proposed estimation method presented in the next section.
4.2 Least-squares estimation
This section deals with the proposed fuel estimation strategy, which consists in solving
Eq. (4.14) for the stoichiometric AFR and the injection bias using least-squares regression.
This is done on a set of steady-state data samples distributed on a grid of operating
conditions. We first give an overview of the least-squares identification approach, before
presenting the algorithm proposed. We then illustrate the results obtained with this
method with simulations and experiments.
4.2.1 Least-squares identification
The problem of identifying the parameters of a model that is linear in these parameters
can be addressed using the least-squares technique [16].
Let us consider, for sake of simplicity, a system with a single output, y, depending
linearly on an unknown vector of n parameters, θ, with the vector x of n variables (the
regressor) known:
y = xT θ (4.15)
Given a set of k measurements, representing in general a time sequence, we define Y
and X as: 
Y =
[
y(1) y(2) . . . y(k)
]T
X =

x1(1) x1(2) . . . x1(k)
x2(1) x2(2) . . . x2(k)
...
...
...
xn(k) xn(2) . . . xn(k)

T
(4.16)
If k ≥ n, the system Y = XT θ is overdetermined. We then solve it by calculating
the estimate θ̂ of the parameter vector by minimizing a quadratic cost function. The
least-squares estimate of θ is given by:
θ̂ = argmin
θ∈Rn
(
k∑
i=1
∥∥y(i)− x(i)T θ∥∥2) (4.17)
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The solution writes:
θ̂ =
(
XTX
)−1
XTY (4.18)
provided XTX is invertible. This is a condition of persistence of excitation, meaning that
enough independent measurements are available.
For identifying the parameter vector ”on-line”, a problem of great interest for adaptive
control [15], the problem can be solved recursively. Given an initial guess θ̂0 for the
parameter vector, and an invertible n × n matrix P0, the recursive least-squares (RLS)
algorithm writes [16]:

Pi = Pi−1 − Pi−1x(i)x(i)TPi−1
(
1 + xTPi−1x
)
−1
Ki = Pi−1x(i)
(
1 + xTPi−1x
)
−1
θ̂i = θ̂i−1 +Ki
(
y(i)− x(i)T θ̂i−1
) (4.19)
Provided persistence of excitation holds, this recursive estimate converges to (4.18).
If it does not, it can be shown that some components of θ̂ (those sufficiently excited)
converge, while the error on the others remains bounded [19]. Yet, this approach is valid
only for constant parameters, since the algorithm keeps information from all the past
samples. To retain alertness in the case of time-varying parameters, this past data has
to be given a decreasing weight. The RLS algorithm with a constant forgetting factor
0 < λ < 1 gives an exponentially decreasing weight to the past data by updating the P
matrix in (4.19) as follows:
Pi =
1
λ
(
Pi−1 − Pi−1x(i)x(i)TPi−1
(
1 + xTPi−1x
)−1)
(4.20)
However, further care has to be taken for the persistence of excitation, since its lack
could cause estimation windup [16]. To this end, several variants have been developed,
that either rely on varying forgetting factors or changes in the covariance matrix [82, 90,
95, 112].
We describe our method in the next section. We adopt a strategy in which the data
samples are allocated to a grid of operating conditions. This ensures an even weighting
of the different operating points in the regression, and limits the points used for the
estimation to the relevant ones. A control of the uncertainty of the estimate and an
elimination of outlying points are performed in order to ensure a reliable estimation for
the engine control.
4.2.2 Proposed estimation algorithm
This section presents the fuel estimation scheme proposed, which aims at alleviating some
of the shortcomings of usual EGO-based methods.
Overview
The main special feature of the algorithm proposed is to perform the least-squares re-
gression on a grid with a limited number of regressor values, sweeping the whole range of
operating conditions. This ensures an even weighting of the data over the engine operat-
ing range. A local forgetting factor operates on each grid point. Therefore, rather than
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Figure 4.2: Scheme of the stoichiometric AFR and injected fuel mass bias estimation strategy.
having measurements acquired in time and the solution evolved accordingly, the estimate
evolves here with the operating points visited.
First, data samples are collected at steady-state. Each sample is an average value over
the considered steady-state period. Then, contrary to the usual RLS approach where the
estimation is updated at each time instant from the previous estimate and the covariance
matrix, here, the data samples are allocated to a grid stored in a buffer. This grid sweeps
the operating range of the engine, and each bin contains a single sample (regressor, x,
and measurement, y) representing the data collected at these operating conditions. Each
time a new point is acquired, an ordinary least-squares regression is performed on whole
grid data, to yield estimates of the parameters. The estimation thus does not evolve in
time, as in the usual recursive least-squares case, but depending on the steady-state points
visited.
Additional measures aiming at managing the estimation uncertainty are taken. They
are described in the next sections.
Figure 4.2 presents the inputs, the outputs and the main steps of the algorithm,
along with the associated parameters. The inputs are the injected fuel mass setpoint, the
measured or estimated aspirated air mass, and the measured exhaust equivalence ratio.
The algorithm outputs an estimated value of the stoichiometric AFR of the fuel in use
and an estimate of a constant additive injected fuel mass bias.
Six main steps make up the algorithm, and are detailed in the next sections:
1. Steady-state detection: the steady-state detection procedure determines whether
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the system (from the point of view of the equivalence ratio) is at steady-state or
not. It prevents data acquisition if the system is not at steady-state.
2. Data averaging: during each steady-state phase, the inputs of the algorithm (fuel
and air masses and equivalence ratio) are averaged in time. This gives a single
average value of each input at the end of the steady-state phase.
3. Data selection: the average point obtained is tested for being a possible outlier,
with respect to the data already acquired. If so, it is assumed that there has been
an isolated measurement error, and the point is discarded.
4. Data weighting: the point kept is allocated to the bin it corresponds to. A local
forgetting factor is used to compute a weighted average with the old point present
in the bin.
5. Parameter identification: a linear regression over all the bins is performed, in order
to yield the least-squares estimate of the parameters.
6. Validation of the estimation: the uncertainty of the estimation is evaluated. If it
lies below a certain threshold, the estimation is delivered to the engine controllers.
Before proceeding to the description of these steps, we introduce the basis of the
regression analysis leading to the identification of the stoichiometric AFR and an additive
fuel injection bias.
Least-squares solution to the estimation problem
We recall here the principle of the joint estimation of the stoichiometric AFR and an
additive fuel injection bias. Fuel estimation schemes, as the feedback fuel mass integrator
(4.2) converge at steady-state to the following estimate:
Φ̂st = (1 + kair)
(
1− kf
Wf,sp
)
Φst (4.21)
Using the assumptions of constant kair and kf , it appears clearly that the multiplicative
air bias, being independent of the operating conditions, cannot be decoupled from the
estimation of the stoichiometric AFR. There is an infinity of (Φst, kair) couples satisfying
Eq. (4.21). In the absence of any additional measurement, the air bias cannot be isolated
and does not add anything to the problem considered. It will thus be omitted in the
following.
However, provided that at least two different operating points (in terms of injected fuel
mass setpoint, Wf,sp) are visited, both the stoichiometric AFR and the constant additive
fuel mass bias can be estimated simultaneously. Indeed, if we consider two different
operating points, denoted by subscripts 1 and 2, we have: φ1
φ2
 =
 Wf,sp,1Wair,1 −1Wair,1
Wf,sp,2
Wair,2
−1
Wair,2
 Φst
kfΦst
 (4.22)
If Wf,sp,1 6= Wf,sp,2, and since Φst 6= 0, this can be solved for Φst and kf .
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Figure 4.3: Identification of the stoichiometric AFR and an additive fuel injection bias by means
of linear least-squares regression.
Now, rewriting the static equivalence ratio equation with the fuel mass bias, we have
the following model to identify:
Wair
Wf,sp
φ = Φst − 1
Wf,sp
kfΦst (4.23)
which is a linear regression problem:
y(i) = x(i)T θ (4.24)
where,
• i is the data sample index,
• y = Wair
Wf,sp
φ is the measurement,
• xT = [x1 x2] =
[
1 −1
Wf,sp
]
is the regressor vector,
• θT = [Φst kfΦst] is the parameter vector.
Denoting Y andX the full measurement vector, and the regressor matrix, respectively:
Y =
[
y(1) y(2) . . . y(i)
]T
X =
 1 1 . . . 1
x2(1) x2(2) . . . x2(i)
T (4.25)
the problem is solved in a least-squares sense, provided excitation is sufficient, i.e. XTX
is invertible. The least-squares parameter estimate, θ̂, then writes:
θ̂ =
(
XTX
)−1
XTY (4.26)
The situation is presented on Figure 4.3, where data samples acquired during engine
operation are plotted. The solid line represents the least-squares regression line through
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this data set: its y-intercept is the estimated stoichiometric AFR and its slope is the
product of this stoichiometric AFR and the estimated fuel injection bias.
This least-squares identification is the basis of the estimation scheme proposed. We
describe in more detail in the next sections the different particular elements of the esti-
mation scheme, regarding data acquisition and its processing:
• discrete steady-state averaged data grid, for performing least-squares identification
on a discrete grid of regressor values, with a local forgetting factor for each.
• data selection, for eliminating possible outliers, and estimation validation, for con-
trolling the uncertainty on the estimates delivered to the engine control.
Discrete grid learning and data acquisition
We present hereafter the data acquisition method and allocation of data to a grid of
operating conditions, with a local forgetting factor.
Steady-state acquisition Eq. (4.23) represents the steady-state behavior of the sys-
tem, and is only valid in this condition. The data used in the regression analysis must
therefore be obtained at steady-state.
The steady-state detection method relies on comparing the output of the dynamical
equivalence ratio model (see Section 4.1.3) with the instantaneous (commanded) fuel-
air ratio. Bounds are imposed on the relative error, as well as on its derivative, to define
steady-state. In order to avoid false detections and to prevent an influence of measurement
noise, a minimal duration is also imposed. A more detailed description can be found in
Appendix B.1.
During the steady-state duration, the variables used in the estimation are time av-
eraged. Therefore, at the end of the steady-state phase, a single, average, data point is
acquired for the regression. This single point contains all the information of the steady-
state phase relevant for the estimation purposes. Moreover, this averaging suppresses the
steady-state duration weighting of the data, and filters out noise in the variables.
Data weighting The steady-state averaging measure dramatically reduces the number
of points and suppresses the time weighting of the samples: these are not weighted any-
more according to the time spent on them, but rather by the number of times they are
visited. However, to ensure a manageable, even, weighting of the samples over the whole
operating range, additional constraints have to be put.
The objective is to avoid having an excessive weight on a small set of points visited very
often, and to allow a flexible choice of the importance given to each operating condition
in the regression. In this aim, we define a discrete set of operating conditions, a grid, and
retain at most one sample, (x, y), per grid bin.
The simplest way to define this grid is to impose a minimal gap, in terms of some
variables representing the operating conditions, between sample points. For our purpose,
the most straightforward choice is the injected fuel mass setpoint. Indeed, besides being an
image of the engine load, it appears directly in the regressor vector. Imposing a minimal
fuel mass difference thus ensures to fulfill a persistence of excitation requirement. A sketch
of this discretization method is presented on Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Scheme of the data griding and weighting method. The dotted lines represent the
bounds of a bin. The open circles represent the new data point, while the filled circles represent
the samples already collected. Left: a new point arrives and is out of the first bin. Middle: the
new point fits in the first bin, and a new bin has been created from the previous point. Right:
the new point and the first point, both in the first bin, are replaced by their weighted average
and the bin boundaries are consequently slightly shifted.
Consider a new sample, indexed k. Requiring a minimum distance from previous
samples writes:
min
i=1...k−1
(‖x2,i − x2,k‖) > K6x22,k (4.27)
where K6 is a tuning parameter. It represents here, at first order, the minimum fuel mass
difference between two bins. If this condition is fulfilled, a new bin is created.
If it is not, then there exists n such that:
min
i=1...k−1
(‖x2,i − x2,k‖) = ‖x2,n − x2,k‖ (4.28)
The nth grid sample is then updated as an average of its previous value and the current
point:  yn = λyk + (1− λ) ynxn = λxk + (1− λ)xn (4.29)
where λ is a tuning parameter.
This can be interpreted as a local forgetting factor: λ = 0 implies that the new data is
not taken into account, and λ = 1 implies that the old data is simply discarded. Interme-
diate values give a decreasing weight to the past samples, allowing for slow (with respect
to the excitation) variations of the parameters, hence the analogy with the conventional
time-wise forgetting factor. However, as mentioned before, since this strategy is applied
separately for each distinct bin of the data grid, it avoids the possible losses of excitation
which can lead to bad convergence with usual forgetting factors.
A buffer of samples is therefore stored in memory, with size at most 2Nbins in our
case (one measurement and a single non-trivial regressor component). Here, Nbins is the
maximum number of bins: Nbins ≈ (Wf,sp,max −Wf,sp,min)/K6.
This method allows to retain only the data relevant for the estimation, with a limited
number of points. Contrary to recursive least-squares, the points are here uniformly
weighted over the operating range of the engine, avoiding the predominance of a few
points visited often or for long durations. A local forgetting factor can be used for each
grid point. Slow parameter variations can then be tracked, while avoiding the estimation
windup which can occur for RLS with forgetting factor under lack of excitation (long
steady-state operation for example).
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Figure 4.5: Scheme of the potential outlier elimination strategy. The dashed lines represent
a confidence interval around the current regression line (solid). The open circles represent the
sample that has just been acquired, while the filled circles represent the samples stored in the
data grid, which were acquired before. Left: the new point lies within the confidence interval; it
is thus stored in the data grid. Middle: the new point falls out the error bounds and is therefore
discarded. Right: as more data has been obtained, the confidence interval shrinks. The new
point lies within the bounds and is kept. However, the sample acquired in the first frame is now
significantly out of this interval and is discarded from the data grid.
Data selection and estimation validation
The previous section introduced the method for building the dataset for the regression.
We present here how this data is processed in order to improve the robustness of the
estimation: possible outliers are detected and uncertainty in the estimated parameter
values is controlled before they are output to the engine control.
Data selection The least-squares method is sensitive to the presence of outliers in the
data. We propose therefore a method for detecting possible outliers and discard them in
order not to bias the estimation.
We consider as an outlier a point which does not lie within some uncertainty bounds
around the value predicted by the least-squares regression line. These bounds are taken
proportional to the estimated standard deviation, σ̂y, of the output error of the regression
(with proportionality constant K4). Then, the current point k is considered an outlier if:∥∥∥yk − xTk θ̂k−1∥∥∥ > K4αy (k) σ̂y (k) (4.30)
where the sample standard deviation is estimated as follows:
σ̂y (k) =
√√√√∑ki=1 (yi − xTi θ̂k)2
k − 2 (4.31)
αy is a function of the number of samples which accounts for the uncertainty in the sample
estimation of the variance: under the assumption of normally distributed errors, the k
samples variance follows a χ2 distribution with k − 1 degrees of freedom, χ2k−1:
σ̂2y ≈
σ2y
k − 1χ
2
k−1 (4.32)
where σ2y is the real variance.
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Denoting Fχ2,k the cumulative distribution function of χ
2
k−1, and given 0 < K5 < 1,
let αy such that the probability of having the estimated variance less than αyσ
2
y is 1−K5,
i.e.:
p(σ̂2y < αyσ
2
y) = 1−K5 (4.33)
αy is given by:
αy (k) =
√
F−1χ2,k−1(1−K4)
k − 1 (4.34)
We see that that the uncertainty bounds evolve with the number of data points. In
particular, when this number is small, these bounds can be very loose. Outliers might not
be detected in these conditions. In order to avoid this, at each acquisition of a new point,
the whole vector of past points is checked for possible outliers using the same method.
The first point (i.e. the oldest) found to lie outside the current bounds is eliminated from
the regression data vector. Note that the total number of points is not reduced. This
fact, together with the discrete griding of the data, presented below, precludes the loss
of excitation issues which can impair the convergence of the usual recursive least-squares
schemes using forgetting factors.
Validation of the estimation
Validation procedure When the number of data samples is low, or when they
exhibit a large variability, the estimation of the stoichiometric AFR is highly uncertain
and can be subject to fast large variations. In these conditions, the estimation cannot
safely be used in engine controllers. As a consequence, one last step is added to the
algorithm for calculating the uncertainty in the parameters estimate and to limit the
uncertainty in the values output.
From the sample variance of the error, the standard deviation of the estimated stoi-
chiometric AFR, σ̂Φ̂st , can be calculated as follows:
σ̂Φ̂st (k) =
√
Q (1, 1) σ̂y (k) (4.35)
where Q = (XTX)−1.
This standard deviation is used to compute confidence intervals on the estimate, Φ̂st,
similarly to what is done for outliers detection. For a given confidence level K5, we write:
p
(∣∣∣Φst − Φ̂st(k)∣∣∣ < αΦ̂st (k) σ̂Φ̂st(k)) = 1−K5 (4.36)
where αΦ̂st is a factor depending on the number of points and the error distribution
(similar to αy for the outlier detection).
Assuming the errors are normally distributed and with mean 0, the estimation error at
step k, normalized by σ̂Φ̂st , follows Student’s t-distribution with k− 2 degrees of freedom,
tk−2:
Φst − Φ̂st(k)
σ̂Φ̂st(k)
≈ tk−2 (4.37)
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Denoting Ftk−2 the cumulative distribution function of tk−2, we have:
αΦ̂st (k) = F
−1
tk−2
(
1− K5
2
)
(4.38)
The estimated value is then considered reliable enough to be fed to the controllers if,
σ̂θ (k)αΦ̂st (k) < K7 (4.39)
where K7 is a constant parameter.
Algorithm resetting In the case where the estimated parameters yield persistent
errors, and the excitation is not rich enough to ensure a fast adaptation of the values, or
if the measured points constantly fall out the confidence range given by Eq. (4.30), the
algorithm is reset. This allows a faster adaptation to the new conditions: the parameters
fed to the controllers are frozen to their last value, and the measurement and regressor
matrices are reset to zero. This could occur for example in the case of a change in the
real parameter values, after the estimation have converged.
As one expects the error to be zero on average, we choose to reset the algorithm when
the cumulative error exceeds a threshold K8:
n∑
i=1
yi − xTi θ > K8 (4.40)
where the summation is over all the points acquired.
4.2.3 Identification of the stoichiometric AFR and an injection
bias
In this section, the results obtained with the proposed estimation scheme are presented
and comparisons with a simple EGO-based estimator and RLS are performed1. We first
present results obtained on simulated driving cycles, before discussing experimental re-
sults. Finally, we address the particular issue of fuel changes, on simulated driving cycles.
Results on simulated driving cycles
For each simulation discussed hereafter, three parameters are kept unchanged:
• Fuel used: E5 (Φst = 14.09).
• AFR controller: constant feedforward stoichiometric AFR (equal to the real value),
and P.I. feedback term. Estimation is not used.
• The initial output of the estimator is set to 12, and the initial regressor and output
buffers are empty.
1The base estimator is a filtered inversion of the steady-state equivalence ratio equation, representative
of usual EGO-based estimations. It is always activated, except during injection cutoffs, while the RLS is
only active during the steady-state phases.
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Figure 4.6: Simulation of a NEDC driving cycle, with fuel E5. No bias. From left to right and
from top to bottom: vehicle speed, air mass, fuel masses, and equivalence ratio.
Results obtained on the NEDC driving cycle without biases are presented on Fig-
ures 4.6 and 4.7. The former recalls the vehicle speed on the cycle and shows the time
traces of the three variables used in the fuel estimation scheme: the aspirated air mass,
the fuel mass setpoints (both the feedforward and the feedback term), and the exhaust
equivalence ratio along with the equivalence ratio setpoint. Two typical features of the
NEDC driving cycle appear clearly: first, the relatively low load, implying a rather narrow
range of fuel masses (at most 25mg/stk at the end of the cycle); then, the urban type
ECE cycle is repeated 4 times consecutively from the beginning of the cycle. This implies
that the same operating points are visited from 200 to 800s.
Estimation results for this cycle are displayed on Figure 4.7. The upper-left plot shows
the evolution of the number of samples in the algorithm buffer. The initial buffer being
empty, this number first increases during the first ECE (first 200 s) and then reaches a
steady value during the repetitions of the ECE cycle: all the samples available have been
acquired during the first ECE, the repetition of the same operating points simply results
in the point-wise averaging process described in Section 4.2.2. The buffer is not extended.
However, in the EUDC phase, new operating points are added.
Since the steady-state detection is performed on the equivalence ratio, points can be
acquired during the acceleration phases of the cycle. This has two advantages: first,
number of points is larger, then, the fuel mass setpoints range is wider. Indeed, 6 points
are obtained for the first ECE cycle, ranging from 6 to 18mg/stk, as visible on Figure 4.8.
If we were to use, for example, the engine speed only to define steady-state operation, the
fuel mass range of the points obtained thereby would have been only from 6 to 8mg/stk.
In this case, no reliable estimation would be obtained. On the contrary, in the present
case, the estimation fulfills the validation condition (4.38) by the end of the first ECE
cycle. It rises there from the initial value, 12, to about 14.
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Figure 4.7: Simulation of a NEDC driving cycle, with fuel E5. No bias. Estimation results.
From left to right and from top to bottom: number of buffer samples, data points, estimated
stoichiometric AFR, and estimated fuel injection bias.
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Figure 4.8: Simulation of a NEDC driving cycle, with fuel E5, and no bias. Fuel mass setpoint
and steady-state samples on the first ECE cycle.
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Figure 4.9: Simulation of a FTP driving cycle, with fuel E5, and a 2mg/stk injection bias.
From left to right and from top to bottom: vehicle speed, air mass, fuel masses, and equivalence
ratio.
From then on, the estimated value remains within 1% around the real value, and the
estimated injection bias is less than 1/50thmg/stk off the reference value, 0.
Yet, here, the estimation obtained with a simple EGO-based estimator performs as
well, and converges somewhat faster. The RLS estimate converges too, and also faster,
but displays large oscillations in the beginning of the cycle, which could be detrimental
to its use for control. These are prevented with the proposed estimator.
We now turn to a case with a fuel injection bias.
Figure 4.9 shows results obtained with a 2mg/stk fuel injection bias, on a FTP driving
cycle. It can be seen that the inversion based estimation is strongly biased. Moreover, the
estimated value varies a lot depending on the injected fuel mass: there is more than a 1.2
stoichiometric AFR points variation during the first 400s of the cycle. This corresponds
to estimation errors ranging from 14 to almost 25%.
On the contrary, for the least-squares scheme, for which the injection bias is estimated
as well, the estimated stoichiometric AFR behaves as in the unbiased case. The estimation
error is less than 1%, and the injection bias is also accurately estimated. It can also be
seen on Figure 4.10 that, despite the differences in the driving pattern, the estimation
converges similarly to the NEDC case. While the more transient profile results in a
slightly larger scatter of the data points in the (x2, y) plane (Figure 4.10), the averaging
and griding procedure smooths it out, and the estimate is not affected. We notice that
this is not the case with the RLS estimation, for which a small deviation from the real
values is visible on Figure 4.10.
Owing to the richer excitation (i.e. more fuel mass setpoints, on a wider range), the
estimation fulfills the validation condition, Eq. (4.38), earlier in time. Finally, the first
300s of the cycle comprise both low and high load phases. Almost all the buffer samples
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Figure 4.10: Simulation of a FTP driving cycle, with fuel E5, and a 2mg/stk injection bias.
Estimation results. From left to right and from top to bottom: number of buffer samples, data
points, estimated stoichiometric AFR, and estimated fuel injection bias.
are therefore obtained during this period. Most of the steady-state points acquired during
the rest of the cycle fall into regions already visited, which explains the small variation of
the total number of samples after 300s.
We therefore observe rather satisfactory results: the stoichiometric AFR and the addi-
tive fuel injection bias are properly estimated and convergence of the estimation requires
about 6 samples, on a 10 to 15 mg/stk-wide fuel mass setpoints range. Moreover, the
steady-state detection scheme allows to record data during vehicle acceleration, corre-
sponding to the highest injected fuel masses, while maintaining the steady-state approxi-
mation error small. We also notice that the proposed scheme avoids the large fast oscilla-
tions visible on the RLS estimates at the beginning of the cycles. The grid least-squares
estimate is also less sensitive to the measurement scatter, and therefore closer to the real
value than the RLS one.
Experimental results on vehicle driving cycles
We present here estimation results obtained on a vehicle on a chassis dynamometer, which
provide an experimental validation of the proposed algorithm. Similarly to the simulation
results presented, fuel is E5.
Figure 4.11 shows results on a NEDC cycle, with no biases added, while Figure 4.12
shows results on a NEDC cycle, with a 2mg/stk fuel injection bias added. In both cases,
the estimated stoichiometric AFR converges before the end of the cycle, close to the real
value. The final error is inferior to 2.5%, whether an injection bias is added or not. With-
out any bias added, the estimated kf converges to 0, and with the 2mg/stk bias added,
it converges 2mg/stk, as expected. We also note that despite the uncertainties involved
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Figure 4.11: Fuel estimation on a NEDC driving cycle, with no bias added. Experimental results
(vehicle on a chassis dynamometer). Left: estimated stoichiometric AFR. Right: estimated fuel
injection bias.
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Figure 4.12: Fuel estimation on a NEDC driving cycle, with a 2mg/stk fuel injection bias added.
Experimental results (vehicle on a chassis dynamometer). Left: estimated stoichiometric AFR.
Right: estimated fuel injection bias.
on the real system (regarding the dispersions and their variation with the operating con-
ditions, as well as the dynamics), the estimation behavior is close to that observed in
simulation: the stoichiometric AFR is correctly estimated, and once it has converged, the
estimate does not vary more than 3%.
Simulation of fuel changes
The stoichiometric air-fuel ratio to be estimated remains constant during most of engine
operation. However, when a refueling occurs with a different fuel, the new fuel mixes with
the old one in the fuel line components and the stoichiometric AFR at the engine varies
before stabilizing at the value corresponding to the new fuel. We illustrate in this section
the behavior of the estimation algorithm in such a situation, on simulated driving cycles.
Figure 4.13 presents estimation results for a NEDC cycle without any injection bias.
A fuel change from E5 to E85 is triggered after 3 repeated cycles, to ensure preliminary
convergence of the estimation, as would happen in practice. The cycle is then repeated
7 times more to ensure completion of the fuel change. Figure 4.14 presents a similar
simulation, this time on the higher load (resulting in a faster fuel change) ARTEMIS
Motor 130 driving cycle.
For both the stoichiometric AFR and the fuel mass bias, two estimated values are
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Figure 4.13: Simulated fuel change from E5 to E85 on a NEDC driving cycle (repeated 10
times). No bias. Left: stoichiometric AFR estimation. Right: fuel mass bias estimation.
plotted. The blue dashed curve corresponds to the estimation as computed by the algo-
rithm, before the validation step, while the red solid curve corresponds to the estimated
value after the validation step. The latter is the one which can be delivered to the engine
control.
Several observations can be made for both cases. First, we notice a few phases, at
the beginning of the fuel changes, where the estimation freezes before varying rapidly.
This corresponds to a period during which the parameter change is too fast compared
to the excitation (the variation of the injected fuel mass setpoints) to allow its tracking
from the sole point-wise forgetting factors. In these conditions, the uncertainty in the
estimate rises, which freezes the output. The cumulated error also increases, resulting in
the resetting of the algorithm.
We also observe that after resetting, when the number of points is low and the uncer-
tainty high, the raw estimates (blue dashed lines) exhibit large fast variations. These are
suppressed by the validation step, preventing the spikes from being transfered to the rest
of the engine control2.
In the later phases of the fuel changes, for both cycles, the parameter variation is
slower compared to the excitation, and can then be tracked with the pointwise forgetting
factor. Finally, we note that in both cases, the parameter variation is correctly tracked
during the change, and the estimated parameters converge to the real values.
4.3 Equivalence ratio control for Flexfuel engines
We present in this section the use of the fuel estimation for adapting the equivalence ratio
control to the varying stoichiometric AFR of the fuel. We first recall the objectives pur-
sued, before presenting the adapted equivalence ratio control and discussing its stability,
for the example of the feedback fuel mass integration estimator (4.2). We then present
2The small oscillations that are visible on the estimated injection bias are due to both the parameter
time variation and the injected fuel mass profile of the cycle. Indeed, if we consider the distribution of the
data points in the regressor-measurement plane, as on Figure 4.3, for example, we see that the reduction
of the stoichiometric AFR will correspond to a downward movement of the data samples. If the cycle
first goes through low load points, say, as the NEDC cycle, the leftmost points will move down while
the rightmost, high load, points remain unchanged. As a consequence, the regression line will be biased
upwards, resulting in a slight overestimation of the injection bias and of the stoichiometric AFR. As the
higher load points are visited, the estimation goes back to the right values.
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Figure 4.14: Simulated fuel change from E5 to E85 on an ARTEMIS Motor 130 driving cycle
(repeated 10 times). No bias. Left: stoichiometric AFR estimation. Right: fuel mass bias
estimation.
some experimental results using the least-squares stoichiometric AFR and injection bias
estimator.
4.3.1 Objectives and approach
Estimating the stoichiometric AFR of the fuel is seldom useful in itself. As explained
in Section 4.1.1, one of the main purposes of fuel estimation is to adapt the engine con-
trollers to the fuel properties. Especially, as shown in Section 2.3.3, the equivalence ratio
control has to be adapted to the stoichiometric AFR of the fuel, in order to maintain the
performance of the regulation during transients.
As discussed in Section 2.3.1, for a conventional AFR control structure, the quality
of the regulation is mostly ensured by a proper feedforward term, while the feedback
controller is present only to compensate for little system dispersions, and guaranty con-
vergence to the setpoint at steady-state. This idea is retained in the present approach to
the equivalence ratio control of a Flexfuel engine:
• The base AFR control structure and feedback controller tuning are kept unchanged,
for a limited calibration effort.
• The estimated stoichiometric AFR of the fuel is used to compute the feedforward
term, to maintain the transient quality of the regulation.
• As an additive injection bias is also estimated, it is compensated for, in a feedforward
manner, in the adapted AFR controller.
It is worth emphasizing that we do not aim here at improving the performance of the
baseline equivalence ratio control. Our concern is the fuel specific issue, that is adapting
the feedforward term for maintaining the performances of the baseline regulation when
facing large fuel variations.
4.3.2 Adaptation of the equivalence ratio controller
A scheme of the adapted AFR control structure is presented on Figure 4.15. The adapted
feedforward term uses the estimated stoichiometric AFR. This estimate can be provided
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Figure 4.15: Scheme of the adapted AFR control, with two estimation schemes: feedback fuel
mass integrator or least-squares identification.
by the feedback fuel mass integration estimator. We study the stability of this closed-loop
system in the next paragraphs. The other case uses the proposed least-squares estimator
to adapt the feedforward term and to compensate for the injection bias. Results obtained
experimentally in this case are presented in the next section. Note that a fuel mass term
can be added for improving the response to estimated stoichiometric AFR transients and
is proposed in Appendix B.2. It was not used for the tests shown here.
As formulated in Section 4.1.3, the equivalence ratio model corresponds to a linear
parameter varying (LPV) time-delay system with time varying parameters and time-delay.
The robust stability of such systems can be adressed using Lyapunov-Razumikhin or
Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals [109, 50, 51], resulting in delay or parameter dependent
LMI conditions for the stability [22]. However, we restrict here ourselves to the LTI case,
by linearizing the time-delay and the feedforward control input, and considering uncertain,
but constant parameters.
We deal here with the case of the feedback fuel mass integration estimator. The case of
the proposed least-squares estimator, with its particularities (i.e. update of the estimate
on discrete events and forgetting factors operating point-wise instead of time-wise), would
require developments beyond the scope of this thesis. In this case, the stability was verified
empirically in simulation (note that the preservation of the stability of the base AFR
controller can be expected from the decoupling between the AFR control and estimation
dynamics, introduced by the steady-state data acquisition and the estimation update at
the end of the steady-state phases).
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System dynamics
Denoting χ = (mff , φexh)
T the system state, u = Wf,sp the control input, y = φm the
output, and θ the parameter vector, the equivalence ratio model writes: χ˙ = A(θ)χ+ B(θ)uy(t) = Cdχ (t− τd) (4.41)
with, 
A(θ) =
 −θ1 0
θ3 −θ4

B(θ) = (θ2, θ5)
T
Cd = (0, 1)
θ =
(
1
τ
,X,
Φst
ττexhWair
,
1
τexh
,
(1−X)Φst
τexhWair
)T
(4.42)
Using a first order Pade´ approximation for the time delay:
e−τds ≈
1− τd
2
s
1 +
τd
2
s
(4.43)
and introducing the extended state ξ = (mff , φexh, φm)
T , we have the following linear
system:  ξ˙ = A′(θ)ξ + B′(θ)uy = C ′ξ (4.44)
with, 
A′(θ) =
 A(θ) 0
2
τd
Cd − CdA(θ) − 2τd

B′(θ) =
 B
−CdB

C ′ = (0, 0, 1)
(4.45)
Closed-loop system
With the P.I. feedback controller, and the feedforward term, uff , the system input writes:
u = uff + up + ui (4.46)
with,  up = kp(φsp − C ′ξ)u˙i = ki(φsp − C ′ξ) (4.47)
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Defining the new state, ν as:
ν = (mff , φexh, φm, ui/ki)
T (4.48)
we have:  ν˙ = A′′(θ)ν + B′′(θ)φsp + F (θ)uffy = C ′′ν (4.49)
with, 
A′′(θ) =
 A′(θ)− kpB′(θ)C ′ kiB′(θ)
−C ′ 0

B′′(θ) =
 kpB′(θ)
1

C ′′ = (0, 0, 1, 0)
F (θ) =
 B′(θ)
0

(4.50)
With the feedback fuel mass integration estimator, the feedforward fuel mass setpoint
is given by: 
uff =
Wair
Φ̂st
φsp
˙̂
Φst = −ke(up + ui)
(4.51)
Let Φst,0 be a constant representing an average stoichiometric AFR and z such that:
z = Φ̂st − Φst,0 (4.52)
We can then linearize uff as follows:
uff ≈ Wair
Φst,0
φsp
(
1− z
Φst,0
)
(4.53)
with:  z˙ = −kekpφsp − keKνK = −kpC ′′ + (0, 0, 0, ki) (4.54)
Defining the new state vector, x, as:
x = (mff , φexh, φm, ui/ki, z)
T (4.55)
we finally obtain the following system: x˙ = A(θ)x+B(θ)φspy = Cx (4.56)
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with, 
A(θ) =
 A′′(θ) −F (θ)WairΦ2st,0φsp
−keK 0

B(θ) =
 B′′(θ) + F (θ)WairΦst,0
−kekp

C = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0)
(4.57)
Stability of the estimator controller
We recall that we consider the parameters of (4.56) as constant, although uncertain (due
to their variation with the operating conditions). Studying the stability of (4.56) then
reduces to studying the stability of the autonomous systems:
x˙ = A(θ)x (4.58)
For each of the parameters, upper and lower bounds are known. For n parameters,
we can then define a set of 2n distinct points, Sθ =
{
θ¯1, . . . , θ¯2n
}
, in Rn, the coordinates
of which are extremal values of the parameters. The convex hull of Sθ, conv(Sθ), then
encloses all the possible parameter vectors.
Let SA be the set of 2n extremal matrices Ai = A(θ¯i), taking parameter values in Sθ:
SA =
{
A(θ¯1), . . . , A(θ¯2n)
}
. As the matrices A are linear in the parameters, the convex
polytope whose set of vertices is SA contains all the possible matrices A.
Now, the stability of (4.58) is ascertained for all θ in conv(Sθ) if there exists a symetric
matrix P > 0, i.e. definite positive, such that for all Ai,
ATi P + PAi < 0 (4.59)
which can be recast in a single LMI:
AT1 P + PA1 0 · · · 0
0 AT2 P + PA2
. . .
...
...
. . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 AT2nP + PA2n
 < 0 (4.60)
Example
We consider here the case where only the stoichiometric AFR of the fuel is uncertain:
9 < Φst < 15. This parameter enters linearly in θ3 and θ5. The matrix A can thus be
rewritten as depending linearly on a single parameter, the others being fixed by the chosen
operating conditions (Ne,Mair).
Table 4.3 summarizes the numerical values used.
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Parameter Value
Ne 2000rpm
Nair 150mg/stk
kp 0.4
ki 33.3
ke 0.04
Φst [9, 15]
Φst,0 12
τ 0.47s
X 0.42
τexh 0.03s
τd 0.15s
Table 4.3: Numerical parameter values for the stability analysis.
We get:
A(Φst) =

−2.1 0 −0.167 13.89 −0.434
309Φst+372
1000 0.182Φst − 26.4 −34Φst+40.81000 2.86Φst + 3.39 −89Φst+1081000
−309Φst+3721000 −0.182Φst + 39.7 34Φst1000 + 13.34−2.86Φst − 3.39 89Φst+1081000
0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0.016 −1.33 0

(4.61)
with 9 < Φst < 15. The problem is solved using the feasp function of Matlab’s LMI
Control Toolbox [43].
We obtain:
 A(9)TP + PA(9) 0
0 A(15)TP + PA(15)
 < −1.33I
P > 29.3I
(4.62)
which proves the stability of the system at this operating point for all stoichiometric AFR
values between 9 and 15, therefore for all gasoline-ethanol blends.
4.3.3 Results
In this section, results obtained with the adapted AFR control structure, including the
use of the least-squares estimated stoichiometric AFR to compute the feedforward term
and of the estimated fuel injection bias, are presented. The results discussed hereafter
were obtained experimentally, in the conditions described in Section 4.2.3.
Figures 4.16 to 4.18 show equivalence ratio transients after an injection cutoff, at
about 725s in NEDC cycles. The first figure shows the reference response, for a constant
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Figure 4.16: Reference equivalence ratio transient after an injection cutoff on a NEDC cycle
(return to idle at about 725s). Fuel: E5. Constant feedforward stoichiometric AFR at the real
value, and feedback P.I. controller. From left to right and from top to bottom: equivalence ratio,
estimated aspirated air mass, feedforward injection fuel mass and feedback injection fuel mass.
feedforward stoichiometric AFR equal to the real value (14.1), with the P.I. feedback
control, and no estimation.
Figure 4.17 illustrates the same transient, with no estimation, but with some mismatch
between the equivalence ratio control and the system. In the two top plots, the feedforward
stoichiometric AFR is set at 16, instead of 14.1, while for the test illustrated on the two
bottom plots, a 2mg/stk injection bias is added (using the real stoichiometric AFR). In
both cases, particularly with the injection bias, the feedback fuel mass has to increase
to compensate for the errors, contrary to the reference case, where it is close to 0. This
results in a slower convergence of the equivalence ratio, and even in some misfires around
2−3s with the injection bias (with a corresponding increase, not shown here, in pollutant
emissions on this transient).
The results obtained with the adapted AFR control, using the estimated stoichiometric
AFR for the feedforward term and compensating the injection bias with the estimated
one, are shown on Figure 4.18, still with fuel E5, and with a 2mg/stk injection bias.
At this point of the cycle, the estimation has converged, and the feedforward fuel mass
matches the reference one (except for the small air mass differences between the two
cases). Moreover, owing to the feedforward compensation of the injection bias with the
estimation, the feedback fuel mass is also close to the unbiased case, i.e. close to 0. As a
consequence, the original equivalence ratio response is recovered, using the stoichiometric
AFR estimation, and despite the injection bias.
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Figure 4.17: Deteriorated equivalence ratio response for the same transient as Figure 4.16. Top:
constant, biased feedforward stoichiometric AFR (16 instead of 14.1), no injection bias. Bottom:
2mg/stk injection bias, real stoichiometric AFR. Left: equivalence ratio. Right: feedback fuel
mass. The blue curves represent the reference case.
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Figure 4.18: Equivalence ratio response for the same transients as Figure 4.16, using the least-
squares estimation for the feedforward stoichiometric AFR, and for the injection bias compen-
sation. 2mg/stk injection bias. Note that at this point of the cycle the estimation has already
converged to the real values. From left to right and from top to bottom: equivalence ratio,
estimated aspirated air mass, feedforward injection fuel mass, and feedback injection fuel mass.
The blue curves represent the reference case.
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4.4 Conclusions regarding fuel estimation
In this chapter, the problem of fuel estimation on a Flexfuel engine, during operation, was
addressed. After discussing existing methods and issues, we proposed a strategy based
on the least-squares identification of the stoichiometric AFR of the fuel and an additive
fuel injection bias.
It is an EGO-based estimation, and as such it does not require additional sensors.
However, the joint estimation of a fuel injection bias ensures the robustness of the stoi-
chiometric AFR estimate towards this type of bias. Additionally, the least-squares method
proposed uses discrete sets of data samples dispatched on a grid of operating conditions,
or regressor values. This allows to manage the weight of the different conditions, and
avoids giving excessive importance to long steady operation or points often visited. A lo-
cal forgetting factor is attributed to each of these grid points, allowing for slow variations
of the parameters, while avoiding the convergence issues associated with time forgetting
factors in recursive least-squares. Finally, the uncertainty in the identified parameters is
estimated and controlled to avoid delivering erroneous estimations to the engine control.
Results presented for simulated or experimental driving cycles, as well as for simulated
fuel changes, have shown the correct accuracy of the method for estimating both the
stoichiometric AFR of the fuel and an additive injection bias.
These estimations were then integrated to the AFR control structure: the feedback
controller remains unchanged, and the estimated stoichiometric AFR is used to compute
the feedforward term. The injection bias is also compensated for in a feedforward manner,
using the estimation. Experimental results validated this method which increases the
robustness of the equivalence ratio control when the stoichiometric AFR of the fuel is
unknown and when injection biases are present.
Regarding fuel estimation, further work could deal with the integration of additional
sensors in the estimation scheme, as cylinder pressure or fuel sensors, for improving the
robustness of the estimation towards biases other than an additive injection one. This
method could also be applied for diagnostics purposes, either with other sensors, or for
conventional engines.
As for equivalence ratio control, future work should include the detailed analysis and
demonstration of the stability of the adapted AFR control using the proposed least-squares
algorithm.

Chapter 5
Conclusions and prospects
During the last years, the interest in renewable biofuels has led to the development of
ethanol fueled engines. In particular, Flexfuel engines can run on any mixture of gasoline
and ethanol. The variable properties of the fuel blend affect the engine behavior, and
are not considered in usual gasoline engine controls. This can lead either to suboptimal
operation or to an excessive calibration work. Taking into account the fuel properties in
the control can help avoid these two pitfalls. This work dealt with this issue.
The physico-chemical properties of ethanol and gasoline largely differ. The effects of
the different fuel properties were studied on a Flexfuel turbocharged PFI engine. This
allowed to highlight the following points:
• The main influencing fuel properties are the stoichiometric AFR and the octane
number.
• The lower stoichiometric AFR of ethanol requires a large increase in the injected
fuel masses.
• The higher octane rating of ethanol enables higher performance and fuel economy at
high loads. The knock limits are pushed back and combustion need not be retarded.
Spark advance can be higher, improving torque output and efficiency. Then, exhaust
temperatures are lowered and fuel enrichment can be reduced, resulting in further
cut in the fuel consumption.
• At low loads or with the same settings, differences are scarce: larger fuel masses com-
pensate the lower energy content of ethanol and efficiencies are the same. Regarding
the air and fuel path, differences in volumetric efficiency and injection characteristics
are small.
• The fuel film dynamics are not affected in warm conditions. Other dynamics of the
open-loop system do not change either.
• The fuel is a quasi-static perturbation: fuel changes after a refueling are slow and
the fuel remains constant most of the time.
This puts several requirements on a Flexfuel engine control. First, the feedforward
equivalence ratio control must be adapted to the fuel, in order to maintain the transient
performance of the regulation irrespective of the fuel and avoid increased emissions. Then,
the high load spark advance must be corrected for the knock limits of the fuel, to benefit
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from lower fuel consumption and higher performance. To take full advantage of these, the
fuel enrichment setpoint must be adapted, and the torque-air mass relationship modified
for the different combustion phasing. With an aim at limiting the calibration effort, these
adaptations should be made by adding models of the different fuel properties effects to the
engine controllers and maps. All these adaptations require an estimation of the ethanol
content during operation. This estimation need not have fast dynamics, but should be
accurate and robust to dispersions, for its use as an input to the engine control.
To assist the development of fuel estimators and controllers, a Flexfuel engine model
has been developed. It accounts for the relevant fuel properties and their effects, and
allows their variation during simulation. Its basis is a mean-value model, including an
equivalence ratio dynamics model and a fuel line model. Comparisons with test bench
experiments validated its steady-state and transient relevance for the simulation devel-
opment of fuel estimators and equivalence ratio controllers. With a view to enabling the
evaluation of the performance of spark advance and fuel enrichment control strategies,
a mean-value combustion model has been proposed. It relies on a simplified description
of the in-cylinder physical processes, and static correlations. This allows to reproduce,
with a mean value model, the effects of fuel properties and varying spark advance and
equivalence ratio on the main outputs of the engine: torque, efficiency and exhaust tem-
perature, with a good accuracy. Yet, there is also a need for a knock model capable of
predicting the knock limits in simulation. To this end, a phenomenological knock model
and experimental data were studied, and a knock intensity correlation derived. It is also
a mean-value model and it showed a correct accuracy in predicting the knock limit spark
advance for a wide range of fuels and operating conditions.
Relying on the Flexfuel engine model, a fuel estimation strategy was developed. It
is an EGO-based estimation, and as such does not require additional sensors. However,
it aims at avoiding some issues of usual EGO-based estimators. Particularly, it relies
on a least-squares identification, at steady-state, of the stoichiometric AFR of the fuel,
and an additive constant injection bias. This contributes to improving the robustness of
the fuel estimation towards system dispersions. Additionally, the least-squares regression
is performed here on a grid of operating conditions, with a forgetting factor acting on
each. The operating range is then evenly weighted, whatever the time spent on particular
points. It also avoids loss of excitation issues with forgetting factors, and enables to mon-
itor the uncertainty in the estimate. Both simulation and experimental results showed
the good convergence and accuracy of the estimation, and its insensitivity to an additive
injection bias. The estimated stoichiometric AFR was then used to adapt the feedforward
term in the equivalence ratio control. Stability of the system was addressed for the feed-
back fuel mass integration scheme. Experimental results using the least-squares estimate
showed the ability to recover the original equivalence ratio responses with an unknown
stoichiometric AFR, while improving the robustness to an injection bias.
We stress that while these analyses and developments were made for the particular
example of a Flexfuel engine, they can be applied to other cases of fuel variability. In
particular, the model and the estimation scheme could be used for natural gas (with com-
position variability) or dual-fuel (gasoline-natural gas) cases. Additionally, the proposed
estimation strategy can be transfered to conventional engines, for diagnosing air measure-
ment or fuel system dispersions. The analyzed effects and the fuel estimator could also be
used in more high level controllers, for the energy management system of a fuel-flexible
hybrid vehicle for example.
Finally, besides these possible extensions, future work should deal with the effects of
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ethanol addition on the cold behavior of the engine, which was not studied here. This fuel
can indeed affect cold start or catalyst warm-up, and cold fuel film dynamics, with reper-
cussions on the corresponding control strategies. Regarding modeling, the knock model
should be linked to the combustion model, to include more physics, and should be vali-
dated for a wider range of fuels. Simplifications and inversion of these models could then
enable their integration in the torque control structure, for a fuel-flexible torque, spark-
advance and fuel enrichment control. As for equivalence ratio control, developments to
assess the stability of the controller using the least-squares estimation on firm theoretical
grounds should be made. Also, the proposed estimation strategy could be extended to
include additional sensors as a fuel or a cylinder pressure sensor.

Appendix A
Flexfuel engine model
A.1 Mean value model
A.1.1 Air path
The elements of the air path are modeled from first principles and experimental maps as
follows:
• Volumes: volume elements such as manifolds act as mass and energy buffers, with
one or several inputs and outputs. For zero-dimensional models, the gas composi-
tion, pressure and temperature are assumed uniform within the volume. Their time
evolution is calculated from mass balance and internal energy balance equations:
 m˙man = Win −Woutu˙man = Hin −Hout + Q˙in (A.1)
mman and uman denote the mass and energy content of the volume, W and H repre-
senting the mass and enthalpy flows, respectively. Q˙in denotes heat addition other
than from the flow. With no chemical reactions and with the adiabaticity assump-
tion, Q˙in = 0 for the manifolds. For the heat exchanger, Q˙in = κheShe (Tcool − The),
where κhe is the convective heat transfer coefficient and Ahe the effective heat ex-
change area. Tcool and The represent the cooling fluid (heat sink) temperature and
the gas temperature in the heat exchanger, respectively.
• Restrictions: restrictions model orifices causing charge losses in the gas circuit.
These include the throttle and the waste-gate, as well as the model for the exhaust
line charge loss downstream the turbine. Contrary to the volume model, between
which the restrictions are placed, pressure and temperature conditions are known
at the input and output of the restriction. They are used to compute the mass
from the Barre´-de-Saint-Venant equation [54] (the enthalpy flow is assumed to be
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conserved through the restriction):
W = Seff
Pin√
RTin
√
2γ
γ − 1 ×

√
(
Pout
Pin
)
2
γ − (Pout
Pin
)
γ+1
γ if
Pin
Pout
≥ ( 2
γ + 1
)
γ
γ−1√
γ(
2
γ + 1
)
γ+1
2(γ−1) otherwise
(A.2)
• Turbocharger: the turbocharger consists in an intake centrifugal compressor driven
through a rotating shaft by an exhaust turbine. The rotational speed, Nt, is com-
puted from a power balance on the shaft, with friction neglected. Turbine power,
Pt, is calculated from the gas flow properties and a mapped efficiency (as function
of the expansion ratio and the corrected rotating speed). For the compressor, both
the efficiency and the compression ratio are provided by maps (as functions of the
corrected mass flow and rotating speed). The power balance writes as follows:
J dNt
dt
= 1
Nt
(Pt − Pc)
Pt = ηtWtcpTexh
(
1− Π
γ−1
γ
t
)
Pc = 1ηcWccpTamb
(
Π
γ−1
γ
c − 1
) (A.3)
An overview of several other zero-dimensional turbocharger models is provided in
[41].
A.1.2 Fuel path
For the three fuels available in the experimental study (E5, E40 and E85), the equiva-
lence ratio dynamics (fuel film dynamics and exhaust dynamics) were identified over a
large range of operating conditions (from 1000 to 4000rpm and from 1 to 12bar BMEP).
The tests were carried out at steady-state (i.e. with the air path actuators frozen) with
injection duration steps such that the measured exhaust equivalence ratio converged al-
ternatively to 0.9 and 1.1.
A strong engine speed dependency of the parameters of the dynamics model was iden-
tified, while load had little effect, except on the exhaust time constant, which correlated
with the exhaust mass flow.
The fuel mass fraction entering the wall film, was correlated with the engine speed:
X =
1
k1 + k2Ne
(A.4)
The wall film evaporation time constant was expressed similarly:
τ =
1
k3 + k4Ne
(A.5)
Finally, the time delay was identified as τd = k5
30
Ne
with k5 = 10.
Table A.1 summarizes the parameters of the equivalence ratio dynamics model.
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Element Parameter Unit Value
Fuel mass fraction to
liquid film, X
k1 − 0.9
k2 rpm
−1 7.5 · 10−4
Fuel film evaporation
time constant, τ
k3 s
−1 0.3
k4 (s · rpm)−1 9 · 10−4
Exhaust transport time
delay
k5 − 10
Exhaust manifold volume Vexh m
3 1.5 · 10−3
Table A.1: Parameters of the equivalence ratio dynamics model.
A.2 Mean value combustion model
A.2.1 IVC conditions
Using the definition of the volumetric efficiency, we have:
mair = ηv
PmanVd
RTman
(A.6)
We apply the ideal gas law and a mass balance to the cylinder contents at IVC:
PIV CVIV C
RTIV C
= mair,IV C +mf,IV C +mbg,IV C (A.7)
By assumption, the residual gases contain only burnt gases. Then, mair,IV C = mair,
mf is the injected fuel mass (the engine is PFI), and mbg,IV C is equal to the recirculated
gas mass. Then,
PIV CVIV C
RTIV C
= mair
1 + φ
Φst
1− χ (A.8)
where φ is the current in-cylinder equivalence ratio and χ the burnt gas mass fraction.
Furthermore, using the assumption of equal heat capacities for all the gases, an energy
balance at IVC gives:
TIV C = Tman (1− χ) + Tigrχ (A.9)
where Tigr, the residual gases temperature, is given by Eq. (3.12), assuming adiabatic
expansion of the residual gases from exhaust manifold to intake manifold pressure.
Then, using Eq. (A.6) and Eq. (A.9) in Eq. (A.8), we have,
PIV CVIV C
RTman + χ (Tigr − Tman) = ηv
PmanVd
RTman
1 + φ
Φst
1− χ (A.10)
Using the assumption PIV C = Pman and rearranging gives the estimated residual gases
mass fraction, Eq. (3.10).
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A.2.2 Combustion phasing
Initiation duration
During the initiation phase, by assumption, the heat release is neglected. Then,
ρfg =
mtot
Vcyl
(A.11)
Moreover, the flame during this period is hemispherical:
Af = 2π
(
3
2π
Vf
) 2
3
= 2π
(
3
2π
yVcyl
) 2
3
(A.12)
where Vf is the volume enclosed by the flame and y is the volume fraction burnt.
Using Eq. (3.15), we then have Eq. (3.23),
dx
dt
= 2π
(
3
2π
) 2
3
y
2
3V
−
1
3
cyl St (A.13)
The volume fraction burnt is related to the burnt mass fraction as:
y =
1
1 +
ρbg
ρfg
(
1
x
− 1) (A.14)
For most fuels, including those dealt with here, the ratio of the fresh gas to the burnt
gas density, ρfg/ρbg, is approximately constant [54].
Then, at any given mass fraction burnt:
dx
dt
∝ V −
1
3
cyl St (A.15)
We now use the turbulent burning velocity correlation:
St
Sl
∝
(
u
Sl
) 1
3
(
uL
ν
) 1
3
(A.16)
and consider the spark instant. Then, Vcyl ≈ VSA and the integral length, L, scales as the
piston-cylinder head distance at spark timing: L ∝ VSA.
This gives Eq. (3.24).
Rapid burn duration
For the rapid burn duration, we proceed in a way similar to the initiation duration, with
the hypotheses adapted to the conditions during this period.
For a cylindrical flame, at a given burnt volume (or mass) fraction, the flame surface
scales with the cylinder volume:
Af,CA50 ∝ VCA50 (A.17)
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As for the turbulence scales, the eddy angular momentum conservation [56] gives:
LCA50 = LSA
(
ρfg,SA
ρfg,CA50
) 1
3
uCA50 = uSA
(
ρfg,SA
ρfg,CA50
)
−
1
3
(A.18)
Therefore, we now have:
St
Sl
∣∣∣∣
CA50
∝
(
uSA
Sl,CA50
) 1
3
(
ρfg,SA
ρfg,CA50
)
−
1
9
(
uSALSA
νCA50
) 1
3
(A.19)
Calculation of the intermediate variables
• Turbulent velocity: the turbulent fluctuations velocity are proportional to the engine
speed [56, 20]:
u ∝ Ne (A.20)
• Pressure: the pressure is calculated as the sum of a polytropic compression pressure
and a pressure rise associated with the combustion heat release (assumed instanta-
neous in the calculation).
P = PIV C
(
VIV C
Vcyl
)γ
+∆Pcomb
∆Pcomb = x
mfQLHV
max (1, φ)
γ − 1
Vcyl
(A.21)
For the initiation duration case, x = 0 and Vcyl = VSA, while for the rapid burn
phase, x = 0.5 and Vcyl = VCA500 .
• Temperature of the fresh gases: the fresh gases are assumed to be compressed
polytropically, with the same polytropic index:
Tfg = TIV C
(
PIV C
P
) 1
γ
−1
(A.22)
• Kinematic viscosity of the fresh gases: the dynamic viscosity of the fresh gases is
calculated using Sutherland’s law for air:
µ = µref
(
Tfg
Tref
) 3
2 Tref + Tref,µ
Tfg + Tref,µ
(A.23)
The kinematic viscosity is calculated as:
ν ∝ µ
(
Pref
Tref
)(
Tfg
P
)
(A.24)
The dynamic viscosity, µ, calculated by this law, is represented on Figure A.1.
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Figure A.1: Dynamic viscosity, calculated from Sutherland’s law, as a function of temperature.
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Figure A.2: Left: temperature and pressure dependencies of the laminar flame speed (φ = 1).
Right: residual gas fraction correction.
• Laminar flame speed: the correlation of [73] for isooctane is used here. Only the
reference laminar flame speed, Sl,0 is varied with the ethanol content in the fuel.
Sl = Sl,0
(
Tfg
Tref
)α(
P
Pref
)β
κφκχ (A.25)
The coefficient κφ and the exponents α and β are functions of the equivalence ratio:
κφ = 1− a (φ− φM)2
α = α1 + α2 (φ− 1)
β = β1 + β2 (φ− 1)
(A.26)
The residual gas fraction correction is taken here as:
κχ = e
−kχn (A.27)
The correction function κχ and the temperature and pressure dependencies of the
laminar flame speed (at an equivalence ratio of one) are represented on Figure A.2.
These correction coefficients and exponents are assumed here not to depend on the
fuel. The reference laminar flame speed, Sl,0, only increases a little with the ethanol
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fraction (about 7% between 100% gasoline and ethanol). We chose here a linear
interpolation as a function of the ethanol volume fraction:
Sl,0 (Exx) = (1 + 0.07X)Sl,0 (E0) (A.28)
At the end of this study, a specific correlation for laminar flame speeds of ethanol-
gasoline fuel blends up to E85 came to our knowledge [97]. The laminar flame speed
dependency on ethanol content assumed here proved to be quite similar to that
reported in that study, both in terms of trend and magnitude.
A.2.3 Torque production
In the description of this model, we proceed by considering the work done during each
stroke (here normalized by the cylinder displacement to obtain a mean effective pressure).
1. Intake (from IVO to IVC):
Wint =
(
Pman − 1
2
ξintρmanN
2
e
)
VIV C − VIV O
Vd
(A.29)
where ξint denotes a charge loss coefficient to be fitted on experimental data.
2. Compression (from IVC to CA50− CA50opti):
Wcomp = 1
Vd
PmanV
γ
IV C
1− γ
(
V 1−γcomb − V 1−γIV C
)
(A.30)
where Vcomb = Vcyl (CA50− CA50opti).
3. Pressure at the end of combustion (at CA50− CA50opti):
Pcomb = Pcomb,0 + ηcomb
mfQLHV
max (1, φ)
γ − 1
Vcomb
(A.31)
where the pressure immediately before combustion is calculated as:
Pcomb,0 = Pman
(
VIV C
Vcomb
)γ
(A.32)
and ηcomb represents a combustion efficiency correction.
4. Expansion (from CA50− CA50opti to EVO):
Wexp = 1
Vd
PcombV
γ
comb
1− γ
(
V 1−γEV O − V 1−γcomb
)
(A.33)
5. Exhaust (from EVO to EVC):
Wexh =
(
Pexh +
1
2
ξexhρexhN
2
e
)
VEV C − VEV O
Vd
(A.34)
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Finally,
IMEP =Wint +Wcomp +Wexp +Wexh (A.35)
It should be noted that the contribution of possible overlap or negative overlap phases
is neglected here (small pressures and small volume changes).
The combustion efficiency correction is taken as a function of the inverse of the engine
speed (roughly accounting for the available time for heat transfer) and the inverse of
the intake manifold pressure (representing the reducing proportion of heat transfer losses
when the load increases). This term is also expected to correct for the non instantaneous
real combustion effects. We express it as:
ηcomb = k20 +
k21
Ne
+
k22
Pman
(A.36)
The charge losses expression can be further simplified as follows:
− 1
2
ξmanρmanN
2
e
∆Vadm
Vd
+
1
2
ξechρechN
2
e
∆Vech
Vd
≈ k18ρmanN2e (A.37)
A.2.4 Exhaust temperature
We recall that, here, the equivalent combustion volume is calculated as follows:
Vcomb,exh = Vcyl (CA50− CA50Texh) (A.38)
where CA50Texh = −10◦CA.
The different steps of the modeled process are expressed as follows:
1. End of compression (from IVC to CA50Texh) temperature:
Tcomb,0 = TIV C
(
VIV C
Vcomb,exh
)γ−1
(A.39)
2. End of combustion temperature:
Tcomb =
(
Tcomb,0 + ηcomb,exh
mfQLHV
max (1, φ)
1
cv
1
mtot
)
κφ,Texh . (A.40)
here, for sake of simplicity, the combustion efficiency (accounting for the heat losses
effects on the effective heat release) is taken as a constant: ηcomb,exh ≈ 0.8.
The equivalence ratio correction writes:
κφ,Texh =
1
1 + (max(1,φ)−1)
3
(A.41)
3. End of expansion temperature (at EVO):
TEV O = Tcomb
(
Vcomb,exh
VEV O
)γ−1
(A.42)
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4. End of blow-down temperature (displacement exhaust phase):
Tbd = TEV O
(
PEV O
Pexh
) 1
γbd
−1
(A.43)
where the EVO temperature is calculated (neglecting, as for the rest of the model,
the molar mass variations) from mass conservation in the closed cylinder as:
PEV O = TEV O
Pman
TIV C
VIV C
VEV O
(A.44)
5. Heat transfer losses: the gas temperature, Tout, at the outlet of a pipe with wall
temperature Tw can be deduced from the inlet temperature as [40]:
Tout = Tw + (Tin − Tw) e−
hA
Wcp (A.45)
from a literature survey of various Re / Pr Nusselt number correlations for engine
intake and exhaust flows, [34] derived a general correlation for the Nusselt number
(Prandtl number dependency was omitted due to its little variation for the gases
and temperatures considered):
Nu ≈ 0.07Re 34 (A.46)
The exhaust heat transfer coefficient is thus taken as:
h ∝ Nu ∝ Re 34 ∝ v 34ρ− 34 (A.47)
where it is implicitly assumed that the kinematic gas viscosity scales with the inverse
of the gas density (ν ∝ ρ−1).
Allowing for variations of the equivalent wall temperature with the flow (scaling
with the engine speed), the modeled exhaust temperature is finally expressed as
follows:
Texh =
(
1 + k23Ne + k24N
2
e
)
(k25 + k26Tbd) e
−k27
h
Wexhcp (A.48)
A.2.5 Results
• Overview of the experimental database
The database obtained at the test bench for the turbocharged PFI engine used
in this study covers a wide range of operating conditions. Figure A.3 shows the
points tested, in terms of engine speed and intake manifold pressure. This complete
range was investigated for three different fuels: E0, E40 and E85. For E85, VVT
sweeps were performed on each point (V V T = 0 − 10 − 20 − 30 − 40). For E0
and E40, VVT was kept at the optimal position defined for E85. In addition, spark
advance variations were done for each of these points for all the three fuels, including
at least the optimal spark advance (maximum torque), the minimal spark advance
(constrained by stability or emissions) and the maximum one (knock limit or optimal
SA plus 15◦CA). Finally, on several of these points the equivalence ratio was varied
between 0.95 and about 1.3.
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Figure A.3: Experimental database operating range.
• Fitting procedure
As the main output of the phasing model is the CA50, the rapid burn duration
model was fitted on the CA10est → CA50 duration, rather than on the exact rapid
burn duration, with the aim to reduce error propagation. Similarly, the IMEP and
exhaust temperature were fitted using the estimated CA50.
For the models that are linear in the parameters: initiation and rapid burn duration,
IMEP, a least-squares fit can be performed. For the exhaust temperature, (which
includes an exponential term for the heat transfer), Matlab’s fminsearch function is
used.
The results presented were obtained with coefficients fitted on the whole database.
• Model parameters
The fitting parameters of the different submodels of the mean value combustion
model are listed in Table A.2 (the IVC conditions model has no fitting parameter).
The constants of the models (physical constants, parameters of the laminar flame
speed correlation) are listed in Table A.3.
A.3 Knock modeling
A.3.1 Experimental setup and database
A pressure transducer was fitted to each of the four cylinders and cylinder pressures were
acquired on each point for 100 consecutive cycles, for combustion and knock analysis.
A resolution of 0.1◦CA was used in order to resolve the knock generated pressure wave
oscillations. Knock intensity was calculated on a cycle-to-cycle basis from these pres-
sure traces, using three different band-pass filtering methods, centered on the frequency
of the most excited resonant mode of the cylinder cavity, around 6.7kHz: a Fourier
observer tracking the resonant frequency, a narrow fourth order Butterworth band-pass
filter (5− 9kHz) and a wide fourth order Butterworth band-pass filter (4− 20kHz). The
knock intensity was defined as the maximum of the modulus of the filtered pressure spec-
trum. The three methods give similar results when correctly scaled with a proportionality
constant. Results discussed use the Fourier based intensity.
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Model Submodel Parameter Unit Value
Combustion
phasing
Initiation
duration
(SA→ CA10)
k1 m
2/3(◦CA) 121.3
k2 (m/s(
◦CA))−1 1.5 · 10−6
k3 (
◦CA) 47.5
k4 (
◦CA) −0.1
Rapid burn
duration
(CA10 → CA50)
k5 (
◦CA) 3.5
k6 − 0.1
k7 (
◦CA) 7
k8 − 0.18
k9 − 1.24
k10 (
◦CA) 7.1
CA50
k11 − 0.68
k12 rpm 922
k13 − 0.57
k14 rpm 1132
k15 − 13.3
k16 rpm 35400
IMEP
Low pressure
IMEP
k17 − 1.64
k18 m
2 −1.26 · 10−3
k19 Pa 0.627
High pressure
IMEP
k20 − 1.08
k21 s
−1 −136
k22 Pa
−1 −6194
Exhaust
temperature
k23 s 1.165 · 10−4
k24 s
2 −9.6 · 10−9
k25 K 0
k26 − 0.5345
k27 m
2 7.6
Table A.2: Parameters of the mean-value combustion model (the numerical values of the coef-
ficients correspond to u = Ne).
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Parameter Unit Value
Ethanol content
dependent parameters
Sl,0 m/s 0.27 (1 + 0.07X)
cp J/K/kg 1250 + 27.5X + 44X
2
Thermodynamic
constants
Pref Pa 1e5
Tref K 273.15
R J/K/kg 287
γ − 1.25
γbd − 1
Dynamic viscosity
µref Pa · s 1.716 · 10−5
Tref,µ K 110.4K
Laminar flame speed
correlation
α − 2.18− 0.8 (φ− 1)
β − −0.16 + 0.22 (φ− 1)
κφ − 1− 3.2 (φ− 1.2)2
κχ − e−2.06χ0.77
Other constants
CA50opti (
◦CA) 7
CA50Texh (
◦CA) −10
Table A.3: Constants of the mean-value combustion model and of the knock models.
For both fuels, several points were investigated, covering a wide part of the engine
operating range, with a particular emphasis on the most knocking fuel, E5. At several
engine speeds, a number of spark timings were defined. For each of them, the load (intake
manifold pressure) was increased progressively from no knock to the maximum intensity
admissible for the tests. For each engine speed, a reference spark timing, SAref , was
determined, corresponding to the spark advance at the knock limit load, BMEPref , of
the engine speed considered. The vector of spark timings to be tested was then taken as
SAref + [−2 0 1 2 3] (in some cases, the largest spark advance was not possible to
reach safely). For each of these, 5 to 6 load points were tested, beginning with BMEPref−
2 and BMEPref , then increasing by step of 0.5 to 1bar up to the maximum admissible
load for safe knocking operation. Figure A.4 summarizes the points investigated for the
two fuels.
A.3.2 Model parameters
The parameters of the proposed knock models are indicated in Table A.4. The parameters
of the phenomenological knock model [60, 21] are also given as an indication.
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Figure A.4: Operating points for the knock tests. Top row: E5. Bottom row: E40. From left
to right: engine speed, spark advance, and IMEP.
Model Parameter Unit Value
Phenomenological knock
model[21]
A s 0.01931
B K 3800
n − 1.7
κfar − 1
κrbg − 10
K1 rpm
−1 0
K2 − 2
K3 (
◦CA) 45
Cylinder pressure based
knock correlation
k1 − 7.35 · 10−5
Mean value knock model
k2 (
◦CA) 35
k3 Pa
−1 0.012
k4 − 0.1
k5 (
◦CA)−1 0.015
k6 − 2.1
k7 s 0.003
k8 − 0.1
Table A.4: Parameters of the knock models.

Appendix B
Fuel estimation and AFR control
B.1 Steady-state detection
The following paragraphs describe the procedure set up to detect steady-state operation.
The method relies on comparing the output of the dynamical equivalence ratio model
(see Section 4.1.3) with the instantaneous (commanded) fuel-air ratio.
As the static gain of the system (the stoichiometric AFR of the fuel) is unknown,
the fuel-air ratio, denoted Φ, is used. This approach allows to monitor directly the
magnitude of this error associated with the neglected dynamics. The dynamical and the
instantaneous fuel-air ratios, Φf and Φinst, respectively, write:
dΦf
dt
(t) = 1
τexh
(
Wf,sp
Wair
(t− τd)− Φf (t)
)
Φinst(t) =
Wf,sp
Wair
(t)
(B.1)
At steady-state, the dynamical terms vanish and Φf = Φinst, which gives the first
criterion for steady-state detection:∣∣∣∣Φf − ΦinstΦf
∣∣∣∣ < K1 (B.2)
Provided the equivalence ratio dynamics are modeled with sufficient accuracy, this
criterion allows to keep small the error induced in Eq. (4.23) by neglecting the equivalence
ratio dynamics. Yet, in practice, uncertainties in the dynamical model can mislead this
simple detection strategy and lead to errors, which could be detrimental to the estimation.
For example, crossings of the two modeled signals could be misinterpreted as steady-state.
In order to improve the robustness of the steady-state detection, we introduce two
additional criteria. First, we require the derivative of the normalized fuel-air ratio error
to be small; then, we require the duration of the steady-state phase, ∆Tss, to exceed a
minimal duration, K3: 
d
dt
(∣∣∣Φf−ΦinstΦf ∣∣∣) < K2
∆Tss > K3
(B.3)
Finally, this strategy is enabled only when the equivalence ratio is large enough, in
order to avoid detections during injection cutoffs.
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B.2 Integration of the fuel estimation to the AFR
control
The use of the estimated stoichiometric AFR to adapt the feedforward term involves an
additional correction to the fuel mass setpoint. In the case of a simple feedback fuel mass
integration estimator, this can destabilize the system or imply poor transient responses
[4].
The least-squares approach proposed alleviates much of the problem, yet it can be
addressed by compensating for estimation variations, so that they do not change the
total fuel mass setpoint [30]. This approach corresponds to that of [78], where it was
applied also to improve the transient response for a controller involving a feedforward
gain adaptation scheme.
For the reference case of a feedforward term computed using a fixed stoichiometric
AFR, Φst,ref , we have:
Wf,sp =
Wair
Φst,ref
+ kpǫφ + kI
∫ t
0
ǫφdt
dWf,sp
dt
=
1
Φst,ref
dWair
dt
+ kp
dǫφ
dt
+ kIǫφ
∂Wf,sp
∂Wair
=
1
Φst,ref
(B.4)
where ǫφ = φsp − φm.
If an estimated stoichiometric AFR is used, and varies, we then have:
Wf,sp =
Wair
Φ̂st
+ kpǫφ + kI
∫ t
0
ǫφdt
dWf,sp
dt
=
1
Φ̂st
dWair
dt
+Wair
d
dt
(
1
Φ̂st
)
+ kp
dǫφ
dt
+ kIǫφ
∂Wf,sp
∂Wair
=
1
Φ̂st
(B.5)
To compensate for the variation in the injected fuel mass setpoint resulting from the
variations of the estimation, we add the following integral term to the setpoint:
Wf,comp = −
∫ t
0
Wair
d
dt
(
1
Φ̂st
)
dt (B.6)
This provides the desired behavior: the fuel mass setpoint variations are independent
of those of the estimation, yet, the feedforward term is adapted:
Wf,sp =
Wair
Φ̂st
+ kpǫφ + kI
∫ t
0
ǫφdt−
∫ t
0
Wair
d
dt
(
1
Φ̂st
)
dt
dWf,sp
dt
=
1
Φ̂st
dWair
dt
+ kp
dǫφ
dt
+ kIǫφ
∂Wf,sp
∂Wair
=
1
Φ̂st
(B.7)
Note that when using also the estimated injection biases, its variations can be com-
pensated in a similar way.
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Figure B.1: Compensation of estimation variations on the fuel mass setpoint. Simulation
results at 2000rpm for IMEP setpoint steps (4 − 6 − 2bar). Left: feedforward stoichiometric
AFR (estimation from the feedback fuel mass integrator). Right: Close-up on the equivalence
ratio response for the 4− 6bar step.
Note also that with this correction, for the case of constant air mass and equivalence
ratio setpoint, the stability of the adapted AFR control is equivalent to that of the original
(P.I.) controller, irrespective of the stoichiometric AFR estimation procedure.
The results obtained are illustrated by the simple test case represented on Figure B.1.
Load steps are simulated with a constant feedforward stoichiometric AFR and with an
estimated stoichiometric AFR from the feedback fuel mass integrator, with a normal and a
large adaptation gain, in both cases without and with the proposed compensation turned
on. Estimation and equivalence ratio regulation results are displayed. For the large gain
case, the load transient degenerates into poorly damped oscillations on the estimation and
the equivalence ratio, when no compensation is applied. However, when the compensation
term is added, the estimation converges quickly and smoothly to the real stoichiometric
AFR (no biases were added), while the equivalence ratio response can now hardly be
distinguished from the reference one.
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Abstract
The interest in renewable energies and in the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions has
led to the development of ethanol as a fuel for internal combustion engines. In particular,
so-called Flexfuel engines can run on any mixture of gasoline and ethanol. These two
fuels have different physico-chemical properties. These influence engine operation, and
in turn, its control. These variable properties are not taken into account in conventional
engine management systems. In a Flexfuel engine, the engine settings must be adapted to
each fuel used, in order to maintain the pollutant emissions and the drivability levels, and
to take advantage of the performance and efficiency improvements allowed by ethanol.
However, these adaptations should not result in a cumbersome increase in the calibration
work. This thesis addresses these issues. The effects of the different fuel properties on
the engine and its control are first analyzed, for defining the control requirements. A
mean-value, fuel-flexible, engine model reproducing these effects is then developed for the
evaluation of control strategies. These include in this work a method for estimating the
fuel composition during engine operation, and its use in the equivalence ratio control.
Keywords: internal combustion engines, ethanol, engine control, mean-value model, fuel
estimation.
Re´sume´
L’inte´reˆt pour les e´nergies renouvelables et pour la re´duction des e´missions de gaz a` effet
de serre a conduit au de´veloppement de l’e´thanol comme carburant pour les moteurs a`
combustion interne. Les moteurs dits Flexfuel, en particulier, peuvent fonctionner avec
un me´lange quelconque d’essence et d’e´thanol. Ces deux carburants ont des proprie´te´s
physico-chimiques diffe´rentes, qui influent sur le fonctionnement du moteur et, partant,
sur son controˆle. Les syste`mes de controˆle moteur habituels ne prennent pas en compte ces
proprie´te´s variables. Sur un moteur Flexfuel, les re´glages doivent eˆtre adapte´s a` chaque
carburant, afin de maintenir le niveau des e´missions polluantes et l’agre´ment. Cependant,
ces adaptations ne doivent pas se faire au prix d’un accroissement excessif du travail
de calibration. Cette the`se traite de ces questions. Les effets des diffe´rentes proprie´te´s
du carburant sur le moteur et son controˆle sont tout d’abord analyse´s afin de de´finir
les besoins en termes de controˆle. Un mode`le moyen de moteur, adapte´ aux variations
de proprie´te´s du carburant, est alors de´veloppe´ pour reproduire ces effets et permettre
l’e´valuation de strate´gies de controˆle. Dans ce travail, celles-ci incluent une me´thode
d’estimation de la composition du carburant pendant le fonctionnement du moteur, et
son utilisation dans le controˆle de la richesse.
Mots-cle´s : moteurs a` combustion interne, ethanol, controˆle moteur, mode`le a` valeurs
moyennes, estimation de carburant.
